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Preface

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is the leading primary cause of chronic 
liver disease in both children and adults worldwide. Global prevalence is estimated at 
25% and accounts for the most common etiology of abnormal liver function tests in 
Western countries. NAFLD is a clinical-histopathologic entity with histologic features 
that resemble alcohol-induced liver injury, but by definition it occurs in patients with 
little or no history of alcohol consumption. It encompasses a histologic spectrum 
that ranges from fat accumulation in hepatocytes without concomitant inflammation 
or fibrosis (simple hepatic steatosis) to hepatic steatosis with a necroinflamma-
tory component (steatohepatitis) that may or may not have associated fibrosis. The 
latter condition, referred to as nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), may progress 
to cirrhosis in up to 20% of patients. NASH is now recognized to be a leading cause 
of cryptogenic cirrhosis.

The pathogenesis of NAFLD has not been fully elucidated. The most widely sup-
ported theory implicates insulin resistance as the key mechanism leading to hepatic 
steatosis, and perhaps also to steatohepatitis. Others have proposed that a “second 
hit,” or additional oxidative injury, is required to manifest the necroinflammatory 
component of steatohepatitis. Hepatic iron, gut hormones, antioxidant deficiencies, 
and intestinal bacteria have all been implicated in the pathogenesis of NAFLD.

This book includes contributions from global experts that present and discusses the 
most current results and theory for the pathogenesis of NAFLD. In addition to the 
knowledge shared, the authors provide their personal experimental experience, mak-
ing this book an extremely useful tool for researchers in this field. Chapters discuss 
hepatic iron metabolism, the role of heparanase, ERR regulation, lipid homeostasis, 
therapeutic approaches, and HDL as a molecular modifier in the pathogenesis of 
NAFLD.

Ju-Seop Kang MD, Ph.D.
Professor of Pharmacology and Clinical Pharmacology,

College of Medicine,
Hanyang University,

Seoul, South Korea
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Chapter 1

Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease: 
Pathogenesis and the Significance 
of High-Density Lipoprotein as a 
Molecular Modifier
Ibrahim Kalle Kwaifa, Abdullahi S. Mainasara,  
Muhammad Lawal Jidda, Amrina Mohammad Amin, 
Garba Abdullahi, Faruku Ladan and Maryam Danyaro

Abstract

The pathophysiology of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) can be identified 
by modifications in lifestyle, diet and inflammation, all of which have significant 
implications for the severity of the clinicopathologic outcome of the disease. 
Prolonged accumulation of hepatic lipid may result in hepatic dysfunction, inflam-
mation and advanced forms of NAFLD. NAFLD describes the presence of hepatic 
steatosis in the absence of alcohol use and other causes of liver disease. It covers a 
broad spectrum of hepatic histopathological alterations, from a non-inflammatory 
intracellular accumulation of fat to non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), which may 
progress to hepatic fibrosis, cirrhosis, or hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Previous 
evidence has shown that NAFLD is associated with a range of metabolic syndromes, 
including obesity, hyperlipidaemia, insulin resistance and diabetes. Hepatic fibrosis 
and cirrhosis are more common in people with NAFLD, which is partly associated 
with hyperlipidaemia and low high-density lipoprotein-cholesterol (HDL-C) levels. 
The ability of HDL to facilitate cholesterol efflux, as determined by cholesterol 
efflux capacity (CEC), has been linked to its hepatoprotective functions in the body. 
Findings have demonstrated that NAFLD patients have suppressed HDL CEC. This 
chapter summarizes the molecular mechanisms and pathogenesis involved in NAFLD. 
The role of HDL as a molecular modulator of NAFLD, clinical implications and the 
therapeutic targets to prevent NAFLD have also been discussed.

Keywords: high-density lipoprotein, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, pathogenesis and 
therapeutic targets

1. Introduction

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease is defined as a broad spectrum of hepatic histo-
pathological changes, from a non-inflammatory intracellular accumulation of lipid to 
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NASH, which can develop into hepatic fibrosis, cirrhosis, or HCC [1]. NAFLD is the 
excessive hepatic deposition of neutral lipids, initiated by an imbalance between lipid 
availability and clearance. Hepatic lipid accumulation in NAFLD is caused by changes 
in intracellular cholesterol transport and imbalanced cellular cholesterol homeostasis, 
characterized by the activations of cholesterol biosynthetic pathways. Enhanced cho-
lesterol de-esterification, modulations of bile acid synthetic pathways and cholesterol 
export [2]. Through the activation of intracellular signaling pathways in Kupffer cells 
(KCs), hepatic Stellate cells (HSCs), and hepatocytes, the hepatic lipids accumulation 
causes liver damage, inflammation and fibrogenesis. Additionally, the mitochondrial 
dysfunction in the liver may cause an increase in the formation of reactive oxygen 
species (ROS), which could in turn causes endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress and 
death by triggering the unfolded protein response [2]. These actions result in a vicious 
cycle that supports the progress of steatosis, liver damage and hepatocyte death, 
which may eventually result in disease progression. Triglycerides (TG) and HDL-C 
frequently undergo distinctive alterations in atherogenic dyslipidaemia, which is inti-
mately associated with NAFLD. Indeed, atherogenic dyslipidaemia is closely linked to 
NAFLD, attributed to modifications in TG and HDL-C, hence, constant monitoring 
of atherosclerotic lipids is essential to evaluate the risk of NAFLD [1, 3, 4].

The incidence of NAFLD is currently around 25% worldwide, with a significant 
regional variation in the Middle East (32%), South America (31%) as well as the 
United States (24.1%) and Africa (14%). The prevalence also varies with metabolic 
disorders, which indicated that approximately 90% of obese individuals, 65% of 
overweight people, and up to 70% of diabetes mellitus (DM) patients have NAFLD. 
NAFLD has also been investigated in most ethnic groups but with a lower prevalence 
in African Americans compared with European-Americans and Hispanics [2, 5]. 
HDL-C has been considered to modulate NAFLD through several pathways that 
promote cholesterol efflux in the system, including the reverse cholesterol transport 
pathway [2, 5], however, essential information to fully understand the impact of 
HDL-C in NAFLD are limited. In this review, progress on the existing knowledge of 
the dysregulated cholesterol homeostasis in NAFLD and the cellular mechanisms 
underlying hepatic lipids toxicity and its role in liver injury were elaborated. The 
contribution of HDL-C as a molecular modulator and the therapeutic implications of 
this knowledge were also discussed.

2. Molecular mechanisms and pathogenesis of NAFLD

It is essential to understand the processes that lead to NAFLD and NASH develop-
ment. Even with the current advancement, our understanding of the pathogenesis of 
NAFLD is still lacking. The initial theory for the pathophysiology of NAFLD was based 
on two hypotheses. The first hypothesis described the accumulation of hepatic triglyc-
erides which makes the liver more vulnerable to injury, mediated by the second hypoth-
esis, such as inflammatory cytokines and adipokines, mitochondrial dysfunction, and 
oxidative stress, which in turn cause steatohepatitis and fibrosis. Also, an increased 
influx of free fatty acids (FFA) to the liver has been observed in IR and obesity. This 
concept, however, has been altered as FFA is increasingly understood to play a direct 
role in triggering liver injury [4, 6, 7]. The FFA can also promote hepatic lipid accu-
mulation either through β-oxidation or esterified with glycerol to form triglycerides. 
Since convincing evidence has suggested that FFA can trigger inflammatory pathways 
by facilitating oxidative stress, hepatic triglyceride formation may serve as a defensive 
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mechanism to counteract the harmful effects of unesterified FFA. In a healthy liver, 
apoptotic cells prompt mature hepatocytes to multiply, replacing the dead cells and 
re-establishing normal tissue function [4]. However, oxidative stress, a key factor in the 
development of NAFLD, prevents mature hepatocytes from replicating, which causes 
the population of hepatic progenitor cells to increase. The hepatic progenitor cells can 
differentiate into hepatocyte-like cells, and together with intermediate hepatocyte-like 
cells, can have numbers that are strongly correlated with the fibrosis stage, signifying 
that cumulative hepatocyte loss stimulates both the deposition of progenitor cells and 
their differentiation into hepatocytes. Hepatocellular carcinogenesis has also been 
linked to the activation of these cells. Since the effectiveness of hepatocyte regeneration 
is required for the fibrosis and cirrhosis that results from chronic liver injury, cell death 
with impaired hepatocyte progenitor proliferation is thought to be the “third hypoth-
esis” in the pathogenesis of NAFLD [4]. Several factors, including oxidative stress, 
insulin resistance, steatohepatitis, endoplasmic reticulum stress, bacterial overgrowth, 
fibrosis, genetic implications, immune system, and beverages consumption, have been 
implicated in the progress of NAFLD (Figure 1) [4].

2.1  Contribution of oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction  
in NAFLD formation

The influences of oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction in NAFLD 
and NASH are well-recognized. Within the normal liver, β-oxidation occurs in the 

Figure 1. 
Molecular mechanisms of NAFLD progression. Lipid accumulation and and high cholesterol levels can lead to 
alterations in intestinal flora, insulin resistance, and adipocyte proliferation. Free fatty acid and free cholesterol 
consumption leads to ER stress, oxidative stress, hepatic inflammation, and fibrogenesis, which promotes the 
development of NAFLD. Adipocytes secrete adipokines including IL-6 and TNF, which have an impact on the 
liver inflammatory environment and hepatocyte fat accumulation. Macrophages are crucial in the development 
of inflammation and insulin resistance. Recent study has recognized the gut microbiome as being associated with 
the development of NAFLD. The pattern of microbiome diversity can facilitate intestinal mucosal permeability 
and lead to lipopolysaccharidaemia, which is correlated with the development of NAFLD and NASH. 
Lipoprotein lipase (LPL) activity and triglyceride accumulation are both increased when enteric bacteria inhibit 
the secretion of adipocyte factor.
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mitochondria but in the setting of NAFLD, this process can become overwhelmed 
due to elevated FFA load, leading to the generation of ROS. ROS stimulate oxidative 
stress with a progressive activation of mitochondrial damage and inflammatory 
pathways [8, 9]. Oxidative stress defines the imbalance between the production of 
ROS and the scavenging capacity of the antioxidant system to counteract the effect 
of the ROS produced. A high concentration of ROS intensifies the modifications of 
cellular macromolecules, such as DNA, proteins and lipids, which could lead to the 
deposition of damaged macromolecules and subsequently induce liver injury. Hence, 
the mechanism by which ROS contribute to NAFLD development may be associ-
ated with deregulated redox signaling and undifferentiating oxidative biomolecular 
injury (Figure 2) [9]. While the hepatic detoxification process in the liver serves 
as the main cause of oxidative stress, the biotransformation responses and physi-
ologically generate intermediate ROS to permit the oxidation of toxins and promote 
their detoxification and excretion. Thus, under normal situations, the levels of ROS 
generated are the actual amounts needed for the normal body detoxification process 
and the body system syntheses many antioxidant cofactors that are essentially needed 
to counterbalance the generation of ROS [4, 6, 7]. On the other hand, insufficient 
production of endogenous antioxidant molecules and overloading of toxins may 
facilitate oxidative stress, which in turn may enhance tissue injury and promote the 

Figure 2. 
Mechanisms of endoplasmic reticulum stress induced-NAFLD. NAFLD is associated with deposition of lipids in 
the liver, on which lipids promote several cellular stress pathways, such as ER stress and oxidative stress. ER stress 
enhances UPR which is facilitated by the activation of ER proteins, including ATF6, IRE1 and PERK. Through 
the phosphorylation of Nrf2, which controls the transcription of antioxidant genes, PERK activation enhances the 
defense against oxidative stress. Additionally, PERK promotes ATF4, which in turn triggers the transcription of 
CHOP and controls apoptosis through the Bax protein. Apoptosis results through an interaction between activated 
IRE1 and TRAF2 and complex recruits Caspase-12. When ER stress is maintained by increasing FFA, PERK 
and ATF-6 sensors can also activate NF-kB. Additionally, hyperlipidaemia, hypercholesterolemia and obesity 
can raise the amount of ROS that trigger apoptosis through oxidative stress pathways. Oxidative stress and ER 
stress are correlated in a bidirectional manner. ATF: Activating transcription factor, CHOP: C/EBP-homologous 
protein, FFA: Free fatty acid, IRE1: Inositol requiring enzyme-1, NF-κB: Nuclear factor κ-light-chain-enhancer 
of activated B cells, Nrf2: Nuclear factor 2 erythroid 2-related factor, PERK: Protein kinase RNA-like ER kinase, 
ROS; reactive oxygen species, TRAF2: TNF-α receptor-associated factor 2.
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inflammation process [2, 5]. Furthermore, oxidative stress has progressively shown 
to be one of the major essential pathological processes in the development of NAFLD 
and the relationship between NASH manifestation and simple steatosis. Oxidative 
stress has been attributed to various chronic disorders, particularly those associated 
with low-grade inflammation, including DM, obesity and other metabolic syndromes 
[2, 5]. Oxidative stress has also been investigated as the major factor associated with 
the pathophysiology and development of CVDs and was suggested to be a possible 
mechanism, that links NAFLD to CVDs. While CVDs represent the leading cause 
of global death and morbidity, in this respect, only a few NAFLD patients may have 
chronic liver disease. Another important cellular source of oxidative stress is NADPH 
oxidase (Nox) and its stimulation has been linked with the possible progress of liver 
injury. The NADPH oxidase family, such as Nox1, Nox2, and Nox4, were suggested 
to control the activation of hepatic apoptosis and HSCs, which are essential in the 
fibrogenic process [2, 4, 5].

2.2 Endoplasmic reticulum stress

Endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress is another pathway associated with the patho-
physiology of NAFLD and NASH [10]. Unfolded proteins can accumulate within the 
ER, due to the increased protein synthesis input, the dysfunctional ER or a lack of 
ATP, which can activate the so-called “unfolded protein response (UPR),” an adaptive 
response designed to alleviate ER stress [11]. To identify the protein-folding defect 
that would otherwise result in the onset of apoptosis, UPR activation involves adap-
tive mechanisms such as reduction of protein synthesis, increased capacity for protein 
transit through the ER (Figure 2), increased protein folding and transport, and 
activation of pathways for protein degradation. The ER stress has been explained by 
various biological stresses, including hyperlipidaemia, hyperinsulinemia, high blood 
sugar, hypercholesterolaemia, oxidative stress, mitochondrial damage that depletes 
ATP, and low phosphatidylcholine levels. These can facilitate various pathways that 
could lead to mitochondrial dysfunction, IR, inflammation and apoptosis, which have 
been considered as the major factors that cause UPR in NAFLD [6, 8]. UPR has been 
identified to stimulate c-junk terminal kinase (JNK), a potent enhancer of inflam-
mation and apoptosis. Although the activity of JNK was suggested to differentiate 
between patients with NASH from those with simple steatosis, its silencing in animal 
models suppresses both steatosis and steatohepatitis. JNK activity is also linked with 
decreased insulin signaling, which could initiate the episode of DM. Future research 
on the consequence of ER stress in NAFLD and NASH is important because it was 
investigated to have a significant implication on alcohol-induced steatohepatitis [6].

2.3 Insulin resistance

In healthy individuals, insulin receptor substrates (IRS), among other substrates, 
are phosphorylated when it binds to its receptor, which transmits the insulin signal 
[4]. Insulin resistance is among the major causes of NAFLD, which increases hepatic 
lipogenesis and inhibits adipose tissue lipolysis, resulting in an enhanced influx of 
fatty acids into the liver. Hepatocytes store fat mostly in the form of triglycerides 
generated by the esterification of glycerol and FFAs. Hepatic accumulation of triglyc-
eride functions as a defense mechanism to balance off the excess FFAs in the plasma 
rather than as a hepatotoxic event. However, diacylglycerol (DAG) and other bioac-
tive intermediates, such as ceramides, can cause lipotoxicity, which may progress to 
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inflammation, necrosis, and hepatic fibrosis [12]. When the mechanisms protecting 
hepatocytes against lipotoxicity are depleted, NAFLD develops into NASH. This 
causes necrosis, secondary repair processes, and accumulation of scar collagen tissue, 
which are controlled by hepatic stellate cells, leading to the progress and develop-
ment of hepatic fibrosis. Insulin resistance is also associated with hyperinsulinemia, 
which can result in the upregulation of transcription factor sterol regulatory element 
binding protein-1c (SREBP-1c), a major transcriptional regulator of genes involved 
in DNL and the inhibition of FFA’s β-oxidation, which could further promote the 
deposition of hepatic lipids. Several anomalies investigated in NAFLD inhibit the 
insulin signaling pathway, which in turn causes IR. Elevated lipid metabolites, includ-
ing diacylglycerol (DAG), have been linked to a protein kinase C (PKC) dependent 
process that blocks insulin receptor activation and insulin signaling modifies IRS-2 
phosphorylation [13].

2.4 Inflammation and steatohepatitis

Hepatic steatosis in NAFLD is primarily caused by systemic insulin resistance, 
while NASH is majorly caused by lipotoxicity of accumulating lipids and innate 
immune system activation. Inflammatory mechanisms, such as the production of 
proinflammatory extracellular vesicles and cell death, are activated due to lipid-
induced sub-lethal and lethal stress [1, 14]. Steatosis and chronic hepatic inflamma-
tion are strongly linked to NAFLD, and the Iκκ-β/NF-κB signaling pathway is partially 
responsible for this association. FFA can directly activate the Ikk-/BNF-kB pathway 
in hepatocytes, providing another mechanism through which central obesity and the 
resultant increase in hepatic FFA supply promote inflammation (Figures 1 and 2). 
Additionally, the transformation of FFA into hepatic triglyceride might act to protect 
against the direct toxicity of lipoproteins to the liver. Existing evidence has demon-
strated that the suppression of DGAT2, the enzyme that catalyzes the last stage in 
triglyceride synthesis, improved hepatic steatosis and IR while exacerbating damage 
and fibrosis in a mouse model of NAFLD [15].

2.5 Fibrosis

Hepatocellular carcinoma, fibrosis and its more severe form, hepatic cirrhosis 
represent a final common pathway of most chronic liver diseases, such as NAFLD 
and NASH. Fibrosis is caused by excessive secretion of extracellular matrix (ECM) 
that is not sufficiently balanced by degradation, leading to a net accumulation. In 
the models of toxic, biliary liver disease and NAFLD, hepatic stellate cells (HSC) 
are the primary source of ECM-producing fibroblasts [16]. Twenty genetically 
distinct types of fibrillary and non-fibrillar collagen, as well as non-collagenous 
glycoproteins-like elastin, laminin, and fibronectin, as well as glycosaminoglycans-
like hyaluronan and proteoglycans, including aggrecan, fibromodulin, decorin, 
biglycan, glypicans, and syndecans, are all contained in the complex network of 
the ECM proteins. Together with increased amounts, the composition of the ECM 
proteins is also modified in fibrosis, leading to an increase in embryonic or wound-
healing associated ECM and an increase in crosslinks that make the ECM more 
resistant to degradation, contributing to delay and incomplete reversibility of severe 
fibrosis. A more progressive pattern of liver damage may be caused by an inability 
to develop a ductular response, as seen in patients with denervated liver, who have 
undergone liver transplantation for NASH [16].
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2.6 Bacterial overgrowth

Existing evidence points to the involvement of bacterial overgrowth in the patho-
genesis of NAFLD and NASH. The gut microbiome is implicated in the pathogenesis 
and progression of NAFLD through the so-called gut-liver axis, investigating that the 
gut microbiome could be considered a metabolic organ in the host, which can affect 
human metabolism in health and disease [13]. Bacterial overgrowth results in the 
secretion of bacterial lipopolysaccharides (LPS), which can activate the production 
of TNF-α, and ethanol. Bacterial LPS are produced when Gram-negative bacteria 
proliferate excessively and are mostly transported due to increased intestinal perme-
ability. Furthermore, the interaction between LPS and the Toll-like receptors (TLRs4) 
system increases oxidative stress in NAFLD because of the excessive ROS generation 
and deficiency in endogenous antioxidant molecules [7]. Oxidative stress has also 
been reported to be overexpressed in CVDs, which may be a link that connects LPS 
to the elevated cardiovascular risk in NAFLD patients. The elevated LPS levels in the 
circulation may result from various factors. In the intestine, the absorption of LPS 
together with chylomicrons intensifies the chance of NAFLD development, which is 
activated by hepatic inflammatory cells. Additionally, intestinal bacteria stimulate 
lipoprotein lipase activity and triglyceride accumulation by inhibiting the synthesis 
of fasting-induced adipocyte factor (FIAF) [7]. Furthermore, the gut microbiota 
syntheses enzymes that facilitate the transformation of dietary choline into toxic 
substances, such as methylamines, which can be utilized by the liver, transformed into 
trimethylamine-N-oxide, and subsequently promote inflammation and liver damage. 
Also, bacterial endotoxins have damaging effects on hepatocytes and can stimulate 
Kupffer cells to generate inflammatory cytokines, which would then cause the water-
fall effect and the generation of oxygen radicals [6, 7]. TLRs on hepatocytes, HSCs, 
and Kupfer cells detect bacterial endotoxins. Signaling of bacterial LPS through TLR4 
activates the nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-kB) 
(Figures 1 and 2) and subsequent inflammasome activation. Increased secretion of 
bile acids (Bas) facilitated by a high-fat diet is another mechanism that may result 
in gut hyperpermeability in individuals with NAFLD. Gut permeability is compro-
mised because of BAs, which increase epidermal growth receptor (EGFR) activity. 
Generally, these pathways could partially account for the “leaky gut” phenomenon 
seen in the majority of NAFLD patients [6, 7, 13].

2.7 Glucocorticoids (GCs)

GCs sources from both exogenous and endogenous have been recognized to be 
implicated in NAFLD development. Individuals with Cushing’s syndrome, who have 
elevated GCs levels are associated with characteristic metabolic phenotype, including 
IR, central obesity, and DM, and many of these patients will have hepatic steatosis. 
Inhibition of fatty acid β-oxidation and activation of hepatocyte DNL have been 
reported as the potential mechanisms through which GCs stimulate hepatic lipid 
accumulation. Still, several individuals will have normal cortisol levels, indicating 
that tissue-specific pathways are involved in this metabolic dysfunction [4].

2.8 Involvement of the immune system

Innate immune cells play a crucial role in the pathogenesis of NAFLD [5]. 
Although the innate immune system is activated and proinflammatory monocytes 
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are recruited into the liver in NASH, the precise signals that result from this are still 
poorly understood [17, 18]. Increased FFA levels, which result in lipotoxicity, insulin 
resistance, dysfunctional peripheral adipose tissue, and endotoxins originating 
from the gut, contribute to activating and maintaining the synthesis and release of 
pro-inflammatory cytokines in the liver at both local and systemic levels. JNK-AP-1 
and IKK-NF-kB are two major inflammatory pathways that play a crucial role in 
the emergence of the chronic inflammatory state in NAFLD [6]. In vitro experi-
ments employing cultured HepG2 cells and primary mouse, hepatocytes show that 
the release of damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) from hepatocytes 
activates innate immune cells, especially macrophages (Kupffer cells). Additionally, 
several specific DAMPs, including high-mobility-group protein box 1 (HMGB1), 
have been demonstrated to activate TLR4 in NASH and NAFLD, playing a crucial role 
in the initial setting of NAFLD. In humans, other DAMPs, such as sonic hedgehog 
(SHH) ligands, have also been linked to the development of NAFLD and fibrosis. 
Another important component of NAFLD and NASH is neutrophils. The protease 
neutrophil elastase (NE), which is synthesized by neutrophils, secretes cellular IR, 
while deletion of NE results in less tissue inflammation [5]. Increased concentration 
of blood from the gut to the portal vein exposed the liver to gut-derived endotoxin, 
leading to endotoxemia, which activates Kupffer cells through the TLR4 complex on 
the cell surface. The Toll-like family of pattern recognition receptors are crucial for 
host defense against invading pathogens. When endotoxin interacts with TLR-4, a 
variety of proinflammatory mediators are released, leading to hepatic fibrosis and 
damage. Furthermore, cytokines have a significant impact on lipid metabolism [19]. 
Chitotriosidase (CHIT), an enzyme from the glycosylhydrolase family, is one of the 
mechanisms associated with the immune response in NASH and NAFLD. The CHIT 
gene spans around 20 kb of genomic DNA and is found on chromosome 1q31–q32 
and has 12 exons. The majority of freshly generated 50 kDa CHIT is secreted by tissue 
macrophages, and a subsequent step cleaves the enzyme to secrete the active form of 
CHIT (39 kDa). Pathological tissue macrophages massively express CHIT in many 
conditions. In humans, NASH patients have much greater levels of CHIT expres-
sion than NAFLD patients or control subjects, which indicates a direct relationship 
between CHIT expression and the severity of NASH. Hence, patients with NASH had 
greater plasma levels of CHIT activity than those with NAFLD [20].

2.9 Genetic implication

Identification of genetic factors to determine the risk of disease progression may 
assist to evaluate individuals who may have associated morbidity. Various genes 
associated with NAFLD have been investigated but the most frequent variant; 
p.I148M of the enzyme adiponectin gene is one of the major genetic determinants 
of steatosis and steatohepatitis, fibrosis, cirrhosis, and hepatocellular cancer 
[2]. Furthermore, polymorphism in the TM6SF2 gene (rs58542926c.449 C > T, 
p.Glu167Lys) has been associated with severe hepatic fibrosis and cirrhosis, but 
the underlying mechanisms responsible for these gene variants to influence liver 
damage are still lacking [2]. In addition to environmental factors, genes also affect 
NAFLD and through the genome-wide association analyses, several genes have 
been discovered, on which transmembrane 6 superfamily member 2 (TM6SF2) 
and patatin-like phospholipase domain containing 3 (PNPLA3) appear to be more 
implicated. Triacylglycerol hydrolysis is mediated by a 481 amino acid protein that 
is encoded by the PNPLA3 gene, which is found on chromosome 22. PNPLA3’s 
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I148M variant (rs738409), is substantially linked to NAFLD in adults, as well as 
obese kids and teenagers, although the precise mechanism is still unknown. The 
TM6SF2 gene, which is found on chromosome 19, contributes to the development of 
NAFLD. A single nucleotide polymorphism (rs58542926) that replaces the position 
167 of cytosine to thymine has been associated with an elevated hepatic triglyceride 
level. The development of fibrosis has also been linked to this gene variant and the 
effects of PNLPA3 and TM6SF2 on NASH and severe fibrosis are cumulative [21]. 
Only a small percentage of people with obesity and IR develop NASH and cirrhosis, 
even though hepatic steatosis is widespread in these patients, indicating an essential 
interaction between genetic predisposition and environmental factors. NAFLD 
and NASH formations may be made more susceptible by polymorphisms in genes 
involved in lipid metabolism, IR, oxidative stress, cytokines, and fibrogenesis. 
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that affect fibrosis development in various 
liver diseases, including chronic hepatitis C, have been found in several reports. 
Existing evidence has shown that angiotensinogen and TGF-1 gene polymorphisms 
have been linked to progressive liver fibrosis in obese patients with NAFLD and 
NASH. Also, NAFLD and NAFLD-related fibrosis are linked to SNPs in the angio-
tensin II type 1 receptor [4].

2.10 Influences of beverages in non-alcoholic fatty liver disease

The most popular types of alcoholic drinks include wines, beers, and spirits, 
whereas non-alcoholic drinks include juices, carbonated and non-carbonated sweet-
ened drinks, and hot beverages like tea and coffee. Even though certain drinks provide 
fundamental health advantages, beverages are regarded as functional foods because 
they include well-known macro- or micro-molecules that support optimal health. 
Independent of the metabolic syndrome, soft drink use can raise the prevalence 
of NAFLD. Regular soft drink consumption causes the primary effect of fructose, 
which increases lipogenesis. The additional contribution of aspartame sweetener and 
caramel colorant, which are rich in advanced glycation end products, may increase 
insulin resistance and inflammation. Hence, lipids accumulation in the liver can result 
from regular soft drink consumption [22, 23]. Consuming sugar-sweetened drinks 
(SSBs) is also linked to increased triglyceride levels, abdominal fat, blood pressure, 
IR and lower HDL cholesterol levels, which may facilitate the development of NAFLD 
and obesity. Despite the negative effects of sugar-sweetened beverages and energy 
drinks, there is some evidence that drinking tea, coffee, and alcoholic beverages may 
have some positive effects on liver disease. SSBs increase hepatic de novo lipogenesis 
while reducing fatty acid β-oxidation, which in turn promotes NAFLD. Despite 
the lifestyle factors, obesity, CVDs and metabolic syndrome, increased deposition 
of visceral and hepatic fat are the main risk factors linked to daily consumption of 
sugar-sweetened beverages [24, 25]. Several mechanisms have been investigated to 
show how fructose might participate in the production of lipids in the liver. Fructose 
has also been investigated to facilitate hepatic lipid deposition through the dysfunc-
tional mitochondria and mitigate β-oxidation of fatty acids. Another significant 
component of SSB is glucose, which can either directly or indirectly stimulate hepatic 
lipid storage by converting into fructose through the polyol pathway in the liver [22]. 
Moreover, fructose may activate the lipogenic transcription factors sterol receptor 
element binding protein 1c (SREBP-1c) and carbohydrate response element binding 
protein (ChREBP). Fructose may limit the breakdown of fatty acids by lowering the 
activity of β-oxidation in the liver as another mechanism. Numerous studies have 
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demonstrated that SSB consumption may raise the risk of hyperuricemia by depleting 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which may then increase alanine aminotransferase 
(ALT) levels [25].

3. Modulation of liver injury in NAFLD by HDL

The hepato-protective activity of HDL in the body is tightly related to its function 
in facilitating cholesterol efflux, determined by CEC through various pathways [26].

3.1 Lipid metabolism and significant of HDL

Lipid metabolism involves several key enzymes and subtypes of lipid fractions and 
lipoproteins. These include lipoprotein lipase (LPL), TGs, TC, LDL, VLDL, HDL, and 
chylomicrons (Figure 3). Lipid metabolism formed the cornerstone for understand-
ing the mechanisms involved in the atherothrombotic formation. Lipid metabolism 
occurs through three essential pathways, including exogenous and endogenously pro-
duced lipids, and finally the reverse cholesterol transport pathway (Figure 3) [27, 28]. 
The exogenous (dietary) pathway begins with chylomicron synthesis and secretion by 
the intestine. Dietary fat and cholesterol are absorbed by the duodenum and proximal 
jejunum. In the intestinal duodenum, dietary lipids undergo emulsification and then 

Figure 3. 
Mechanism of reverse cholesterol transport (RCT): From the exogenous pathway, LPL acts on chylomicrons to 
generate FFAs, while the chylomicron remnant are transported to the liver. In the endogenous pathway, the LPL 
cleaves VLDL to form IDLs, which are utilized by the liver. The reverse cholesterol transport pathway involves 
the action of HDL, which picks up the peripheral cholesterols and returns them to the liver for recycling. LPL; 
lipoprotein lipase, FFAs; free fatty acids, HDL; high-density lipoproteins, VLDL; very low-density lipoprotein, 
LDL; low-density lipoprotein, IDL; intermediate lipoprotein.
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hydrolysed by the pancreatic and intestinal lipases. Hydrolysis products, such as free 
fatty acids and monoglycerides are then transferred to the intestinal epithelial cell, 
where they diffuse through the epithelial cell membranes into the intestinal mucosal 
cells. In the small intestinal mucosal cells, free fatty acids and monoglycerides reas-
semble to form triglycerides, which then combine with proteins, phospholipids, 
free and esterified cholesterol to form Chylomicrons [29]. Chylomicrons are the 
lipoprotein class responsible for dietary lipids transport. After their formation in 
the enterocytes, chylomicrons, which mainly contain triglycerides, are secreted 
into the lacteals and enter into the blood circulation through the lymphatic system. 
Chylomicrons contain apolipoproteins (Apos) B-48, C-II, and E. The Apo C-II is an 
essential co-factor of lipoprotein lipase (LPL) during the transportation of fatty acids 
to adipose tissue. After LPL activity, the chylomicron remnant is relatively enriched in 
cholesterol due to the loss of triacylglycerol and absorbed into the liver by Apo E [30]. 
Lipoprotein, which is exposed on the chylomicron surface, activates the lipoprotein 
lipase attached to the capillary beds in adipose and skeletal muscle tissues, which then 
hydrolyses triglycerides into free fatty acids (FFAs) and glycerol. The FFAs enter the 
muscle cells, where they are used for energy production and to the adipocytes, where 
they would be re-esterified into triglycerides for storage. The chylomicron remnants 
return to HDL to be recycled by the liver and are recognized by specific hepatic recep-
tors that rapidly remove them from the circulation by endocytosis. The cholesterol 
found in chylomicron remnants can be used for VLDL, bile acid formation, or stored 
as cholesteryl esters [28]. While the chylomicrons are responsible for the transport of 
dietary lipids, endogenously synthesized triglycerides, cholesterols and cholesteryl 
esters, including VLDL, LDL and HDL are mainly involved in the endogenous lipid 
metabolism pathway. The endogenous pathway starts with the synthesis of VLDL 
particles, which are triglyceride-rich and contain Apo B-100, C-II, and E. After 
the removal of the triglycerides in adipose tissue, a portion of VLDL remnants is 
metabolized to LDL particles [30]. Thus, VLDL remnants are either removed from 
the circulation by the liver or undergo further transformation by lipoprotein lipase or 
hepatic lipase to form LDL. As LPL cleaves TGs, the cholesterol concentration within 
the lipoprotein increases and becomes a smaller denser lipoprotein named “interme-
diate-density lipoproteins” (IDL) [27]. The IDL can be taken up by the liver through 
an apoE-dependent process, while LDL is taken up by the liver through the binding 
of apoB100 to LDL receptors. The LDL which mainly contains cholesteryl esters and 
phospholipids circulates in the blood and binds to specific receptors that are widely 
distributed throughout the tissues. The small VLDL, IDL, and LDL particles may 
be taken up by peripheral tissues to deliver nutrients, cholesterol, and fat-soluble 
vitamins, to be used for the synthesis of steroid hormones and cell membranes as well 
as for hepatic metabolism [31].

HDL is a mixture of lipoproteins associated with various minor lipids and proteins 
that stimulates the function of HDL. Most of the HDL particles arise from lipid-free 
or poorly lipidated apoA-I secreted by hepatocytes and the intestinal mucosa or 
dissociated from lipolyzed chylomicrons and VLDL as well as from interconverting 
mature HDL particles [32]. The interaction between the lipid-free or poorly lipidated 
apoA-I, also known as the pre-β1-HDL with the ATP-binding cassette transporter A1 
(ABCA1) leads to efflux of phospholipids and unesterified cholesterol from various 
cells, such as hepatocytes, enterocytes, and macrophages, which progress to the for-
mation of small discoidal HDL particles, known as α4-HDL. The α4-HDL precursors 
can further facilitate the lipid efflux from cells, basically from scavenger receptor BI 
(SR-BI) or ATP-binding cassette transporter G1 (ABCG1) [2]. The effluxed cholesterol 
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and phosphatidylcholine function as substrates of lecithin-cholesterol acyltransferase 
(LCAT) to generate water-insoluble cholesteryl esters, which transform to the core 
mature spherical HDL. The initial small α-HDL3 particles develop into larger α-HDL2 
particles obtained from phospholipids and cholesterol from both cells (SR-BI or 
ABCG1), which is involved with the activity of phospholipid transfer protein, and 
apoB-containing lipoproteins fused with other HDL particles. The breaking down 
of HDL varies from that of LDL since only a minor proportion of HDL would be 
removed by holo-particle uptake into cells. In this poorly understood pathway, a 
high-affinity interaction of apoA-I with ectopic F0F1–ATPase leads to the generation 
of ADP, which stimulates purinergic receptors to facilitate the uptake of HDL by an 
as-yet-unidentified low-affinity HDL receptor [2, 32]. These pathways (Figure 3) 
promote the elimination of lipids from HDL irrespective of their protein content. The 
cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP) converts triglycerides of apoB-containing 
lipoproteins for cholesteryl esters of HDL, which are finally removed through the 
LDL receptor pathway, while SR-BI coordinates the uptake of HDL lipids into the 
liver and steroidogenic organs [8]. The elimination of cholesteryl esters by CETP 
and SR-BI, and the lipolysis of triglycerides and phospholipids by hepatic lipase and 
endothelial lipase, respectively, promote the transformation of HDL2 to HDL3, and 
the ultimate formation of pre-β1-HDL. This lipid-poor apoA-I either transforms to 
a mature HDL by activating ABCA1-mediated lipid efflux from several cells or is fil-
trated by the renal glomeruli through the proximal tubule of the kidneys. The apoA-I 
is endocytosed by the cubilin and megalin receptors and targeted for lysosomal 
degradation [32].

3.2 Reverse cholesterol transport (RCT)

Existing studies have investigated that extracellular levels, HDL molecular content 
and the activities of ABC transporter determine the cholesterol efflux. Also, previous 
reports have indicated that cellular cholesterol homeostasis, HDL-mediated efflux 
together with ABCG1 and cholesterol efflux by apoA-I/ ABCA1 plays a significant 
regulatory step in several cellular activities, such as proliferation, differentiation and 
mobilization of haemopoietic cells [26]. The RCT described a mechanism by which 
the body removes excess cholesterol from peripheral cells and tissues and delivers it 
to the liver after conversion to bile acids. The cholesterol will then be redistributed to 
other tissues or excreted from the body through the gallbladder, or to adrenals, testes, 
and ovaries for the synthesis of steroid hormones. Because cholesterol could not be 
metabolized by peripheral tissues, it must be transported back to the liver for removal 
through a pathway known as “reverse cholesterol transport” (Figure 3) determined 
by the HDL and its precursors [29]. The HDL-C is the main lipoprotein involved in 
this process, followed by the intestine, while the liver produces the protein Apo A-1 
(70% of the protein content of HDL-c), which passes through the bloodstream and 
goes to peripheral tissues, such as the heart. In the circulation, Apo A-1 interacts with 
receptors in several cell types, including hepatocytes, enterocytes, and macrophages, 
known as ATP-Binding Cassette, Sub-Family A, Member 1 (ABCA1) [33]. In macro-
phages, the immune system specialized in phagocytosing particles, the interaction 
with this protein forces the cholesterols and some phospholipids to move toward the 
molecule Apo A-1. This interaction leads to the formation of nascent HDL-c particles 
(pre-b HDL), which can subsequently interact with scavenger receptor class B member 
1 (SR-B1) and ATP-binding cassette, sub-family G, member 1 (ABCG1), and then 
incorporate more cholesterol to form a mature molecule of HDL-C (α-HDL), catalyzed 
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by the enzyme LCAT. Cholesterols are delivered to the liver in both direct and indirect 
ways. In a direct way, mature molecules of HDL-C interact with SR-B1 in the liver, 
which permits the transfer of its cholesterol content, and the resulting HDL-C mol-
ecule can enter circulation and initiate another RCT process. The mature molecules of 
HDL-C can indirectly transfer its cholesterol content to apolipoproteins B-100 (Apo 
B-100), particularly to the LDL, in exchange for triacylglycerol molecules, a process 
catalyzed by the enzyme CETP, and hence, these lipoproteins can be linked with their 
liver receptors and deliver their cholesterol content. The CETP was also identified to 
catalyze the reverse transference, i.e., triacylglycerol from HDL-C in exchange for 
Apo B-100 cholesterol. The reduction in the synthesis of hepatic cholesterol leads to 
increased hepatic LDL-receptors, which bind and reduces the synthesis of circulating 
LDL and its precursors; IDL and VLDL [34]. The HDL cholesterol content in plasma 
may therefore be a crucial modulator to treat and prevent NAFLD since this molecule 
exerts anti-inflammatory functions as well as positive effects on CRT. Furthermore, 
recent studies have suggested that the functionality of HDL-c shows a much greater 
potential in some conditions, including dyslipidaemia and NAFLD [32, 35].

4. Current therapeutic target

The information above pointed out the various pathways associated with NAFLD 
pathogenesis and the role of HDL as a molecular modifier of NAFLD. Finding the 
most effective therapeutic targets is now much easier, due to our growing under-
standing of the pathophysiology of NAFLD. Indeed, correction and management of 
established NAFLD and NASH-associated factors implicated with the pathogenesis 
and progression, including excessive dietary energy and fructose intake, the extent 
of obesity, hyperlipidaemia, degree of IR, DM and oxidative stress are the current 
therapeutic targets of NAFLD and NASH treatment [2]. The current therapies 
available are projected toward improving the factors that suppress the disease patho-
genesis, including exercise, weight loss, modification of lifestyle, decreasing IR and 
promoting DM control. At end-stage cirrhosis, liver transplant appears to be the only 
treatment option. Therapies that can cure or prevent fibrosis are essential in this 
regard because it is known that the existence of fibrosis in NAFLD is linked with other 
liver-associated complications [4]. Antioxidants, such as vitamins C, E, and betaine, 
iron depletion, statins, and pentoxifylline are some of the current treatments being 
evaluated in NAFLD and NASH. Others, including Glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1)-
based therapy, may be an advanced therapeutic alternative to inhibit the development 
of NAFLD. Drugs like exenatide, have been demonstrated to boost insulin secretion, 
inhibit glucagon secretion, suppress gastric emptying, and promote satiety with 
weight loss, demonstrated in both animal models and DM individuals [2]. Since 
angiotensin has been demonstrated to encourage myofibroblast survival and liver 
fibrosis, angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors and angiotensin receptor 
blockers (ARBs) are anticipated to have significant effects, such as antifibrotic. The 
proliferative, contractile, and fibrogenic activities of HSCs are closely regulated by 
a wide number of cytokines, whose antagonistic effects constitute another possible 
target for antifibrotic treatments [27]. Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), trans-
forming growth factor beta-1 (TGF-β1), connective tissue growth factor (CTGF), 
endothelin-1 (ET-1), thrombin, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), fibro-
blast growth factor, and insulin-like growth factor are potential candidates, that exert 
their effects through tyrosine-kinase receptors [4]. Additionally, inhibiting ER stress 
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and modifying the gut-liver axis utilizing pre- and probiotics are two other possible 
targets. A Mediterranean diet has been shown to minimize oxidative stress, and high 
daily doses of vitamin E have been shown to cause the resolution of NASH in 36% of 
treated individuals. Silymarin reduced transaminase levels in NAFLD patients, and 
long-term use of the drug may help lessen fibrosis and halt the progression of liver 
disease in NAFLD and NASH patients [4].

4.1 Common HDL-C-raising drugs

Even though HDL is considered a promising biomarker and potential therapeutic 
target based on its epidemiological data and the effects of healthy HDL in vitro in 
endothelial cells and macrophages, as well as based on infusion studies of reconstituted 
HDL in patients with hypercholesterolemia [32], it would be assumed that HDL-C–rais-
ing drugs will become part of preventive armamentarium in the future. Therefore, it 
will be important to demonstrate that novel drugs not only increase HDL-C plasma 
levels but also improve HDL functions. Based on the inverse epidemiological association 
that linked HDL-C plasma levels with several adverse effects of CVDs, HDL-C has been 
recognized as a potential therapeutic target. As such, many drugs to increase HDL-C 
levels have been established and examined at basic and clinical levels [8, 32]. Various 
advanced agents and drugs associated with cholesterol metabolism have been estab-
lished in clinical trials that may be used to treat NAFLD and NASH. The CETP inhibi-
tors.is the most potent novel category of HDL-C-increasing drugs. CETP is a plasma 
protein that suppresses the movement of cholesterol esters from HDL to LDL, leading to 
a marked and consistent increase in the plasma HDL-C levels. The most common is the 
fibrates, which significantly decreased plasma triglyceride levels and elevate the HDL-C 
levels [8]. Niacin has been used to treat individuals with hyperlipidaemia by raising 
the HDL-C levels to about 15% and 30% while reducing the concentration of LDL-C 
and triglycerides ApoA-I contains 243 amino acids were identified to promote HDL 
anti-inflammatory activities in various animal models of atherosclerosis and NAFLD. 
Oral administration of apoA-I mimetic peptide of 4.3 and 7.14 mg/kg doses significantly 
enhances HDL functionality and the HDL inflammatory index [2, 8, 32].

4.2 Other evidence-based treatment alternatives

4.2.1 Coffee consumption and NAFLD

Coffee and other caffeinated beverages enhance intestinal barrier performance, 
promote hepatic autophagy, and prevent the activation of HSCs. Due to the anti-
oxidant and antifibrotic properties of several physiologically active chemicals it 
possesses, coffee appears to be protective against many hepatic conditions, including 
liver fibrosis and cirrhosis. Coffee is also protective in people with NAFLD; due to the 
number of antioxidants as well as the caffeine itself, which has anti-inflammatory 
characteristics [6, 13]. The beneficial effect of decaffeinated coffee on the develop-
ment of NASH was mediated through attenuating intestinal nitric oxide synthase 
(NOS) protein and restoration of intestinal barrier functioning, whereas the anti-
fibrotic effect of coffee was exerted by caffeine-mediated antagonism of adenosine 
receptor which further leads to hepatic stellate cells inactivation. Chlorogenic acid, 
a key component of regular coffee, lowers the frequency of NAFLD perhaps by 
facilitating hepatic autophagy, enhancing gut barrier function, and reducing hepatic 
inflammation through the TLR4 pathway [22].
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4.2.2 Tea consumption and NAFLD

Tea intake modulates NAFLD by suppressing inflammation and lipogenesis 
while promoting fatty acid β-oxidation. Camellia sinensis leaves and buds are used 
to make green and black tea, however, due to variations in post-harvest processing, 
their polyphenol content varies. Catechins (flavan-3-ols), which make up about 
20% of the total flavonoids in green tea leaves are the main polyphenols and EGCG 
(Epigallocatechin gallate) [2, 22]. In humans, between the ages of 10 and 16, drinking 
green tea has been shown to lower plasma levels of aminotransferases, triglycerides, 
and improve BMI, explaining that drinking tea helps protect against NAFLD is sup-
ported by the tight association between these factors and NAFLD. In-vivo research 
has previously demonstrated that green tea has antioxidant capabilities, it reduces the 
accumulation of lipids in the liver and adipose tissue and prevents intestinal absorp-
tion of dietary lipids. In the mouse model of NAFLD, green tea extract (GTE) has 
been discovered to protect against hepatic steatosis and related liver damage. Recent 
research suggests that GTE therapy reduces pro-inflammatory signals through TLR4 
and TNFR1, which in turn reduces inflammation in steatohepatitis [22]. Green tea 
catechins have also been demonstrated to support hepatic lipid metabolism. It was 
suggested that oxidative degradation of fatty acids by catechins acts as a protective 
mechanism against NAFLD and also functioning as a natural iron chelator. It has been 
found that giving patients EGCG reduces non-heme iron absorption by 27%. Since 
elevated hepatic iron levels have been linked to NASH in patients, while catechins 
that block iron absorption may be a useful treatment for NAFLD. Similar to this, 
theaflavin from black tea reduced liver steatosis, oxidative stress, inflammation, and 
apoptosis in mice with NAFLD-induced ischemia-reperfusion injury [22].

5. Conclusion

The mechanisms associated with the deposition and maintenance of excess hepatic 
lipids define an imbalance between the hepatic production and removal of TGs, 
which are majorly transferred from the liver within VLDLs. Data concerning which 
toxic lipids induce liver injury in NAFLD and NASH are limited. Agents or factors 
that stimulate or modulate liver damage in NAFLD can assist to identify potential 
therapeutic targets. HDLs have been recognized as good cholesterol, essential to the 
body, which functions to ameliorate various metabolic conditions, including CVDs 
and NAFLD. Correction and management of the factors involved in the pathophysiol-
ogy and progression of NAFLD, including hyperlipidaemia, obesity, IR, DM, oxida-
tive stress, lifestyle, inactivity and poor dietary control are the current therapeutic 
targets for NAFLD. To minimize liver damage in NAFLD, new approaches that target 
HDL-induced drugs and cholesterol metabolism pathways may be helpful in lowering 
hepatic cholesterol content.
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Chapter 2

Hepatic Lipid Homeostasis in 
NAFLD
Shuo Zhang, Bing Ji, Changqing Yang and Li Yang

Abstract

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is currently the most common liver 
disease, affecting 25% of world population. Hepatic steatosis has 60–90% prevalence 
among obese patients. It is also associated with multitude of detrimental effects and 
increased mortality. This narrative chapter investigates hepatic lipid homeostasis in 
NAFLD, focusing on the four molecular pathways of hepatic steatosis to lipid homeo-
stasis in the liver. Hepatic steatosis is a consequence of lipid acquisition pathways 
exceeding lipid disposal pathways. In NAFLD, hepatic uptake of fatty acids and de 
novo lipogenesis surpass fatty acid oxidation and lipid export. The imbalance of the 
hepatic lipid may promote cellular damage by inducing oxidative stress in peroxi-
somes and cytochromes, especially with compromised mitochondrial function. Lipid 
export may even decrease with disease progression, sustaining the accumulation of 
lipids. NAFLD has a complex molecular mechanism regulating hepatic lipid homeo-
stasis. Thus, as well as inter-individual differences, any intervention targeting one or 
more pathway is likely to have consequences on multiple cellular signaling pathways. 
We should be taken into careful consideration when developing future treatment 
options for NAFLD.

Keywords: non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, lipid metabolism, fatty acids uptake,  
de novo lipogenesis, triacylglycerol synthesis, lipophagy, very-low-density lipoprotein 
secretion

1. Introduction

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a spectrum of liver disorders 
defined by the presence of steatosis in more than 5% of hepatocytes with little or no 
alcohol consumption [1]. NAFLD is also associated with obesity, insulin resistance, 
type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and metabolic 
syndrome. Currently, NAFLD is increasing at approximately to be 25% in the 
general adult population [2–4] and 10% among children [5]. It encompasses six 
histological subtypes: simple liver steatosis, non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), 
non-alcoholic fibrosis, cirrhosis, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), and liver 
transplantation [6]. The global prevalence of NASH has been estimated to range 
from 3–5%. NAFLD is also associated with increased mortality, particularly due to 
cardiovascular disease, hepatocellular carcinoma, and liver-related events [7].  
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All of these complications of NASH can put significant health, economic, and 
patient-experience burdens to the patients and the society [8].

Hepatic steatosis is the hallmark of NAFLD, which also encompasses hepatic 
inflammation, hepatocyte damage, and even fibrosis, highlighting the potentially 
progressive nature of the disease. Although fibrosis also occurs in patients with 
steatosis alone, NASH has even higher rates of progression and overall mortality in 
NAFLD [9]. Additionally, hepatic steatosis is associated with metabolic dysfunc-
tions, such as obesity status, insulin resistance, dyslipidemia, and cardiovascular 
disease [10].

The liver is an essential central regulator of lipid homeostasis organ, which is 
keeping the balance between lipid acquisition and disposal [11]. The liver acquires 
lipids through the uptake of circulating fatty acids (FAs) and via de novo lipogenesis 
(DNL) and be disposed of through fatty acid oxidation (FAO) in the mitochondria, 
peroxisomes, and cytochromes and through export as very low density lipoprotein 
(VLDL) particles. Lipid accumulation is the result of lipid acquisition pathways 
exceeding disposal pathways consequently. The disruption of one or more of these 
pathways may precipitate the retention of fat within the liver and the subsequent 
development of NAFLD. These processes are closely regulated by complex interac-
tions between hormones, nuclear receptors, and transcription factors, keeping 
hepatic lipid homeostasis under tight control [12].

However, molecular mechanisms of hepatic lipid homeostasis in NAFLD are not 
fully elucidated. This chapter explores current insights into these four pathways 
and the molecular mechanisms regulating the pathological aggregation of NAFLD, 
discussing processes that may be instrumental in the development and progression of 
hepatic steatosis.

2. Hepatic FAs uptake

2.1 Plasma non-esterified FAs

There are several sources of FAs, including uptake from the blood and DNL, of 
which uptake from the blood is the major source of FAs for esterification into triac-
ylglycerol (TG) in most conditions (Figure 1). The intracellular hydrolysis of TG in 
the adipose tissue is the largest contribution of FAs uptake from the blood [13], which 
is under the control of insulin. Insulin inhibits the activity of the two major lipolytic 
enzymes, including adipose triglyceride lipase (ATGL) and hormone-sensitive lipase. 
This dynamic process of FA uptake is upregulated during fasting conditions or 
insulin resistance, while downregulated during post-prandial period [14]. Although 
plasma concentration of FAs is often elevated in obesity and NAFLD, indicated the 
effect of insulin resistance, the relationship between insulin resistance and lipolysis is 
complex. It is identified that FAs release per kilogram fat mass is reduced in obesity, 
which might be associated with the downregulation of ATGL and hormone-sensitive 
lipase in adipose tissue [15]. In addition, the elevated postprandial FAs concentration 
could also be explained that insulin resistance reduces the insulin-mediated inhibi-
tion of adipose tissue TG hydrolysis in obesity [16]. Except for the condition of the 
body itself, the type and amount of dietary fat are also associated with subcutaneous 
adipose tissue lipolysis. Study found that high-fat diet could reduce the post-prandial 
suppression of adipose tissue lipolysis compared with moderate-fat diet [17]. 
Similarly, another study demonstrated that compared with unsaturated fat or free 
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sugar-enriched diet, diet enriched in saturated fat was associated with higher adipose 
tissue lipolysis [18].

Once flow to the hepatic vein, FAs are transported across the plasma membrane, 
mainly via transporter-mediated mechanisms, which is predominately mediated 
by fatty acid transport proteins (FATP), fatty acid translocase (FAT), also referred 
to as cluster of differentiation 36 (CD36), and caveolins located in the hepatocyte 
plasma membrane [19]. Studies found that the knockdown of FATP2 or FATP5, 
FATP isoforms primarily in the liver, reduces hepatocyte FAs uptake and further 
reverses steatosis [20, 21], indicating the FATP-mediated facilitation of steatosis. 
For CD36, it is regulated by peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) 
γ, pregnane X receptor, and liver X receptor (LXR) to facilitate long-chain FAs 
transportation. Studies identified that high-fat diet (HFD) upregulates mRNA 
and protein expression of CD36 and further aggravates hepatic steatosis, while 
liver-specific knockout of CD36 downregulates hepatic lipid levels and improves 
insulin resistance [22, 23]. CD36 is located in the hepatocyte plasma membrane in 
steatosis and NASH, while the expression of which is week in cytoplasm of hepato-
cytes in normal livers, which may indicate that the translocation of CD36 protein 
from cytoplasm to membrane could induce NAFLD progression (Figure 2) [24]. 
Caveolins are the third kind of transport-mediated protein, of which caveolin 1 is 
increased and mainly located in the centrilobular zone 3, the most severe part of 

Figure 1. 
Hepatic lipid metabolism. The homeostasis of intrahepatic lipid is governed by the four major pathways. Fatty 
acids (FAs), derived from blood circulation or de novo lipogenesis, can be stored in the form of lipid droplets 
(LDs). Conversely, FAs could be oxidized into acetyl-CoA as a substrate of ketone bodies, cholesterol, or 
glucose. FAs can also be esterified into triglyceride, which could form very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) via 
apolipoprotein (Apo) B100 and microsomal TG transfer protein (MTTP) and further excreted from the liver.
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steatosis in the liver with NAFLD. Study found that the upregulation of caveolin 1 
might have clinical benefits in alleviating lipid accumulation in NAFLD [25, 26].

When uptake into cytoplasm, this hydrophobic FAs is binded with fatty acid-
binding proteins (FABP) 1, the predominant isoform in the liver, to shuttle between 
different organelles. FABP1 could bind with cytotoxic-free FAs and promote its 

Figure 2. 
Hepatic lipid metabolism in NAFLD. In NAFLD, cluster of differentiation 36 (CD36), fatty acid transport 
protein (FATP)-2 and -5 mediates uptake of circulating lipids increases. Fatty acid binding protein (FABP) 
1 is increased in the early stage of disease and may decline with disease progression, which lead to lipotoxicity 
deterioration and disease progression. As for de novo lipogenesis, elevated sterol regulatory element-binding 
protein 1c (SREBP1c) and declined carbohydrate regulatory element-binding protein (ChREBP) enhance the 
downstream expression of acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC) and fatty acid synthase (FASN) in NAFLD. For 
lipid disposal, mitochondrial dysfunction may lead to increased generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
and utilization of cytochrome- and peroxisome-mediated oxidation. Meanwhile, lipid export compensates for 
increased hepatic triglyceride levels in the early stage of disease. While the levels of microsomal triglyceride 
transfer protein (MTTP) and apolipoprotein B100 (ApoB100) may be decreased, therefore limiting very low 
density lipoprotein (VLDL) export and facilitating lipid accumulation in NASH. Green arrow: Increased 
expression. Red arrow: Decreased expression. PPAR, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor.
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oxidation and incorporation into TG, protecting the effect of lipotoxicity. In stage of 
steatosis, overexpression of FABP1 protein might enhance lipid flux to compensate 
lipotoxicity. While in the mid or late stage of NAFLD, presented as mild or advanced 
fibrosis, the level of FABP1 protein undergoes a series of decline, which leads to 
lipotoxicity deterioration and disease progression [27, 28].

2.2 Dietary chylomicrons

The contribution of dietary fat, in form of chylomicron remnants or chylomicron-
derived spillover non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA), to liver fat accumulation depends 
on the amount and frequency of fat intake [29]. Chylomicron-derived TG is hydro-
lysed by lipoprotein lipase and mainly took up by adipose tissue, the rest of which is 
absorbed into the liver either by the LDL receptor (LDLR) or by the LDLR-related 
protein 1 (LRP1) [13, 30]. Once absorbed in the liver, chylomicron is hydrolysed by 
hepatic lysosomes to release FAs. In both obesity and NAFLD, hepatic expression of 
LDLR and LRP1 could be downregulated, which might be associated with the higher 
plasma concentrations of TG in these patients. Therefore, hepatic expression of LDLR 
and LRP1 participate in modulating the dyslipidemia and in preventing oxidized 
LDL-mediated liver injury.

3. FAs and triacylglycerol synthesis

3.1 De novo lipogenesis

Except uptake of circulating FAs, DNL enables liver to synthesize FAs by 
using non-lipid precursors (such as sugars and proteins) [31]. The production of 
acetyl-CoA initially provides the substrate required for DNL, which is converted to 
malonyl-CoA by acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC) and malonyl-CoA is then converted 
to palmitate by fatty acid synthase (FASN) [32]. The transcriptional regulation of 
DNL is mainly regulated by two transcription factors: sterol regulatory element-
binding protein 1c (SREBP1c) and carbohydrate regulatory element-binding 
protein (ChREBP), which both stimulated by the activation of LXR and by nuclear 
translocation to activate target gene transcription [33, 34]. Studies identified that in 
NAFLD, SREBP1c expression is elevated, which is in agreement with hepatic TG lev-
els, while SREBP1c knockout decreases the expression of lipogenic enzymes [33]. In 
addition, SREBP1c induces lipogenesis elevation and harmful lipid species accumu-
lation, which might interfere with insulin signaling and therefore indirectly leads to 
the development of hepatic insulin resistance. When SREBP1c elevated, the expres-
sion of downstream targets ACC and FASN is accordingly increased in NAFLD [33, 
35]. Although study demonstrated that knockout ACC1 could decrease hepatic lipid 
accumulation and inhibit DNL process, it may reactivity increase the expression of 
ACC2, which inhibits mitochondrial β-oxidation and leads to hepatic steatosis [36]. 
ACC1/2 inhibition could be a new option to improve hepatic steatosis in NAFLD 
[33]. As for another transcription factors, ChREBP participates in fructolysis, gly-
colysis, gluconeogenesis, and DNL pathways could mediate carbohydrate-associated 
DNL rather than induced by HFD [37]. Study found that high-fructose feeding could 
increase hepatocellular carbohydrate metabolites, expression of ChREBP target 
genes, and hepatic steatosis [38]. Inhibiting ChREBP expression could downregulate 
glucose-induced lipogenesis, which further reduces hepatic TG content and protect 
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steatosis [39]. On the other hand, ChREBP knockout enhances cholesterol synthesis 
and its lipotoxicity and therefore induces hepatic steatosis, which may indicate the 
hepatoprotective effect of ChREBP [40].

Synthesized FAs may undergo a series of steps including desaturation, elongation, 
and esterification, and therefore ultimately being stored as a form of TG or exported 
in the form of VLDL particles. DNL was independently associated with intrahepatic 
TG levels [29]. Abnormally elevated DNL, occurred in NAFLD, could lead to the 
excessive production of saturated FAs (like palmitate), which induces steatohepatitis 
[41]. Besides, elevated DNL might also lead malonyl-CoA to inhibit the activity of 
carnitine palmitoyl transferase 1 (CPT1) suppressing hepatic FAs oxidation and 
increase ceramide synthesis from palmitoyl-CoA causing mitochondrial dysfunction, 
oxidative stress, and cell death. The above three effects may indirectly induce intrahe-
patic TG accumulation. Therefore, inadequate suppression of DNL is a feature of liver 
lipid accumulation in NAFLD.

3.2 Triacylglycerol synthesis

TG, synthesized by glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase (GPAT) or monoacyl-
glycerol pathway via esterify fatty acyl-CoAs, is the major form of fat accumulated 
in the liver with NAFLD. The accumulation of TG in the liver, proved to be related 
to insulin resistance, is due to the abnormal balance between the hepatic DNL, TG 
synthesis, hepatic lipolysis, and lipid secretion. Although TG synthesis primarily 
occurs at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), it can also occur at lipid droplets (LDs), 
mitochondria, and the nuclear envelope [42]. Several studies indicate that mitochon-
drial GPAT1 occupies 30–50% of the total GPAT activity in the liver, participating 
in hepatic steatosis [42]. The overexpression of GPAT1 in the rat liver was reported 
causing hepatic steatosis and insulin resistance in the absence of obesity or high-fat 
feeding [43]. In contrast, GPAT1 knockout mice showed remarkably lower hepatic 
TG concentrations and were prevented from hepatic steatosis and hepatic insulin 
resistance induced by HFD [44]. Inhibiting the activation of GPAT-1 might mitigate 
the progression of NAFLD.

4. Formation of hepatic LDs

LDs are specialized and dynamic cytosolic organelles, which mainly consist of 
a phospholipid monolayer with a core of neutral hydrophobic lipids (mostly TG 
and cholesterol ester, CE) [45]. As lipid storage reservoirs, LDs regulate the in- and 
out-flux of lipids, controlled by protein targeting process to prevent their accumula-
tion and conversion to a toxic species. The most frequent proteins found in LDs are 
PLINs, especially PLIN2 and PLIN3 [21], which are involved in the formation of the 
LDs, during which enzymes including diacylglycerol O-acyltransferase 1, 2 (DGAT1, 
2) and glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase 4 (GPAT4) localize around the droplet 
surface and further synthesize TG to store in the LDs. Researches hypothesized that 
LDs are formed when neutral lipids accumulate on the membranes of the ER, during 
which a lens is initially formed and then transforms into a budding LDs, and eventu-
ally buds off into the cytoplasm [46, 47].

The initial size of the LDs, fusion of cytoplasmic LDs, and in situ TG synthesis 
contributed to LDs growth. LDs form in the ER, where neutral lipids accumulate 
within the leaflet of the membrane bilayer. Once formed, small nascent LDs could be 
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mediated by cell death-inducing DFFA-like effector proteins (CIDE), which lead to 
the fusion and formation of the large LD [45]. Under fasting or steatosis conditions, 
CIDEA and CIDEC could be induced to promote LD fusion [48, 49]. In addition to 
LDs fusion, there exists a potential phenomenon that lipid synthesis directly occurred 
on the surface of LDs or at newly formed LD-ER membrane bridges, which may also 
result in LDs expansion. Besides, TG synthesis such as acyl-CoA synthetases as well 
as the acyltransferases GPAT4 and DGAT2 could expand LD monolayer membrane by 
inducing excessive TG into the LD core [47, 50]. Once reaching critical concentration, 
LDs are budded and excreted into the cytoplasm, referred to as a phase separation of 
the bilayer, and continue to grow the size of LDs. As for LDs budding, in vitro studies 
recently found that several factors could drive the differences in the phospholipid 
composition between the two leaflets, result in tension asymmetry, which therefore 
favor budding toward the side with lower monolayer tension [51]. Fat storage-induc-
ing transmembrane protein 2 (FIT2), an integral endoplasmic reticulum membrane 
protein with lipid-phosphate phosphatase activity, is required for correct budding of 
nascent LDs, which might promote LDs budding by inducing membrane asymmetries 
between the ER bilayers. Besides, other factors, including the asymmetric insertion of 
proteins at the bilayer, the asymmetric acting of lipid-modifying enzymes on leaflets 
of the bilayer, or an asymmetric refill of newly synthesized phospholipids, may also 
lead to the asymmetric surface tension of the leaflets.

5. Lipid mobilization and degradation

5.1 Lipolysis

In hepatocytes, lipolysis and lipophagy together participate in lipids mobilization, 
which are further degraded by β-oxidation. The lipolysis of LDs involves the coordi-
nated response of surface proteins and corresponding enzymes. Intracellular lipolysis 
can be divided into neutral and acid lipolysis, depending on the pH value and the 
corresponding subcellular location.

Neutral lipolysis of TG occurs in the cytoplasm with neutral pH, during which the 
TG and CE stored in LDs are directly degraded by the consecutive action of the three 
neutral lipases, including patatin-like phospholipase domain-containing protein 2 
(PNPLA2), LIPE/HSL (lipase E, hormone-sensitive type), and monoglyceride lipase 
(MGL) [52]. Studies found that ATGL encoded by the patatin-like phospholipase 
domain-containing protein 2 (PNPLA2) gene may participate in NAFLD, of which 
ATGL knockout leads to LDs accumulation, while overexpression of ATGL could 
alleviate hepatic steatosis and increase FAs oxidation [53, 54]. Recent study identified 
that despite enhancing hepatic steatosis, ATGL/PNPLA2 deficiency may decrease 
hepatic lipolysis and increase PPARδ, which protects hepatocyte from inflammation 
and ER stress [55]. HSL was considered a rate-limiting enzyme for TG hydrolysis. 
HSL deficiency, characterized by relatively mild forms of dyslipidemia and hepatic 
steatosis, manifests in a more benign phenotype than does ATGL deficiency [56]. 
Besides, HSL could bind to CHREBP to prevent its translocation into the nucleus and 
downregulate its transcriptional activity of CHREBP [57]. MGL is the rate-limiting 
enzyme of monoacylglycerol (MG) degradation that derives from phospholipids 
or TG. Study found that MGL deficiency in mice leads to MG accumulation, minor 
changes of plasma VLDL metabolism, and a moderate protection from diet-induced 
hepatic steatosis [58]. Besides, MGL inhibition could attenuate LPS-induced 
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inflammation in liver [59]. Hypoxia training may induce MGL expression and amelio-
rate hepatic steatosis [60].

Acid lipolysis, mediated by lipases such as the lipase A and lysosomal acid (LIPA/
LAL), occurs in acidic pH inside lysosome, which could hydrolyze lipids delivered 
into lysosomes through receptor-mediated endocytosis of lipoproteins and lipophagy 
and further produce free cholesterol and FAs [61]. The reduction of LAL activity 
causes intra-lysosomal CE accumulation and lowers free cholesterol in cytosol, which 
could induce transcription factor promoting lipogenesis and synthesis of cholesterol 
and of VLDL [62]. Clinical study has demonstrated that blood LAL levels at different 
stages of NAFLD evolution are gradually declined [63]. In addition, impaired LAL 
activity appears specific to NAFLD in the context of liver disease.

5.2 Lipophagy

In addition to the actions of lipolysis, lipophagy plays a role in lipid mobilization 
and degradation in hepatocytes (Figure 3). Lipophagy could act as the downstream of 
lipolysis, since large LDs could produce small LDs by re-esterification via ATGL that 
can subsequently be targeted by lipophagy [64]. Depending on the manner of LDs 
transportation into lysosomes and vacuoles, lipophagy could be divided into macro- 
and microautophagy [52]. Macrolipophagy involves the autophagosome-mediated 
LDs sequestration and their subsequent delivery to lysosomes/vacuole for degradation 
by lysosomal acid lipase, while microlipophagy is the process through which LDs 
and lysosomes take place direct physical interaction and transferation of lipids [65]. 
Inhibition of lipophagy could lead to TG and LDs accumulation in vitro and in vivo, a 
decrease in TG breakdown and a colocalization between TG components and TG or 
LDs proteins [52, 66]. Dysregulation of lipophagy may induce hepatic lipid accumula-
tion and therefore lead to NAFLD.

Increasing evidence supports the ATGL-mediated interplay between lipolysis and 
lipophagy for different size of LDs [66]. Lysosomal inhibition has been shown to lead 
to the accumulation of small LDs within autophagosomes, which demonstrated that 
macrolipophagy primarily targets small LDs. Study identifies that ATGL participates 
in neutral lipolysis to decrease the size of large LDs and create small newly LDs, acces-
sible for sequestration of macrolipophagy, via FAs re-esterification [67]. ATGL may 
also activate sirtuin 1 (SIRT1) to promote LDs degradation by macrolipophagy [68]. 
Besides, ER stress inhibits macrolipophagy by downregulating the fusion between 
the autophagosome and the lysosome, which could lead to accumulation of ubiqui-
tinated proteins and LDs that in turn increase ER stress and reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) production. HFD-induced mice liver may lead to the altered lipid composi-
tion of autophagosomes and/or lysosomes, which in turn affects their fusion and 
impaired lipophagy [69]. In addition, excess nutrient supply may alter the upstream 
kinase pathways of lipophagy and impair its function. The MAP3K5/ASK1 (mitogen-
activated protein kinase 5), a regulator of the MAPK signaling cascades, negatively 
correlates with hepatic lipids accumulation and NASH scores, and positively cor-
relates with TG level, suggesting its macroautophagy-related protective role [70], on 
the other hand MAP3K5 inhibition is reported to reduce hepatic lipid accumulation 
and inflammation [71]. The effect of MAP3K5 on NAFLD may need to be further 
investigated.

In some cases, lysosomes can directly engulf one relatively large LD, supporting 
the existence of microlipophagy in hepatocytes. Compared with macroautophagy, 
microlipophagy may be a more efficient pathway for small LDs degradation without 
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Figure 3. 
A scheme of the lipophagy process. Lipophagy caused by nutrient deficiency can be divided into five main stages: 
(1) initiation, (2) nucleation, (3) extension, (4) fusion, and (5) degradation. The increase of cAMP/ATP ratio 
can activate AMPK, which inhibits mTORC1 and activates ULK1/2 through direct or indirect phosphorylation. 
The formed ULK1/2-ATG13-ATG101-focal adhesion kinase family interacting protein of 200 KD (FIP200) 
complex activates Beclin 1 and interacts with UVRAG, autophagy, and Beclin 1 regulator 1 (AMBRA1), VPS34 
phosphoinositide-3-kinase regulatory subunit 4 (PI3KR4, such as VPS15) binds to form phosphatidylinositol 
3-phosphate (PI3P) and connects with WD repeat protein interacting with phosphoinositides (WIPIs) to 
participate in the nucleation and elongation. In the elongation stage, ATG7 and ATG10 ligases connect ATG12 
with ATG5 and combine with polyprotein ATG16 to form a complex by promoting ATG7 (E1) and ATG10 (E2). 
Pro-LC3-I is combined with phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) through ATG4, ATG7, and ATG3 to form LC3-II. 
LC3-II binds to the expanding autophagy membrane, recruits transporters such as P62/SQSTM1, and selects and 
wraps components such as cytoplasm or organelles in cells. Closed autophagosomes fuse with lysosomes to produce 
autophagy lysosomes, causing lumen acidification, hydrolase activation, and content degradation.
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using autophagosomes [52]. Studies have reported that the process of microlipophagy 
needs the core TG machinery [72, 73], while others demonstrate that microlipophagy 
does not require core TG proteins [74]. At present, there is insufficient research on the 
correlation between microlipophagy and NAFLD, and studies are needed to unveil its 
precise mechanism.

5.3 Hepatic FAs oxidation

Hepatic FAs oxidation (FAO), commonly induced by low-circulating glucose 
concentrations, occurs mainly in the mitochondria to provide energy, which is con-
trolled by PPARα [75]. FAs are transported into the mitochondria via CPT1 situated 
in the outer mitochondrial membrane and preferably metabolized via peroxisomal 
β-oxidation.

The action of PPARα is upregulated by FAs and glucagon and suppressed by 
insulin. PPARα activation could induce the transcription of FAO-related genes in 
the mitochondria, peroxisomes, and cytochromes, which therefore reduces the 
level of hepatic lipids [76]. PPARα knockout could lead to hepatic steatosis in mice, 
emphasizing the critical role of PPARα in promoting FAO and preventing hepatic 
lipid accumulation [77]. However, studies of FAO are conflicting in patients with 
NAFLD. Increased FAO might be a compensatory response in NAFLD to reduce the 
lipids accumulation and lipotoxicity, which could also produce ROS to induce oxida-
tive stress. Compared to patients with less severe steatosis or non-steatotic controls, 
the expression of β-oxidation-related genes was higher in patients with more severe 
steatosis [78]. Combination of stable isotope-labeled tracers identified that fasting 
mitochondrial oxidation was twice as high in patients with NAFLD than in those 
without NAFLD [79]. FAs oxidation and its oxidative damage to mitochondrial DNA 
occur in NAFLD, which could further impair mitochondrial function, resulting in a 
vicious cycle and alteration of mitochondrial ultrastructure [79]. Study found that 
FAO and the rate-limiting enzyme in β-oxidation of hepatic mitochondrial were 
reduced in definite NASH compared with no disease controls [80]. In addition, 
FAs-metabolizing enzyme located in the cytochromes such as CYP2E1 and CYP4A11 
elevates in the context of NAFLD. Increased FAO in cytochromes may induce excess 
accumulation of ROS and exacerbation of hepatic oxidative stress, which could lead 
to hepatic steatosis.

6. Hepatic FAs secretion

Except FAO, non-oxidized FAs in the liver could be esterified into TG and then 
used for VLDL secretion. During this time, circulating lipids could undergo a series 
of process, including internalization, procession and incorporation into TG, CE and 
membrane lipids, and TG secretion, by which hydrophobic FAs are released into the 
blood stream as the form of VLDL [81]. VLDL is initially formed with the transfer of a 
apolipoprotein B100 (ApoB100) from the rough to the smooth ER, in which a primor-
dial VLDL particle is form by the addition of TG via microsomal TG transfer protein 
(MTTP). Then, the nascent VLDL particle is transferred to the Golgi apparatus and 
further forms a mature VLDL particle [82].

The link has been established between increased VLDL secretion and metabolic 
diseases [81, 82]. Although studies found that the greater availability of TG and 
higher MTTP activity could promote VLDL particle production and plasma TG 
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concentrations [82, 83], there do not exist a definite positive correlation between 
plasma TG concentrations and the hepatic steatosis. In response to excess hepatic fat, 
NAFLD patients actually secrete more VLDL-TG than do subjects without NAFLD. 
ApoB100 and MTTP are associated with VLDL secretion, and serve as key compo-
nents in hepatic VLDL secretion and in maintaining hepatic lipid homeostasis. The 
transcription of MTTP could be upregulated by PPARα and its expression parallels 
with ApoB100 secretion, while insulin could reduce hepatic lipid secretion by induc-
ing ApoB100 degradation and suppressing MTTP synthesis, which downregulates 
both ApoB100 and MTTP [83, 84]. In normal liver, high level of insulin levels during 
post-prandial state facilitates the mobilization of dietary lipids rather than hepatic 
VLDL, while the selective hepatic insulin resistance in NAFLD may induce insulin 
to stimulate DNL without inhibiting VLDL production, indirectly increasing the 
secretion of VLDL. Although VLDL particles overproduction has been reported in 
patients with NAFLD, ApoB100 secretion is unchanged. Further study demonstrated 
that VLDL particles secreted as a more TG-rich and larger form than those in normal 
people [85]. Notably, while intrahepatic lipid accumulation increases VLDL-TG 
secretion, when hepatic fat content exceeded 10%, the capacity of VLDL-TG secre-
tion is unable to compensate the lipid metabolic homeostasis. Besides, compared to 
no disease controls, NAFLD patients with more advanced steatosis had lower MTTP 
levels, which indicate that lipids accumulation may impair lipid secretion [81].

The association between dietary structure and VLDL secretion has been identified 
in several studies, which suggest the more significant effect of sugar than that of fat 
and carbohydrate on VLDL secretion. A study compared the influence of sugar-
enriched diet and less sugar diet, which found that the former could significantly 
increase the VLDL1-TG production rate in patients with or without NAFLD [86], 
while the VLDL2 production rate increased only after the high sugar diet in NAFLD 
[86]. While for dietary fat, study found that the level of monounsaturated FAs in the 
diet may not affect the production of VLDL1 and VLDL2 in patients with mild hyper-
cholesterolemia [87]. Moreover, study demonstrated that although high-carbohydrate 
diet could induce higher VLDL-TG concentrations and a lower VLDL-TG uptake than 
control diet in normal or hypertriglyceridemia individuals, two groups did not have 
different responses [88].

7. Diagnosis and management of NAFLD

Liver biopsy is the gold standard to diagnose NAFLD. However, this procedure 
is invasive, expensive, and time-consuming, which limits its clinical application 
[89, 90]. MRI is highly sensitive and offers the possibility to quantitate fat tissue, 
which might be limited by high costs. Elastography could determine the elastic 
properties of liver; however, the thickness of peripheral tissue contributes as 
limiting factor. As for serological method, although ALT shows a low specificity for 
NAFLD, it still be the most common diagnostic biomarker. Besides, cytokeratin-18 
(CK18) could be used to diagnose NASH. Lipidomics serves as a new method 
and could utilize the specific signature of various lipids to identify NAFLD, of 
which studies found that lysophospholipids (LPLs), TG, bis-(monoacylglycerol)-
phosphate (BMP), 5-, 8-, 11-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acids (5-,8-,11-HETEs), 
9-,13-hydroxyoctadecadienoic acids (9-,13-HODEs), and short- and medium-chain 
TG are elevated, while phosphoinositols (PI), phosphatidylethanolamines (PE), 
and phosphatidylcholines (PC) are reduced [91–94].
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Decreasing the synthesis and/or increasing the disposal of intrahepatic FAs has 
been suggested to attenuate the risk of NAFLD. Lifestyle interventions composing 
of diet, exercise, and weight loss remain the optimal therapeutic strategy, of which 
general caloric restriction is one of the most effective ways to reduce liver FAs uptake. 
While, compared with general caloric restriction, studies indicated the additional 
metabolic benefits of intermittent fasting, including a reduction of hepatic steatosis, 
inflammation and PKCε activation, and increased insulin sensitivity [95, 96]. A 
meta-analysis found that people lose at least 5% of body weight could improve hepatic 
steatosis and lose at least 7% of body weight could improve NASH [97]. Therefore, 
caloric restriction and loss weight are the important measures to relieve NAFLD.

For patients failed to achieve lifestyle modification, pharmacological medication 
may be needed to reduce FAs accumulation. Several studies target to inhibit either 
ACC or DGAT2, which could reduce DNL and therefore lower the concentration 
of TG [98, 99]. Meanwhile, pathways associated with insulin resistance have been 
demonstrated as a therapeutic target of NAFLD, including bile acid-based insulin 
sensitization, peroxisome proliferator-activator receptors, FGF21, and metfor-
min. Obeticholic acid (OCA), a selective farnesoid X receptor (FXR) agonist, is 
the first synthetic bile acid for the treatment of NASH that showed the potential 
anti-inflammatory and anti-fibrotic effects in the liver [100]. Thiazolidinedione, a 
selective ligand of the PPARs, seems to decrease IHTAG content [101]. Additionally, 
saroglitazar was demonstrated lowering steatosis and ALT in mouse with NASH 
[102]. Moreover, supplementation with n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) could 
also reduce the concentration of TG [103].

8. Conclusion

NAFLD is the pathological state co-mediated by several stages, involving hepatic 
FAs uptake, FAs and TG synthesis, hepatic LDs formation, lipid mobilization and 
degradation, and FAs secretion. Current studies suggest that dietary structure and 
genetic variants are likely to alter metabolic pathways that lead to the imbalance of 
hepatic FAs uptake and utilization. There exist complex mechanisms to maintain 
hepatic lipid homeostasis and prevent chronic lipid overload, which may indicate any 
intervention on lipid metabolic pathway lead to significant consequences on lipid 
homeostasis. Therefore, the effect of individual differences on disease occurrence and 
prognosis need to be awarded in further research and treatment of NAFLD.
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Abstract

Members of estrogen-related receptors (ERRs) are orphan nuclear receptors 
(NRs) that play primary roles in mitochondrial biogenesis and bioenergetics. The 
ERRs regulate a range of cellular functions, including oxidative phosphorylation 
(OXPHOS) as well as glucose and lipid metabolism. ERRs are considered important 
targets for the treatment of metabolic diseases, particularly type II diabetes (T2D), 
insulin resistance (IR) and obesity. In this review, we will overview the transcrip-
tional network regulated by the members of ERR transcriptional factors and elaborate 
on the regulation of ERR via its binding to PGC-1α, the primary co-activator of ERR 
as well as post-translational regulation of ERRs by upstream kinase signals. Recent 
development in ERR’s cellular function has identified lipid metabolism/lipogenesis 
as a process that ERR regulates, and this function significantly impacts metabolic 
syndrome. Here, we will focus on their roles in lipid metabolic regulation and discuss 
the in vivo functions of ERRs in the development of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease 
(NAFLD), a comorbid metabolic syndrome concurrent with T2D, IR as well as obe-
sity. Finally, we will explore ERRs as potential therapeutic targets by discussing the 
ligands that serve as antagonist/agonists for ERRs as well as efforts that target DNA 
binding of ERR as a transcriptional factor.

Keywords: estrogen receptor, nuclear receptor, energy metabolism, metabolic syndrome, 
mitochondria, fatty liver

1. Introduction

The ERR family of transcription factors are orphan NRs that are characterized for 
their functions in the transcriptional regulation of genes involved in mitochondrial 
bioenergetics and function [1]. Members of the ERR family orphan NRs regulate a 
range of cellular functions, including OXPHOS as well as glucose and lipid metabo-
lism [2] and play critical roles in the transcriptional regulation of genes involved in 
mitochondrial bioenergetics, TCA cycle, mitochondrial OXPHOS, and fatty acid 
β-oxidation [3]. The ERRs in general serve as positive transcriptional regulators 
of genes regulating mitochondrial respiration and negative regulators for genes 
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regulating gluconeogenesis [4–6]. These properties make ERRs potential targets for 
understanding and treating metabolic diseases, particularly T2D, IR, and obesity. In 
this review, we will summarize the overall function of ERRs and their regulations. 
We will then focus on their roles in the development of liver steatosis, particularly 
NAFLD and non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH).

2. Discovery of ERRs

ERR was first identified during the efforts of searching for isoforms of estrogen 
receptors (ER) using a reduced stringency hybridization protocol to screen recombi-
nant DNA libraries and discover novel receptors [7]. In this screening, the estrogen 
receptor DNA-binding domain (DBD) was used as the hybridization probe to screen 
the human testis cDNA library. This screening resulted in the identification of three 
positive clones of which two encoded for known ERs. The third clone demonstrated 
partial sequence similarity with ER. This sequence was later identified as a novel 
receptor and termed the ERRs [7]. Like other NRs, members of the ERR family 
contain six conserved functional domain structures (A-F) [8, 9]. The most highly 
conserved region is the C domain, which contains the DBD. This domain is composed 
of two highly conserved zinc finger motifs, CI and CII, which are DNA-binding 
motifs that allow ERR to bind to the estrogen related response element (ERRE), 
which contains the hexanucleotide DNA sequence 5′AGGTCA-3′ that is also recog-
nized by ER [10] (Figure 1). The ERRs are able to bind to ERRE as either monomers, 
homodimers, or heterodimers. The A/B domain located at the N-terminal, is also 
referred to as the activation-function-1 (AF-1) domain that is ligand-independent. 
This domain is the least conserved region compared to other NRs, and its activation 
capacity varies between different NRs [11]. The D domain contains the hinge region 
that is needed for receptor dimerization and is also involved in the interaction of ERR 

Figure 1. 
ERRE binding motif sequence for ERR. JASPAR2022 database was used to generate a logo of the DNA binding 
motif sequence for ERR. The total height of the letters C, G, T and A at each position was derived from the mean 
information content available from a collection of transcription factor binding sites in units of bits (y-axis). The 
height of each letter is representative of the nucleotide frequency in a specific position (x-axis) in the aligned 
promoter sequence. The three isoforms of human estrogen related receptors have the consensus DNA sequence 
5′AGGTCA-3′, which is referred to as the estrogen related receptor response element (ERRE).
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with co-regulatory proteins [12]. The E/F domain located at the C-terminal contains 
the ligand binding domain (LBD). Once a ligand binds to the receptor, ligand-induced 
conformational changes to the LBD occur, and the ligand becomes trapped in the 
hydrophobic-binding pocket from the hydrophobic core of the LBD [12–14]. The 
LBD is also part of the AF-2 domain that is ligand-dependent. The full transcriptional 
activity for a NR requires the synergistic cooperation between AF-1 and AF-2 [11].

The DBD of ERR shares 54–68% amino acid homology with other known NRs 
including ER, but with very little target gene similarities [8, 15]. While structurally 
similar to ER, ERRs preferentially bind to 5′-TCAAGGTCA-3′ rather than the direct 
repeat sequence of two hexanucleotide sequence of 5′-AGGTCA-3′ that is preferen-
tially recognized by ER [10]. This ERRE sequence represents a 3 bp 5′ extension of the 
classical hexanucleotide repeat response elements for classical nuclear receptors. Such 
response elements have been observed for receptors that bind to DNA as monomers, 
including the rev-Erb and retinoid-related orphan receptors among others. Thus, ERR 
is expected to be capable of binding to ERRE as a monomer. In addition, ERRs also 
share high LBD sequence similarity with ERs. However, despite the high sequence 
and structure similarities of the LBD, studies have found that ERR is unable to bind 
to estrogen as endogenous ligands. Crystal structures of the coactivator bound LBD 
domains of ERR show that they adopt an active conformation without the binding 
of a ligand [16–18]. This conformation is similar in structure as the estrogen bound 
active ERα. The putative ligand binding pocket formed by the LBD domains of ERR 
appears to be the smallest observed among nuclear receptors and can only accom-
modate a structure that is half the size of estrogen. In addition, docking studies show 
that steric hindrance of D ring on estrogen with L345 and F435, precludes binding of 
estrogen to ERR in the active conformation.

3.  Estrogen related receptor (ERR) family of transcriptional factors  
and the transcriptional networks they regulate

3.1 Regulation of estrogen-responsive genes by ERRs

Despite their sequence homology (36%) with ERs in the LBD, ERRs do not (or 
only very weakly) respond to estradiol (E2) and are constitutively active [18–22]. 
Their LBD interacts with the steroid receptor coactivator 1 (SRC-1) in the absence 
of any ligand and resumes an active conformation [18]. Since ERRs are identified 
using DBD of ER and the two receptors share high DBD domain similarities, all three 
members of the ERR family are able to bind to the half-site hexanucleotide repeat of 
the classical estrogen response element (ERE) that are recognized by ER [8]. Because 
of these characteristics of ERRs, earlier studies focused on identifying target genes 
that are shared by ERR and ER. These studies identified a small handful of genes of 
which the transcriptions are co-regulated by ERR and ER [23–25]. These genes were 
associated with clinical outcomes in a COX regression analysis. Among them, pS2, a 
well-recognized marker for breast cancer was the first common ERR and ER target 
identified [25]. It was demonstrated that ERRα is a transcriptional activator that 
interacts with coactivators and binds to EREs in the absence of a ligand in ER+ breast 
cancers. This ERR induced activity was accredited for the ability of diethylstilbestrol, 
an ER/ERR antagonist to inhibit pS2 expression in ER- breast cancer cells. Using 
luciferase reporters in ER+ MCF-7 cells, it was shown that the ERRα competes with 
ER for binding to ERE and acts as a repressor for the transcription regulation of ER 
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responsive genes. On the other hand, ERRα acts as a transcription activator in Hela 
cells when ER and estrogen are not present [13].

3.2  Isoform specific transcriptional regulation by members of the ERR family of 
transcriptional factors

The ERR subfamily of nuclear receptors comprises three members: ERRα 
(NR3B1), ERRβ (NR3B2), and ERRγ (NR3B3), with all members having high amino 
acid sequence homology. ERRβ and ERRγ have high conservations in their LBD 
domain, where they share less similarities with ERRα. A distinct difference in ERRα 
is the presence of a phenylalanine at F382 that significantly alters the size and shape 
of the ligand binding pocket. As a result, ERRα cannot bind to 4-hydroxytamoxifen 
which acts as antagonist for ERRβ, γ as well as ERs. ERRα, the first orphan nuclear 
receptor identified from its close homology to Erα [26], is ubiquitously expressed in 
all cells and tissues, and highly expressed in high oxidative organs. In these tissues/
cells, ERRα regulates the expression of genes involved in glycolysis, such as glyc-
eraldehyde dehydrogenase (GAPDH), and binds to the glucose transporter family 
members [27]. In breast cancer cells, decreased uptake of glucose is observed in the 
absence of ERRα [28]. Therefore, ERRα is recognized as an important transcriptional 
activator for cellular glucose metabolism in response to environmental stimuli [29].

In addition, ERRα is identified as the key transcriptional factor for the regulation 
of OXPHOS [19–22]. Using mouse myocytes to screen for cis-regulatory elements 
responsible for the regulation of OXPHOS by PCG-1α and β (Peroxisomal prolifera-
tion activated receptor γ (PPARγ) coactivator-1), ERRα was identified together 
with a ETS family of transcription regulators. In this study, 20 common motifs are 
identified from over 5000 differentially expressed genes induced by the exogenous 
expression of PGC-1α (1–3 days) [20]. A majority of the 20 motifs, particularly those 
that displayed changes early in days 1 and 2, are related to ERR regulated promoters. 
The ERR motifs are found in >50% of the OXPHOS genes coregulated by PGC-1α. 
Supporting this analysis, a study performed in livers from type 2 diabetes patients 
identified ERRα and PPARγ as the two nuclear factors correlated with OXPHOS and 
can be used as predictors for fasting glucose levels [19]. Adenovirus-mediated expres-
sion of PGC-1α in ERRα positive and negative mouse embryonic fibroblasts (mEFs) 
derived showed that genes regulating mitochondrial functions were among the 
primary transcripts differentially regulated when ERRα is lost [30]. In particular, the 
inability of PGC-1α to induce citrate synthase activity, a key indicator of mitochon-
drial activity in the absence of ERRα supports the role of ERRα in the regulation of 
mitochondrial function.

ERRα regulates the expression of genes that form the mitochondrial respiratory 
system, including those that encode proteins involved in the TCA mitochondrial 
oxidative phosphorylation, respiratory chain, and TCA cycle (Figure 2). In addition 
to regulating the expression of genes encoding mitochondrial proteins, inhibition of 
ERRα also diminishes the ability of PGC-1α to increase mitochondrial DNA content 
[21]. In SAOS2 cells where PGC-1α induces mitochondrial biogenesis and function, 
ERRα is needed for sustaining the expression of TFAM, a mitochondrial transcrip-
tional factor that induces mitochondrial DNA replication and transcription, Tim22, 
a core translocase protein responsible for the integrity of mitochondrial inner mem-
brane proteins, isocitrate dehydrogenase α, which catalyzes the irreversible oxidative 
decarboxylation of isocitrate to yield α-ketoglutarate (α-KG) and CO2 as part of the 
TCA cycle, carnitine/acylcarnitine translocase, the rate limiting enzyme for fatty 
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acid oxidation, as well as Cytochrome c and ATP synβ, both directly involved in the 
electron transportation during OXPHOS [21].

The role of ERRα as a regulator of mitochondrial function and OXPHOS is vali-
dated in neonatal cardiomyocytes, where a significant number of genes induced by 
ERRα expression are involved in cellular energy metabolic pathways [22]. In addi-
tion, a number of genes involved in mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation and lipid 
uptake are also induced by ERRα overexpression. Notably, medium chain acyl-CoA 
decarboxylase (MCAD), the rate limiting enzyme involved in fatty acid β-oxidation 
was confirmed as a direct transcriptional target for ERR by several other studies as 
well [10, 22].

Despite the differences in LBD, gene-chip analysis shows that ERRα and ERRγ 
target a common set of promoters of genes related to OXPHOS and fatty acid oxida-
tion [31, 32]. In this context, both ERRs serve as positive transcriptional regulators 
of genes regulating mitochondrial respiration and fatty acid oxidation as well 
regulators for genes involved in gluconeogenesis [31, 33, 34]. In addition, ERRγ also 
positively regulate the promoters of G6Pase and PEPCK, two rate limiting enzymes 
of gluconeogenesis, while ERRα has been shown to be the transcriptional repressor 
of PEPCK [34]. ERRγ, the newest member identified in the ERR superfamily, plays 
a role in controlling metabolic switching in the perinatal heart and acts as a direct 
transcriptional regulator of GATA4 [35]. Compared to ERRα, which is associated with 
poor breast cancer outcomes, the overexpression of ERRγ was reported to associate 
with a better prognosis [36]. ERRγ was also identified as a potential tumor suppressor 
in gastric cancer by negatively regulating the Wnt signaling pathway [37]. Similar to 
ERRα, ERRγ plays a role in the regulation of mitochondrial gene expression [38].

Figure 2. 
ERR is a master regulator for mitochondrial functions and biogenesis. ERR regulates the gene expression of 
metabolic enzymes and mitochondrial respiratory complexes in the nucleus and mitochondria. PGC-1α binds 
to NR3B as a coactivator, entering subsequent transcriptional process. It further impacts transcriptional factors 
such as NRF-1/2, TFAM, POLRMT, TFB1/2M, METERF. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) transcriptional 
activity is then activated. Meanwhile, genes encode proteins involved in mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation, 
respiratory chain, and TCA cycle, including cytochrome C (Cytc), NADH dehydrogenase are regulated as well.
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In recent years, a role of ERRs in pluripotency has been identified primarily 
through studies of reprogramming of somatic cells to immortalized pluripotent stem 
cells (iPS) [39–41]. This was first recognized with ERRβ, which was found to replace 
Nanog or Klf4 during reprograming of iPS [39, 42]. In particular, ERRβ was found to 
bind to many target sites co-occupied by OCT4-SOX2-Nanog (OSN) [40, 41, 43], the 
transcriptional network characterized for their functions in maintaining “stemness”. 
ERRβ participates in the regulation of these factors and their targets and is also a 
direct transcriptional target of Nanog [39]. Conversely, ERRβ also interacts with Oct4 
within the Nanog promoter, a component also regulated by the Wnt/Gsk3 pathway 
[27, 41]. Further studies show that ERRβ is regulated by leukemia inhibitory factor 
(LIF), Wnt, PROX1, Ncoa3 as well as nucleostemin [44–48], all involved in pluripo-
tency regulation.

In vivo, ERRβ is highly expressed during embryogenesis and is involved in the 
development and physiologic function of different tissues and organs, including the 
placenta, inner ear, and retina [49]. Embryos carrying homozygous deletions of ERRβ 
displayed impaired placental formation and died in utero, indicating that ERRβ plays 
a crucial role during early placental stages [50]. Consistently, knockdown or knockout 
of ERR allows for differentiation and calcium deposition while suppressing expres-
sion of genes associates with progenitor cells [51–53].

It was later reported that all three ERR isoforms are capable of supporting iPS 
reprogramming [54]. Using ERRα and γ and their cofactors to induce OXPHOS, it was 
demonstrated that at least an initial burst of the OXPHOS activity is necessary for the 
reprogramming of iPS [54]. ERRβ also regulates OXPHOS, similar to ERRα and γ [55]. 
Together, this work established that ERR transcriptional factors and the transcrip-
tional network regulated by ERRs play an important role in the regulation of cell fate.

4. Regulation of ERRα

4.1 Regulation via binding with co-activator PGC-1

Like other NRs, ERRs bind to co-activators for their functions. Although the p160 
family of coactivator SRC-1 was used to co-crystalize with LBD of ERRγ, the p160 
family of coactivators only weakly bind with ERRs. On the other hand, ERRα is identi-
fied as one of the primary partner for PGC-1α in the regulation of mitochondrial bio-
genesis [56]. PGC-1 was discovered to bind both ERRα and γ via a LXXLL motif that 
is also necessary for PGC-1 to bind other nuclear receptors [57]. The AF-2 domains on 
ERRs are needed for this binding to occur. PGC-1 is highly expressed in tissues with 
high energy demands including heart, kidney, brown fat, and muscle [58], similar to 
the tissue distribution of ERRα and γ. Studies suggest that PGC-1 can be considered as 
the protein “ligand” for ERR since there is no endogenous lipophilic ligand identified 
for ERRs [59]. Binding to PGC-1α turns ERRα from a weak to a strong transcriptional 
factor. This is achieved by directly increasing of ERRα expression as PGC-1α-ERRα 
complex binds to the promoters of ERRα itself [60, 61]. In addition, cofactor binding 
allows ERRs to assume active conformation and increase its activity as a transcrip-
tional factor [16, 62]. Together, the PGC-1α-ERR complex activates genes that encode 
proteins critical for mitochondrial components or activating transcription factors 
involved in mitochondrial biogenesis. In addition, PGC-1β, another isoform of PGC-1 
coactivators that is often considered regulators of basal mitochondrial biogenesis, has 
also been reported to bind and regulate the transcriptional activities of ERRs.
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PGCs are originally identified as transcriptional coactivators of PPARγ for adap-
tive thermogenesis in response to cold induction [58]. All three members of the PGC 
family (PGC-1α, PGC-1β and PRC) of coactivators play roles in mitochondrial bio-
genesis by regulating the expression of overlapping genes. Unlike the p160 family of 
coactivators, PGC-1 family of coactivators does not possess histone acetyltransferase 
activities. Instead, they provide docking sites for histone acetyltransferases including 
SRC-1 as well as CBP/p300 [63]. PGC-1α responds to different stimuli to induce mito-
chondrial biogenesis via binding to ERRs as well as others nuclear receptors such as 
PPARγ and nuclear respiratory factors (NRF). PGC-1 s also have the capacity to bind 
other transcriptional factor including the forkhead and the yin-yang transcriptional 
factors among others [6]. Thus, the activity of these transcription factors including 
ERRs are coordinately coregulated through their competition and coordination in 
binding to PGC-1. In addition, the binding of PGC-1α to ERRs and other nuclear fac-
tors is regulated by Prox1, a homeobox protein that is tethered with ERRs and other 
nuclear factors to participate in their transcriptional activity [44].

PGC-1 s are subject themselves to post-translational regulation, and these regula-
tions play important roles in their response to different stimuli. In general, PGC-1α 
responds to the different stimuli and is regulated by cell signaling pathways to control 
mitochondrial biogenesis and function. Notably, AMP activated kinase (AMPK) 
phosphorylates PGC-1α on Thr177 and Ser 538 and increases its transcriptional 
activity [64]. On the other hand, PGC-1α phosphorylation by AKT or S6K integrates 
nutrient signals to suppress its gluconeogenesis and activity towards fatty acid oxida-
tion [65, 66]. PGC-1α also cross-talks with the sirtuin family of protein deacetylases 
to regulate metabolism. PGC-1α is activated by SIRT1-mediated deacetylation when 
cells sense changes of NAD+/NADH ratios [67]. In addition, PGC-1α is also methyl-
ated and ubiquitinated to meet different cellular energy demands [68].

4.2 Post-translational modifications and signaling

In MCF-7 cells, treatment of epidermal growth factor (EGF) leads to phosphoryla-
tion of ERRα and enhances its transcriptional activity [69]. In this study, PKCd was 
found capable of phosphorylating ERRα on the DBD, resulting in its enrichment at the 
ERRE containing promoters [69]. Screening breast cancer samples for expression of 
ER and ERR isoforms identified ERRα as the potential biomarker for poor prognosis 
for ER- and ErbB2 high expressing tumors [36]. In MCF-7 cells, overexpression of 
ErbB2 leads to hyperphosphorylation of ERRα and increased transcriptional activity 
[70]. This ErbB2 induced phosphorylation is readily inhibited by anti-ErbB2 as well as 
U0126 and LY294002, inhibitors for MAP kinase and AKT, two major signaling kinases 
downstream of ErbB2 signaling pathway. In vitro, both MAPK and AKT were found 
to phosphorylate AKT. Multiple phospho-sites are found throughout the protein for 
MAPK and phospho-sites for AKT are also predicted based on these in vitro kinase 
studies. However, no phospho-site has been identified thus far for each of the kinases.

Being the downstream signal induced by insulin signal, the PI3K/AKT signal plays 
major roles in regulating glucose metabolism, including glycolysis, gluconeogenesis 
as well as the TCA cycle and mitochondrial functions [71] (Figure 3). In hepato-
cytes and livers where PI3K/AKT signal is induced due to loss of negative regulator 
phosphatase and tensin homolog deleted on chromosome 10 (PTEN) expression, 
upregulation of ERRα as well as OXPHOS are observed [72]. Activation of PI3K/AKT 
leads to increased oxygen consumption (OCR) as well as induction of mitochon-
drial biogenesis [72, 73], whereas inhibiting ERRα activity blocks the induction of 
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mitochondrial function by PI3K/AKT signal [72]. Phosphorylation of CREB by AKT 
is thought to play a role in the regulation of ERRα by AKT in these cells, though direct 
phosphorylation of ERRα by AKT cannot be ruled out.

Due to the lack of endogenous ligands identified, ERRα is thought to be regulated 
primarily via transactivation and by upstream signaling pathways. However, not much 
has been elucidated for post-translation modification of ERRs beyond the reported 
phosphorylation of ERRα associated with breast cancer cell growth and survival. One 
addition modification reported is sumoylation at lysine 14 (Lys14), which suppresses 
its transcriptional activity with unexplored mechanisms [74]. It was found that this 
sumoylation of ERRα is dependent on its phosphorylation at serine 19 (Ser19).

The discovery of the roles ERR play in iPS have led to studies exploring how ERR 
signals crosstalk with those regulating pluripotency. These studies led to the discovery 
that ERRα physically interacts with β-catenin and lymphoid enhanced-binding fac-
tor-1 (LEF-1), with an overlap among genes previously demonstrated to be regulated 
by either β-catenin or ERRα [75]. A reduction of migratory capacity of breast, pros-
tate, and colon cancer cell lines was observed following silencing of either β-catenin 
or ERRα with siRNAs, and this effect was further enhanced when the expression of 
both proteins was reduced simultaneously. The increased migratory capacity of cancer 
cells was suggested to occur as a result of the ERRα/β-catenin-dependent induction of 
Wnt 11, an activator of noncanonical Wnt signaling pathway [75]. Furthermore, ERRα 

Figure 3. 
PI3K/AKT signalling regulates ERRα. Activation and phosphorylation of insulin receptors results in recruitment 
of PI3K and the subsequent conversion of phosphatidylinositol (3,4)-biphosphate (PIP2) to phosphatidylinositol 
(3,4,5)-triphosphate (PIP3). PTEN, a negative regulator of the PI3K/AKT pathway, converts PIP3 back to PIP2. 
Following binding to PIP3, the serine/threonine kinase AKT becomes fully activated via phosphorylation at Thr308 
and Ser473 by 3-phosphoinositide-dependent kinase 1 (PDK1) and mammalian target of rapamycin complex 2 
(mTORC2), respectively. Activated AKT then phosphorylates various downstream substrates, including forkhead 
box O (FOXO) transcription factors, glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK3α/β), and tuberous sclerosis complex-2 
(TSC2), a critical negative regulator of mTORC1 signaling. Activated AKT also phosphorylates CREB at Ser133, 
leading to an increase in PGC-1α and ERRα expression.
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is also reported to regulate osteoblast differentiation via the Wnt/β-catenin signaling 
pathway. In C3H10T1/2 cells overexpression of ERRα with PGC-1α or overexpression 
of Wnt3a, a significant overlap in gene expression is observed. These results suggest 
that the expression of ERRα and PGC-1α causes similar gene changes within the Wnt 
pathway as activation by Wnt3a alone [51].

5. The role of ERR in lipid metabolism

The functions of ERRs have been defined by their interactions with PGC-1 s as 
coactivators. Beside inducing OXPHOS and supply the cellular energy demand, ERRs 
also activate transcription of numerous genes involved in oxidative metabolism that 
depends on mitochondrial respiration. ERRE is located in the promoter region of 
the gene that encodes carnitine-acylcarnitine carrier (SLC25A29), which is involved 
in the net transport of fatty acyl units to the mitochondrial matrix, where they are 
oxidized through β-oxidation. In addition, ERRE is located in the 5′-flanking region 
of the gene encoding for MCAD, a key enzyme involved in the initial step of mito-
chondrial β-oxidation [10]. AMPK-mediated expression of ERRα and PGC-1β and 
subsequent expression of MCAD/CPT1 is found to play a role in fatty acid β-oxidation 
in tamoxifen-resistant MCF-7 cells.

Genetic deletion of ERRα or ERRγ in mice confirmed the role of these ERRs 
in mitochondrial biogenesis and oxidative capacity, particularly in tissues with 
high energy demand [26, 76]. In cardiac muscles and brown adipose tissue where 
mitochondrial biogenesis and bioenergetic is needed for the function of the tissue, 
impaired adaptation to hemodynamic stressors and thermogenesis is observed respec-
tively when ERRα is lost [77, 78]. Loss of ERRγ also resulted in the failure to switch to 
a oxidative transcriptome [76].

Given these positive regulatory roles of ERRs in mitochondrial respiration and fatty 
acid oxidation, loss of ERRs is expected to inhibit catabolic metabolism. However, 
deletion of ERRα, while viable and fertile, exhibited reduced fat mass and resistant to 
high-fat diet induced obesity [26]. Although mice lacking ERRβ or ERRγ are not viable 
to adulthood due to placenta and cardiac failures respectively [50, 58, 61, 76], pharma-
cological inhibition of either ERRγ (the dominant form of ERR in cardiac and skeletal 
muscles) or ERRα have led to improved insulin response and better tolerance to diet 
induced metabolic changes [79, 80]. Consistent with the reduced fat mass phenotype, 
lipogenic genes such as fatty acid synthase (Fasn) and elongase (Elov3) in the adipose 
tissue are all inhibited when ERRα is absent [26]. In agreement with this putative 
function of ERRs in lipogenesis, ERRα and PGC1-α expression are concurrently 
upregulated in response to adipogenic inductions [81]. ERR and PGC1-α together are 
found to be required for adipogenic differentiation induced by glucocorticoid, cAMP 
and insulin [81, 82]. Consistent with these observations, ChIP-on-Chip and ChIP-seq 
analysis indeed show that ERRα can occupy the promoter regions of Fasn and acetyl-
CoA carboxylase (ACC), the two rate-limiting enzymes in the lipogenic pathways [83]. 
Inhibition of ERRα led to reduced triglyceride (TG) content in the liver accompanied 
by attenuated expression of Fasn and ACC [84].

The storage of lipid into TG starts with esterification of long-chain fatty acids to 
glycerol 3-phosphate [85] (Figure 4). This committed step is catalyzed by GPATs, 
the rate-limiting enzymes for the process. Acylation at carbon 1 leads to forma-
tion of lysophosphatidic acid (LPA) which is converted to phosphatidic acid (PA) 
via the action of AGPAT. During biosynthesis of triglycerides, PA is converted to 
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diacylglyceride (DAG) via the actions of LIPIN, a group of enzymes recently gained 
significant attention relating to their functions in lipid particle formation and 
autophagy. The final step of TG biosynthesis is catalyzed by the actions of DGATs. 
The preferentially ERRE binding motif, which has a high frequency of 5′GGTCA-3′ 
was screened for and found in the promoters of Esrra, Dgat1, Gpat4, Agpat1 and 
Agpat3. Histone marks were also recognized for Esrra, Dgat1, and Gpat4, suggesting 
that ERRα is being recruited near the transcription initiation sites [84].

Together, these studies thus suggest that ERRα is a broad spectrum of regulator 
for lipid metabolism including fatty acid b-oxidation, de novo lipogenesis as well as 
glycerolipid biosynthesis. However, how ERRα may play roles in lipid metabolism 
may be dependent on the metabolic state and physiological stimuli. For example, in 
liver steatosis induced by rapamycin treatment, lack of ERRα was shown to impair 
fatty acid oxidation while buildup of citrate due to downregulation of the TCA cycle is 
redirected towards lipid biosynthesis [83]. Thus, unexplored transcriptional roles of 
ERRs, at least ERRα in lipid biosynthesis vs. β-oxidation likely play a role in the in vivo 
phenotype observed with ERR function under different metabolic conditions.

6.  ERRs in the development and progression of non-alcoholic 
steatohepatitis

NAFLD and NASH are common chronic liver conditions and comorbid diseases 
for more severe liver disease [86, 87]. Simple fatty liver or steatosis is readily revers-
ible while NASH can progress to more morbid forms of liver pathologies. In subsets of 
patients, the disease can progress to fibrosis/cirrhosis and liver cancer.

Lipid metabolic dysfunctions in the liver is a key contributing factor to the devel-
opment of liver steatosis [88, 89]. Depending on the metabolic state, different cellular 

Figure 4. 
Glycerolipid biosynthesis pathway. Arrows labeled 1 describe the steps leading to the formation of triacylglycerol. 
Hepatic de novo lipogenesis results in the synthesis of fatty acids through acylation, which is catalysed by GPAT. 
G3P and acyl-CoA is converted to lysophosphatidic acid with the help of GPAT. Following this, LPA is converted 
to phosphatidic acid, which is catalysed by AGPAT. Dephosphorylation of PA by PAP generates diacylglycerol, 
which further serves as the substrate for DGATs in the synthesis of triglycerides. Arrows labeled 2 indicate a 
catalysis reaction. Arrows labeled 3 indicate the transcriptional regulation of GPAT enzymes by PGC-1α, and 
arrow 4 indicates how GPAT4 is transcriptionally regulated by ERRα and co-activator PGC-1α.
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processes contribute to liver steatosis. High fat diet (HFD) induces hyperinsulinemia 
and hyperglycemia concurrent with glucose intolerance and IR together with NAFLD. 
During HFD feeding, dietary lipids may directly contribute to steatosis in addition to 
stimulating de novo lipogenesis in the liver. High carbohydrate diet (HCD) feeding, on 
the other hand, induces liver steatosis via carbohydrate-induced de novo lipogenesis. 
In both diets that induce steatosis, ERRα, the dominant liver isoform of ERRs, is 
upregulated in the liver [84]. Interestingly, ERRα is also induced in the steatotic livers 
of EtOH diet fed mice, further indicating a potential role of ERRα in liver steatosis.

In addition to diet induction, steatosis develops in patients with metabolic syn-
dromes, including obesity, IR and Diabetes [86, 87]. As high as 80% of T2D patients 
exhibit NAFLD/NASH in the liver [87, 90]. Under these pathological conditions, 
abnormal insulin signals also contribute to liver lipid buildup in addition to the 
excess lipid and carbohydrate content coming from the diet. In obese individuals and 
particularly individuals with IR, “selective hepatic insulin resistance” is observed 
[91], where hyperinsulinemia cannot suppress hepatic gluconeogenesis (resistance) 
but continues to induce lipogenesis (non-resistance), leading to steatosis in the liver. 
Previous studies have established that insulin regulates de novo lipogenesis by activat-
ing phosphoinositide 3-kinases (PI3Ks), lipid kinases involved in the PI3K/AKT/
mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling [92]. In the livers, loss of PTEN 
expression, a negative regulator of PI3K/AKT, leads to de novo lipogenesis and NAFLD 
development [93, 94]. Loss of AKT2 resulted in attenuation of lipid and blocked 
NAFLD development [95–97].

Evidence suggests that the PI3K/AKT signal induces CREB cyclic AMP (cAMP)-
response element-binding protein) to activate ERRα and mitochondrial biogenesis 
and bioenergetics in the hepatocytes [72, 98]. AKT was found to directly phos-
phorylate CREB at Ser133 as CREB contains a RXX(S/T) sequence that is a potential 
AKT substrate motif72. CREB is a 43 kDa basic/leucine zipper transcription factor 
expressed in most tissues. It is suggested to control the expression of over 4000 genes 
[99], including genes involved in regulation of hepatic glucose and lipid metabolism 
[100, 101]. Here, PGC-1 was found to be necessary for CREB to induce the gluconeo-
genesis program [101]. Notably, mice deficient in CREB function are prevented from 
hepatic lipid accumulation in models of metabolic syndromes such as the Zucker Rat, 
ob/ob mice, STZ induced T2D, as well as HFD-induced NAFLD [102]. However, loss 
of CREB function also led to fatty liver development in unchallenged mice [100]. 
The divergent response of CREB-ERRα regulation in hepatocytes where PI3K/AKT 
is active vs. inactive may be responsible for this paradoxical observation with CREB 
deficiency [72]. Consistent with this idea, mice deficient for ERRα (Esrra−/− mice) 
have been reported to be resistant to HFD-induced obesity and steatosis in the liver 
even though ERRα promotes a catabolic metabolic program [26].

It has been suggested that in addition to promoting TG breakdown during 
refeeding, ERRα also promotes TG buildup during chronic conditions [84, 103]. 
In NAFLD induced by rapamycin treatment, however, lack of ERRα was shown 
to impair fatty acid oxidation, while buildup of citrate due to downregulation of 
the TCA cycle is redirected towards lipid biosynthesis [83]. Thus, unexplored 
transcriptional roles of ERRs, at least ERRα in lipid biosynthesis vs. β-oxidation, 
likely play a role in the in vivo phenotype observed with ERR function under these 
different metabolic conditions. Indeed, in addition to the well characterized target 
MCAD, lipogenic genes are among the list of lipid metabolic genes that ERR regu-
lates in data collected from a ChIP study, suggesting potential function of ERRs in 
lipid biosynthesis [44].
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7. Therapeutic potential for targeting ERRα in NAFLD treatment

Fatty liver and associated diseases including ASH/NASH are comorbid diseases 
with diabetes, particularly type 2 diabetes (T2D) which accounts for 95% of all 
diabetes cases [104]. Fatty liver disease occurs in 80% of T2D patients [87, 90]. While 
simple fatty liver is readily reversible, NASH can progress to more morbid forms of 
liver pathologies including fibrosis/cirrhosis and even liver cancer. Currently, there 
is no therapy besides caloric restriction for the treatment of fatty liver disease [105]. 
A potential therapy is under development in clinical trials that activates FXR, a bile 
acid receptor. In a completed clinical trial (NCT01265498), FXR ligand obeticholic 
acid treatment led to NAFLD resolution in 21% of the subjects vs. 13% in placebo 
treated subjects after 72 weeks of treatment. While these clinical trials are underway, 
studies exploring molecules that play roles in liver lipid dysfunction have the potential 
to discover novel therapies. In mouse models, caloric restriction is capable of curing 
fatty liver disease [105].

The function of ERRs as master regulators for metabolism made them interest-
ing targets for the treatment of T2D, as activating ERRs has the potential to improve 
overall mitochondrial respiratory function and suppress hepatic glucose output. Earlier 
studies, tethered with the elucidation of LBD structures, have focused on developing 
agonists or antagonists. These studies show that ERRs are constitutively active and 
identified several estrogen-related hydrophilic molecules that can bind and block the 
establishment of active conformations. These molecules such as the diethylstilbestrol 
(DES) and 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4-OHT) have been described as antagonists for ERRs, 
where DES binds to all three ERRs, and 4-OHT does not bind to ERRα [106, 107].

Due to the lack of endogenous ligand, XCT-790 was identified as a potent inverse 
agonist for ERRα and is used in many studies as inhibitors of ERR functions [108]. 
Using the NIH compound library in a couple high throughput screening studies, it 
was found that several pesticides contain ERRβ genes promoting activities, and these 
compounds may act as potential “ligands” for ERRs [109, 110]. The activity of ERRα 
has been reported to be antagonized by the organochlorine pesticides chlordane and 
toxaphene [111, 112]. Screening approaches also identified small molecules with the 
ability to alter ERR transcriptional activity. An example is the discovery of compound 
11 that potently inhibits ERRα’s transcriptional activity by preventing binding of 
ERRα to PGC-1α and suppressing the proliferation of different cancer cell lines [113].

Troglitazone also interferes with binding of ERRα and γ to PGC-1α. Troglitazone was 
recently discovered to be an inverse agonist for ERRα and γ [114]. Troglitazone is an FDA 
approved therapy for T2D. In hepatocytes, troglitazone inhibits oleic acid induced liquid 
buildup. Thus, activity of troglitazone towards ERRα likely plays a role in this effect. In 
addition, pharmacological inhibition of either ERRα or ERRγ has led to improved insulin 
response and better tolerance to diet induced metabolic changes [79, 80].

Beyond identification of ligand-like molecules that can serve as either 
antagonist or agonist for ERR, effort was put into blocking its binding to DNA. 
Pyrrole-imidazole (Py-Im) polyamides are a class of synthetic ligands for the 
sequence-specific recognition in double-helical DNA minor groove [84]. Polyamides 
targeted at the ERRE (ERR-PA) were designed to block binding of ERR onto the 
promoters of genes regulated by it. An in vitro study showed that there was over a 
50% reduction in basal and maximal respiration with 0.2 μM ERR-PA treatment and 
around 70% reduction with 1 μM, emphasizing the dose dependency of the polyam-
ide molecule [84]. ERR-PA was highly effective at reducing liver steatosis in multiple 
NAFLD models, including one with deletion of Pten, the negative regulator of 
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insulin signal; a HFD model, which induces lipid transport into the liver; and a HCD 
model that induces de novo lipogenesis. ERR-PA also reversed the NASH phenotypes 
observed in the mice where NAFLD/NASH is developed due to loss of hepatic Pten. 
This evidence suggest that inhibiting ERR activity can serve as a viable approach to 
treat NAFLD/NASH development.

TGs are the primary content induced in NAFLD/NASH. TGs are synthesized 
via the glycerolipid biosynthesis pathway, where Glycerol-3-phosphate (G3P) and 
acyl-CoA is converted to LPA with the help of GPAT enzyme activity followed by 
incorporation into DAG and TG. Enzymes catalyzing the steps in this biosynthesis 
are subjected to regulations by ERR and other nuclear transcriptional factors. Gpat1-
null mice were found to have lower triacylglycerol and DAG concentrations and were 
protected from the HFD-induced insulin resistance, which was attributed to lower 
DAG-mediated PKCϵ activation [115]. Mice lacking GPAT3 expression had increased 
liver size with dysregulated cholesterol metabolism, implying that Gpat3 plays a 
crucial role in regulating energy, glucose, and lipid levels [116]. GPAT4 is the major 
isoform in the liver and mammary gland [117]. Recent work has identified GPAT4 as 
a direct transcriptional target for ERRα and could be responsible for ERRα regulated 
NAFLD development [84].

8. Conclusion

ERRs are a family of orphan NRs that do not have a known endogenous ligand. Of 
the three isoforms of ERRs (ERRα, ERRβ, and ERRγ), ERRα and ERRγ are involved in 
the transcriptional regulation of mitochondrial metabolism and integrity, OXPHOS, 
glucose and lipid metabolism metabolism, while ERRβ plays a role in embryonic 
development. The transcriptional activity of ERRs requires binding with coactivator 
PGC-1α. ERRs share overlapping functions with PGC-1α regulated transcriptional 
networks and are subjected to the factors that regulate PGC-1α. In addition, ERRs 
are regulated post-translationally by upstream signal that also include the insulin 
regulated PI3K/AKT signaling pathways. In recent years, a major development in the 
cellular functions regulated by ERRs is the discovery of lipogenesis and glycerolipid 
biosynthesis regulation by ERR. These functions of ERRs allow them to play major 
roles in NAFLD/NASH development. Pharmacologically, significant efforts have been 
put forth to identify ligands for ERRs and these studies identified several agonists and 
antagonists for ERRs that can be further developed for future therapeutical efforts. 
Notably, DBD antagonists are also being developed and shown strong promise at 
targeting NAFLD. This review provides a brief and comprehensive view for the tran-
scriptional network regulated by ERRs and their functions in NAFLD and potential 
therapeutical developments targeted at ERRs.
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Acronyms and abbreviations

ERR   estrogen related receptor
NR   nuclear receptor
OXPHOS  oxidative phosphorylation
TCA   tricarboxylic acid
T2D   type II diabetes
IR   insulin resistance
NAFLD   non-alcoholic liver disease
NASH   non-alcoholic steatohepatitis
ER   estrogen receptor
DBD   DNA-binding domain
ERRE   estrogen related response element
AF-1   activation-function-1
LBD   ligand binding domain
SRC-1   steroid receptor coactivator 1
ERE   estrogen response element
GAPDH   glyceraldehyde dehydrogenase
PPARγ   peroxisomal proliferation activated receptor γ
PGC-1   coactivator-1
mEFs   mouse embryonic fibroblasts
α-KG   α-ketoglutarate
MCAD   medium chain acyl-CoA decarboxylase
iPS   immortalized pluripotent stem cells
OSN   OCT4-SOX2-Nanog
LIF   leukemia inhibitory factor
NRF   nuclear respiratory factor
AMPK   AMP activated kinase
EGF   epidermal growth factor
PTEN   phosphatase and tensin homolog deleted on chromosome 10
OCR   oxygen consumption
LEF-1   lymphoid enhanced-binding factor-1
Fasn   fatty acid synthase
ACC   acetyl-CoA carboxylase
TG   triglyceride
LPA   lysophosphatidic acid
PA   phosphatidic acid
DAG   diacylglycerol
HFD   high fat diet
HCD   high carbohydrate diet
PI3K   phosphoinositide 3-kinase
mTOR   mammalian target of rapamycin
cyclic AMP (cAMP) response element binding protein (CREB)
DES   diethylstilbestrol
4-OHT   4-hydroxytamoxifen
Py-Im   pyrole-imidazole
G3P   glycerol-3-phosphate
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Chapter 4

Role of the Enzyme Heparanase in 
the Development of Fatty Liver
Shadi Hamoud

Abstract

Increasing evidence implicates the enzyme Heparanase in the development and 
progression of liver steatosis and fibrosis, where high heparanase expression was 
demonstrated. Morever, inhibition of heparanase activity significantly attenuated the 
development of fatty liver in animal models. Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease is the 
most common liver disease in the western world, with the natural course of a chronic 
progressive condition that is expected to worsen with time. Potential complications of 
the disease are steatohepatitis, liver fibrosis, liver cirrhosis and even liver malignan-
cies, such as hepato-cellular carcinoma. As such, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease is 
considered a leading etiology for liver transplantation in the western world. No effec-
tive treatment for fatty liver is available so far, and seeking effective treatment strate-
gies is of great importance. The aim of this chapter is to shed light on the knowledge 
regarding the involvement of Heparanase in the development and progression of fatty 
liver, opening the opportunity for future research of potential therapeutic options for 
treating this common liver pathology.

Keywords: Heparanase, lipid uptake, liver steatosis, fatty liver, inflammation, 
extracellular matrix

1. Introduction

The liver is the largest solid organ in the body, and plays important roles in 
metabolism and processing of nutrients and toxins, with cardinal functions in the 
gastrointestinal system and the digestion process. The liver is composed of two 
lobes- right and left, encapsulated by the fibrous Gleason capsule. Cells in the liver 
are mainly hepatocytes- composing about 60% of the liver cells, sinusoidal endothe-
lial cells (18%), Kupffer cells (KCs 13%), hepatic stellate cells (HSCs, 4–10%), and 
NK cells (2%) [1–4]. Normally, hepatocytes are arranged in cords surrounding bile 
canaliculi which drain bile secreted from hepatocytes into bile ducts of the portal 
triad (Figure 1: normal liver).

The extracellular matrix (ECM) is a large network of proteins, glycoseamino-
glycans and glycoconjugates and other molecules that surround, support and help 
to maintain normal structure, function, and integrity of body organs. The ECM 
helps cells to attach to, and communicate with adjacent cells, and plays important 
roles in cell growth, cell adhesion, cell movement and migration, and additional cell 
functions.
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Heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG) are the main constituent of the ECM. 
These macromolecules are composed of glycoseaminoglycan chains covalently 
bound to a protein core, and are different from each other in their structure and 
configuration, thus performing different roles in the ECM, which are mainly either 
adhesive or fibrotic [5]. HSPGs are either embedded in the cell surface or located 
in the ECM, and play important role in cell-cell and cell-ECM communication and 
interaction [6–8], thus serve as mediators in both normal biologic and in pathologic 
processes, like cell differentiation [9, 10], cell adhesion [11], tissue repair [12, 13], 
tumor formation and spread [5, 10, 14, 15], autoimmune and inflammatory pro-
cesses [16–18], diabetes mellitus and its complications [19], and vessel wall patholo-
gies- like atherosclerosis [20–22]. Heparanase, an endo-β-D-glucoronidase, is the 
only enzyme in mammalians that cleaves HS chains in the HSPGs in several specific 
sites along the polysaccharide chains, thus resulting in modification of structure and 

Figure 1. 
Structure of normal liver. The liver is composed of two lobes. Hepatocytes are the main cell type in the liver, and 
are arranged in cords surrounding canaliculi which drain bile into bile ducts to help in digestion of nutrients in 
the gut. Sections of H&E stained liver slides from normal liver (upper picture) and fatty liver showing intra-
cellular vaculations and cell ballooning (lower picture), magnified X40.
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function of the HSPGs [21, 23–25]. In its intracellular role, heparanase participates in 
degradation and turnover of membrane-associated HSPGs [26, 27]. The extracellular 
enzyme is involved in HSPG degradation by cleavage of the HS chains, resulting 
in alteration of the basal membrane and ECM structure, and thus affects the pool 
of HS-bound ligands, which are released into the surrounding environment. All 
these actions result in remodeling of the ECM network, and enable the diffusion of 
different cytokines, growth factors, and lipoproteins, which facilitate cell motility 
and result in angiogenesis, inflammation, coagulation, fibrosis, and stimulation of 
autophagy and exosome production [28–30].

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is the most common liver disease in 
the western world, and affects up to 30% of adults [31], with increasing prevalence 
with age, in line with the global pandemic of obesity and type 2 diabetes mellitus. 
NAFLD is defined as the intracellular accumulation of fat droplets in the hepatocytes 
(liver steatosis), as evident by either radiologic or histologic testing, in the absence 
of alternative etiologies of chronic liver disease or secondary causes of liver steatosis 
(like the use of various drugs, prolonged alcohol consumption, or inherited or 
acquired several metabolic pathologies). Isolated NAFLD is characterized by liver 
steatosis (although could be associated with mild chronic inflammation) in at least 
5% of hepatocytes [32]. Natural course of the disease is slow progression to non-
alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), defined by a pattern of characteristic findings that 
include liver steatosis, lobular and portal inflammation, and injured liver cells in the 
form of hepatocyte ballooning. The NAFLD activity score (NAS) is used to assess 
the degree of hepatic steatosis, lobular inflammation, hepatocellular ballooning, and 
degree of liver fibrosis [32]. In advanced stages, NAFLD may progress to profound 
liver fibrosis- as assessed by the METAVIR scoring system, liver cirrhosis, portal 
hypertension, and end-stage liver diseases with related complications, including liver 
failure, decompensated liver cirrhosis, and even liver malignancies- like hepatocel-
lular carcinoma (HCC) [33], making NAFLD a leading etiology for liver transplanta-
tion in the western world [34–36].

1.1 Normal lipid uptake by the liver cells

Upon food intake, lipid particles in the form of triglycerides (TGs)- the main form 
of lipids in the food, free cholesterol, and cholesterol ester, undergo emulsification 
into small lipid particles by bile, and are then hydrolyzed into free fatty acids (FFAs) 
and monoglycerides by the pancreatic lipase in the small intestine, where these small 
particles undergo absorption into the blood circulation. After absorption by the 
intestinal cells, together with phospholipids, cholesterol and proteins, the small lipid 
particles form chylomicrons that enter the blood from the lymphatic system. The 
liver is the main organ in the body in which lipid metabolism occurs, and in the liver 
cells occur processes of lipid digestion, absorption, synthesis, decomposition, and 
transport.

Most of the lipids in the body are stored in the form of TGs in adipose tissue. 
FFAs are the main constituents in TGs in body fat, from which they can be dissolved 
under different circumstances and enter the blood. For being transported in the 
blood circulation, FFAs bind to albumin, while cholesterol binds to globulin to form 
lipoproteins, which may contain more TGs in the form of low density lipoprotein 
cholesterol (LDL-c), or less TGs forming high density lipoprotein cholesterol 
(HDL-c), and according to the density of the lipoproteins, plasma lipoproteins are 
divided into four subgroups: chylomicrons, very low density lipoprotein (v-LDL), 
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LDL, and HDL. Upon binding to lipids, proteins take part in transporting lipids in 
the plasma, together forming the apolipoproteins (Figure 2).

While the main source of fat in the body comes from food ingestion, the body 
can utilize endogenous fat which is stored mainly in the adipose tissue. In different 
circumstances, fat in the adipose cells may undergo hydrolyzation into glycerol and 
FFAs by the enzyme lipase. Upon hydrolysis, glycerol and FFAs are released into 
the blood and can be used as a source of energy or ingested by the liver cells. HSPGs 
play important role in lipid uptake by hepatocytes, mainly following removal of the 
attached lipoprotein particles [37, 38].

1.2 De novo lipogenesis

In addition to fat ingested from diet, hepatocytes can produce fatty acids from the 
oxidation processes of both glucose and amino acids, and synthesize TGs by acetyl 
CoA. In fact, hepatocytes can also synthesize endogenous cholesterol by the process 
of De novo lipogenesis (DNL). Cholesterol biosynthesis in the hepatocytes occurs 
in the endoplasmic reticulum, and involves more than 30 enzymes, such as aceto-
acetyl CoA, and may contribute to the excess accumulation of fat droplets inside the 
hepatocytes.

1.3 Development of NAFLD

The pathogenetic basis of NAFLD is accumulation in the hepatocytes of lipid 
droplets which occurs secondary to an imbalance of lipid handling by the liver, 

Figure 2. 
Schematic presentation of membrane associated structures involved in lipid uptake and metabolism in the liver. 
Lipid particles ingested in the intestine/formed by lipolysis from fat tissue enter blood circulation, and undergo 
uptake into hepatocytes utilizing different transmembrane structures, including the low density lipoprotein 
receptor (LDLR), LDL receptor-related protein (LRP), CD36 and direct endocytosis by heparan sulfate 
proteoglycanes (HSPGs). Inside the hepatocytes, lipid particles undergo β-oxidation in intra-cellular organelles. 
HSPGs play rol in lipid uptake and metabolism by hepatocytes. Focus is given to sites where heparanase is active 
in processing of lipid particles, as well as sites where heparanase inhibition may occur and cause decreased lipid 
uptake by the hepatocytes. Hpa = Heparanase. LDL-c = low density lipoprotein cholesterol, HDL-c = high density 
lipoprotein choleterol, HS = heparan sulfate.
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when one or more of several mechanisms takes place. Possible mechanisms include 
excess delivery of free fatty acids (FFAs) to the liver from adipose tissue, increased 
production of lipids by the liver (De novo lipogenesis), decreased oxidation of fatty 
acids within the hepatocytes, and impaired export of the TG-rich v-LDL particles. 
Accumulation of fat droplets in hepatocytes results in cell ballooning and derange-
ment of the normal structure of the liver, and thus induces activation of inflam-
matory reaction, with activation of HSCs and KCs, which are both involved in the 
initiation of inflammatory and fibrogenic responses, then leading to the release of 
proinflammatory cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors, that further augment 
the inflammatory process and result in activation of HSCs. Of the cytokines released 
by KCs, tumor growth factor-β (TGF-β), which induces fibrogenesis through activa-
tion of HSCs and reactive oxygen substances, leading to accelerated inflammation 
and progressive liver damage [39], where KCs release also the proinflammatory 
cytokines TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-β, which also contribute to liver damage. Moreover, 
following liver insult, both KCs and hepatocytes secrete fibroblast growth factor 
2 (FGF-2), which stimulates hepatocyte regeneration and growth, as well as the 
proliferation and activation of HSCs. Higher levels of FGF-2 result in excess ECM 
deposition by HSCs, and induce hepatic tissue perturbation and disruption [40, 41]. 
Upon activation, HSCs transform to α-SMA positive myofibroblasts, which secrete 
large amounts of ECM proteins causing profound alteration of the extracellular 
micro-environment. As these processes aim to repair damaged liver tissue, prolonged 
injury to the liver together with prolonged activation of the repair system result in 
degradation of the regeneration process, and in late stages may result in uncontrolled 
fibrogenesis, excess ECM accumulation, and disruption of liver structure [42–45]. 
Indeed, liver tissue repair is also supported by autophagy, a process by which cells 
degrade their own components by forming autophagosomes and autolysosomes, and 
in the liver, autophagy is expected in normal circumstances to result in decreased 
liver fibrosis [46, 47].

1.4 Development of liver steatosis

While triglycerides are the main lipid component that contributes to the develop-
ment of fatty liver [48], and account for 60–70% of intrahepatic fat accumulation, 
also low density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol is an important contributor to the 
development of NAFLD, mainly in cases of high serum LDL levels, where it is 
known that in subjects with NAFLD, the lipid uptake by the liver is increased, due 
to enhanced expression on hepatocyte cell surface of the LDL receptor (LDLR), 
LDL receptor related protein (LRP), and the hepatic fatty acid transporter CD36. In 
addition, in subjects with high serum levels of lipids, hepatic uptake of lipid particles 
occurs through direct endocytosis by cell membrane, secondary to increased activ-
ity of hepatic lipase and lipoprotein lipase, a process that depends on the activity of 
HSPGs embedded in the cell wall, in response to augmented insulin resistance that 
complicates patients with obesity and NAFLD [49, 50].

Following lipid uptake by hepatocytes, lipid particles undergo metabolism and 
β-oxidation through several intra-cellular metabolic pathways, which include ACAT2, 
ACAT1, HMGCoA reductase, pPAR-α, pPAR-  , PCSK-9 and DGAT1 [51]. In fact, 
also De novo lipogenesis contributes to lipid accumulation in the liver of patients 
with obesity and NAFLD [51, 52]. In this pathway, acetyl CoA and melonyl CoA are 
converted into fatty acids in the liver, a process that is accelerated in the presence of 
insulin resistance, which occurs in adjunction with obesity and adiposity [52].
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The progression of liver steatosis occurs through several stages. Upon lipid 
uptake by hepatocytes, fatty acids undergo β-oxidation in mitochondria, peroxi-
somes, and microsomes, still with existing controversy regarding the rate of lipid 
oxidation (whether increased or decreased) in patients with NAFLD [51, 53], and 
accumulation of triglyceride-rich lipoproteins in hepatocytes is increased [51, 54]. 
Likewise, in patients with NAFLD increased production of small dense LDL-C was 
demonstrated [55].

The endoplasmic reticulum is the main intra-cellular site for lipid synthesis and 
protein folding and maturation, and is an important participant in the develop-
ment of NAFLD, especially in the presence of impaired LDL-Triglyceride assembly, 
which occurs due to activation of intracellular signaling pathways, in response to 
higher levels of intracellular lipid particles [56]. Lipotoxicity is more prominent 
under higher endoplasmic reticulum oxidative stress, that occurs more frequently 
in obese subjects with NAFLD, apparently due to activation of the unfolded protein 
response (UPR). One more mechanism that contributes to the development and 
progression of NAFLD is the accelerated formation of extracellular vesicles, that 
are nano-sized particles which are over-secreted by hepatocytes in response to 
higher content of toxic lipid particles, and play critical role in the pathogenesis of 
NAFLD by acting as mediators of paracrine signaling, causing HSCs activation, 
angiogenesis and activation of macrophages, all leading to liver inflammation and 
chemotaxis [57, 58].

1.5 The enzyme heparanase

Heparanase is the only enzyme in mammalians that is responsible for cleavage 
of HS side chains in the HSPGs. The human heparanase gene (heparanase 1) is 
located on chromosome 4q21.3 [59]. Also heparanase 2 was demonstrated, sharing 
40% similarity with heparanase 1, but does not exert similar activity like heparan-
ase 1 [60]. The enzyme heparanase is synthesized in the endoplasmic reticulum, 
then processed in the Golgi apparatus to 65 kDa proheparanase, and then released 
to the extra-cellular space, where it interacts with many membrane molecules, 
of which are membrane HSPGs like syndecans [61], resulting in endocytosis and 
localization into the lyzosomes, where it undergoes cleavage to its two active 
forms- 50 and 6 kDa. It was proven that the active enzyme has several final 
destinations in the cell: it could undergo anchorage on the surface of exosomes, 
included in autophagosomes, translocated into cell nucleus, or even be secreted to 
the ECM [62]. The enzyme expresses both enzymatic and non-enzymatic activi-
ties, inside the cell and in the ECM. In its enzymatic intracellular role, activity of 
heparanase is mainly degradation and turnover of membrane-associated HSPGs. 
The extracellular enzymatic activity is mainly degradation of transmembrane 
and ECM located HSPGs, leading both to alterations in structure and function of 
HSPGs in the ECM, and resulting in attenuation of HS-bound ligands and pro-
teins which are released into the surrounding environment, causing diffusion of 
cytokines, growth factors, and lipoproteins, and facilitating cell motility, angio-
genesis, inflammation, coagulation, and stimulating autophagic and exosome 
production [63–67].

Non-enzymatic activity of heparanase has been demonstrated, although the 
receptors that could mediate this activity have not been identified so far. Of the non-
enzymatic activities of the enzyme, one can mention that the heparanase proenzyme 
(65 kDa) was demonstrated to induce signaling cascade towards phosphorylation of 
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several proteins, including those involved in intracellular signaling pathways, such 
as Akt, ERK, p38, and Src [68]. Of the resultant effects of this activity were noted 
endothelial cell migration and invasion, which are enhanced by the proheparanase-
Akt phosphorylation and activation of PI3K [69]. Moreover, latent heparanase 
was implicated in induction of tumorogenesis, such as the development of glioma, 
lymphoma, and T-cell adhesion, apparently due to activation of Akt, PyK2 and ERK, 
and Akt/PKB phosphorylation [70].

2. Heparanase in liver pathologies

2.1 Heparanase in viral hepatitis

As viruses utilize membrane structure for invading cells, HSPGs are involved in 
the process of cell infection and inclusion of viruses into host cells [71]. In their study, 
Gallard et al. demonstrated that hepatitis C virus (HCV) propagation resulted in 
significant heparanase induction in hepatocytes, while downregulation of heparanase 
resulted in significant attenuation of HCV infection, suggesting an important role 
of heparanase in HCV life cycle. Heparanase action was apparently secondary to 
enhancement of CD63 synthesis and exosomic secretion [72].

2.2 Heparanase in liver fibrosis

In their book chapter, Mazola et al. suggest that the interplay between hepa-
ranase and components of the immune and the inflammatory responses activate 
recruitment, proliferation, and activation of myofibroblasts, the main cell types 
responsible for deposition of fibrous proteins in the ECM [73]. In a study on mice 
with chronic Ccl4-mediated chronic induction of liver fibrosis, increased heparanase 
expression was demonstrated, which was mainly co-localized with macrophages in 
necro-inflammatory areas, where it seems that heparanase plays a key role in the 
macrophage-mediated activation of HSCs [74]. Further studies supported additional 
evidence for the involvement of heparanase in fibrotic processes in different body 
organs, including liver fibrosis [75].

2.3 Heparanase in malignant diseases of the liver

The expression of heparanase in malignant diseases has been extensively stud-
ied, including the effects of several heparanase inhibitors that were evaluated in 
several malignant diseases. In one study, it was shown that heparanase-1 degrades 
the HS chains on cells of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), a process that resulted in 
the secretion of vascular endothelial growth factor C (VEGF-C) into the medium of 
HCC cells, while VEGF-C was shown to promote lymphatic endothelial cell growth 
leading to facilitating lymphatic metastasis [76]. Chen et al. showed elevated 
expression of heparanase mRNA and protein in HCC cells, where it accelerates cell 
adhesion in HCC metastasis, an effect that was significantly attenuated following 
silencing of the enzyme [77]. In the study of Liu et al., the authors showed that 
inhibiting heparanase activity by the inhibitor PI-88 exerted favorable effects in 
patients with HCC. Heparanase inhibition resulted in significant delay in the onset 
of recurrence of HCC, and provided significant survival benefit for up to three 
years of follow up [78].
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2.4 Heparanase inhibition and liver steatosis

In our former studies, we investigated the effect of heparanase inhibition on 
hemodynamic, metabolic and histopathologic parameters of body systems in mice, 
mainly aortic atherosclerosis and fatty liver.

In apolipoprotein E deficient (E0) mice, inhibition of heparanase activity by two 
inhibitors- PG545 (PIXATIMOD), a HS mimetic with proved inhibitory effect on 
heparanase, caused significant reduction of serum glucose levels, blood pressure 
and oxidative stress in serum [79]. In another project, we have shown that the same 
heparanase inhibitor, used in E0 mice placed on high fat diet, significantly attenu-
ated the development of atherosclerotic lesions in representing sections taken from 
the aortic arch, along significant reduction of the aortic wall thickness compared to 
control mice. In addition, we demonstrated in the same study that in comparison to 
placebo, treatment with PG545 significantly reduced blood pressure and serum levels 
of TC, TGs, and LDL-C, besides significant reduction of oxidative stress in serum, all 
of which are considered independent risk factors for the development and progres-
sion of atherosclerosis [80].

Recently, we studied the effect of two different heparanase inhibitors on the 
development of liver steatosis in two kinds of mice. In this study, both E0 mice and 
C57 Balb-c mice were placed on either chow diet or high fat diet, and treated with 
either PG545, SST0001- a 100% N-acetylated and glycol split non-anticoagulant 
heparin which exerts potent anti heparanase activity, or placebo injection (normal 
saline). Both heparanase inhibitors significantly attenuated the development of liver 
steatosis. In accordance with our former studies, also in this study serum analyses 
revealed significant reduction in serum levels of TC and TGs, besides lowering the 
mRNA expression of key factors involved lipid metabolism, including lipid uptake by 
the liver, lipolysis, lipogenesis, and beta-oxidation in the liver cells. These beneficial 
effects seem to heparanase-dependent, as inhibition of heparanase resulted in the 
favorable effect of attenuating the development of fatty liver [81].

3. Conclusions/concluding remarks

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease is the most common liver disease in the western 
world. Yet, the mechanisms underlying the pathogenesis of this formidable is largely 
vague, thus lacks effective treatment so far. HSPGs are the main constituent of the 
extracellular matrix, and play important roles in liver pathologies, through cell-
cell and cell-ECM interactions, besides their role in uptake and processing of lipid 
particles by the liver cells. Heparanase is the enzyme that degrades heparan sulfate 
side chains in HSPGs, involves in remodeling of structure and alter the function of the 
HSPG macromolecules. Heparanase inhibition was proved to exert favorable results 
in different pathologies, including malignant diseases, complications of diabetes 
mellitus, kidney pathologies, inflammatory processes, and vessel wall pathologies 
like atherosclerosis. Recently we have demonstrated remarkable attenuation in the 
development of fatty liver in animal models with the use of two different heparanase 
inhibitors, an additional evidence for the involvement of heparanase in the devel-
opment of fatty liver, putting heparanase inhibition as a reliable target for future 
research concerning the development of possible effective treatment for NAFLD. It 
could be wise to impliment heparanase inhibition as a part of treatment approach for 
preventing and treating NAFLD, along with restriction of lipid uptake, preventing 
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weight gain and weight, and optimal control of additional conditions that contribute 
to the development of NAFLD, such insulin resistance and diabetes mellitus.
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Chapter 5

Regulation of Iron Metabolism in 
NAFLD/NASH
Yuki Hamada and Eiichi Hirano

Abstract

The disturbance of iron metabolism is one of the characteristic features of 
NAFLD/NASH, and complicated Type2DM, however, as for the mechanisms of the 
iron deposition observed in the liver of NAFLD/NASH, as well as the correlation 
between iron metabolism and insulin resistance, the precise pathophysiology and 
dynamics are still uncertain. In addition, numerous factors might be involved in the 
pathogenesis of NAFLD/NASH and wide-ranged analysis, as well as multi-targeted 
treatment, should be considered and challenged for the improvement of the progno-
sis of NAFLD/NASH. In many NAFLD/NASH cases, a remarkable decline of serum 
ferritin, as well as the improvement of T2DM, were observed after treatment with 
Laennec (placenta-derived drug) in accordance with the improvement of the liver 
dysfunction and histopathological amelioration in the liver. In recent years, it was 
shown that hepcidin, the principal regulator of iron metabolism exists in human 
placenta in high concentrations. Then, we examined whether Laennec can restore 
the pathological background by regulating iron and glucose metabolism in NAFLD/
NASH by the action of a “hepcidin inducer”.

Keywords: non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD),  
non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), iron metabolism, hepcidin, placenta extract

1. Introduction

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), regarded as the ‘hepatic manifestation of 
the metabolic syndrome’, is now estimated to affect one billion individuals worldwide 
[1]. The definition of NAFLD is very simple such as the presence of at least 5% hepatic 
steatosis but excluding secondary hepatic fat accumulation of general causes, such as 
congenital hepatic disorders, chronic viral hepatitis, autoimmune hepatitis, excessive 
alcohol consumption, or long-term use of steatosis-inducing medications [2].

NASH is characterised by the development of histopathological changes in the 
liver that are nearly identical to those induced by excessive alcohol intake, but in 
the absence of alcohol abuse, the presence of macrovesicular steatosis and mixed 
inflammatory infiltrate associated with focal hepatocyte ballooning degeneration and 
varying amounts of Mallory’s hyaline and glycogenated nuclei. However, liver biopsy 
still remains the “gold standard” for making a definitive diagnosis.

NASH is capable of progressing to cirrhosis and liver failure at the end of clinical 
course [3, 4]. Actually, NASH is forecasted to become the principal cause of advanced 
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liver disease in developed countries [5] and the high-ranking indication for liver 
transplantation [4]. NAFLD has also been gradually acknowledged as an independent 
risk factor for the development of cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes mellitus 
(T2DM) and hepatocellular carcinoma [6, 7]. The factors that predispose patients to 
the development of steatohepatitis and fibrosis in NAFLD are not well elucidated, and 
effective treatment strategies are still lacking [8].

Day and James [9] initially proposed a ‘two-hit’ model to explain the progression 
of NAFLD. The ‘first hit’ constitutes the deposition of triglycerides in the cytoplasm 
of the hepatocytes. The disease does not progress unless additional cellular events 
occur (the ‘second hit’), which can include oxidative stress, especially that arises from 
inflammatory cytokines, mitochondrial stress and insulin resistance. Autophagy may 
also play a notable role in the pathogenesis of NASH.

A new prospect explaining the pathogenesis of NASH was reported by Tilg and 
Moschen, called the ‘multi-parallel hit’ hypothesis recently [10]. This hypothesis, 
based on reports that cytokine-mediated stress and endoplasmic reticulum stress can 
induce steatosis as well as necroinflammation, suggests that multiple hits take a step 
together in the development of NASH. The progression of steatosis should, therefore, 
be regarded as a part of the liver’s early ‘adaptive’ and ‘purposive’ response to some 
types of stress rather than as the first hit in the disease development. The close corre-
lation between insulin resistance and iron level has been speculated and examined by 
many researchers. Even if secondary iron accumulation increases insulin resistance or 
vice versa, it remains still unclear. Oxidative stress may be the elusive ‘second’ hit of 
possibly multiple steps in the progression of steatosis to fibrosing steatohepatitis [11]. 
This type of response might be originated from and been modified by the activation 
of hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) [12].

2. Relationship between NASH/NAFLD and iron metabolism

Iron is among the essential trace elements for the existence of all living organisms. 
It is required for numerous metabolic routines, including energy production, DNA 
synthesis, oxygen transport and innate immunity, also in the expression of other 
enzymes involved in the oxidation or reduction of biological substrates and in the 
activation of iron-containing enzymes, such as the cytochrome system in the mito-
chondria [13]. Because there is no known physiological mechanism for appropriately 
and efficiently eliminating the ‘too much incorporated’ iron, even in severe iron-
overloaded conditions, a crucial element in maintaining systemic iron homeostasis is 
effective and harmonised correspondence among cells that use iron (mainly erythroid 
precursors), absorb iron from the diet (duodenal enterocytes) and store iron (hepa-
tocytes and tissue macrophages). Therefore, when the iron intake exceeds the cellular 
provisions and storage capabilities are overflowed, iron toxicity due to overloading 
may easily develop [14]. Thus, iron balance is maintained through steady and urbane 
regulatory mechanisms.

Recent studies have established the importance of hepcidin in iron homeostasis 
as a negative regulator of iron release into the bloodstream by duodenal enterocytes 
and reticuloendothelial macrophages [15]. Excess iron in the liver promotes steato-
hepatitis, liver fibrosis, cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma [16]. The discovery of 
hepcidin and the elucidation of its role in iron metabolism made it possible to develop 
novel therapies for hemochromatosis, anaemia of inflammation and other iron-
related disorders such as NAFLD/NASH [17]. Hepcidin has a distinct and essential 
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role in controlling the dietary absorption of iron, its storage and its release into the 
bloodstream. Hepcidin concentrations are strictly controlled, and their pathologic 
dysregulation leads to numerous human iron-related disorders such as NAFLD/
NASH. Our understanding of hepcidin regulation has rapidly increased; however, 
numerous questions related to hepcidin pathobiology still need to be clarified and 
addressed [18].

Iron is stringently and elegantly regulated by a mechanism similar to that for 
glucose control [19]. Like glucose and insulin, the serum iron levels are regulated by 
a hepatic peptide hormone, hepcidin. Elevated iron levels arouse hepcidin synthesis, 
which decreases the levels of the iron-exporter ferroportin in macrophages and 
intestinal cells and reduces serum iron levels, similar to how insulin controls excessive 
glucose levels [19, 20].

The spectrum of NAFLD ranges from simple steatosis to NASH [21]. Iron is 
regarded as a putative element that interacts with oxygen radicals, and NASH is asso-
ciated with high rates of hyperferritinemia together with increased hepatic iron stores 
[22]. The role of hepatic iron in the progression and pathogenesis of NASH remains 
unclear and controversial.

It stands to reason that iron is one of the most copious metals on the earth with the 
potential of high toxicity against living cells. Highly active cells need iron for maintain-
ing their metabolic activity because iron allows optimal and preferable electron transfer, 
assisting biochemical reactions between different atoms and molecules. The toxicity of 
iron originated from induction of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which at high levels 
leads to cellular damage [23, 24]. Progress in understanding the involvement of hepci-
din in normal physiology and disease conditions [25], coupled with advances in quanti-
fication, make it an increasingly attractive candidate biomarker for assessing iron status 
and guiding iron intervention strategies [26]. Evidence suggests that a modest degree 
of iron overload is associated with more advanced liver injury in NAFLD, although the 
mechanisms by which this might occur remain unclear and vague [27, 28].

Recently, however, it has become increasingly evident that iron in the adipose 
tissue plays an important role in the pathogenesis of insulin resistance and, therefore, 
possibly NAFLD [29, 30].

Excessive iron is also a potent cause of cellular injury from oxidative stress due to the 
generation of reactive oxygen species by the Fenton reaction [31]. Under usual condi-
tions, intracellular protection from iron-induced oxidative stress is facilitated by the 
sequestration of iron within ferritin [32]. Dysfunctional adipose tissue produces adipo-
kines that promote the development of insulin resistance [29]. The liver, skeletal muscle 
and adipose tissue are the key sites of insulin action and resistance [33]. In the adipose 
tissue itself, insulin resistance potentiates lipolysis of triglycerides by the hormone-
sensitive lipase [34]. This generates the most free fatty acid (FFA) flux in the liver in 
NAFLD [35]. Insulin resistance in skeletal muscle as a result leads to reduced uptake of 
glucose, on the other hand in the liver, insulin resistance enhances gluconeogenesis [36]. 
Iron and NAFLD-resultant compensatory hyperinsulinemia and relative hyperglycae-
mia promote hepatic de novo lipogenesis and cholesterol synthesis and reduced catabo-
lism of FFA by oxidation [37]. Oxidative stress is considered an important contributor 
to the pathogenesis of NASH [38]. Excess hepatic iron can promote oxidative stress via 
Fenton’s reaction and is proposed to be a cofactor in the development of NASH.

The regulatory mechanisms of hepcidin have been investigated in animal 
models, and only a few studies have investigated the role of hepcidin in human 
NAFLD patients [39]. Hepcidin is an important regulator of liver inflammation [19], 
and along with its key role in iron homeostasis, it could play a vital part in NASH 
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pathogenesis. It was hypothesised that hepcidin and/or its upstream regulatory fac-
tors play a key role in the progression of NAFL to NASH [40]. The elevated hepcidin 
in NASH seems to be either a reflection of hepatocellular inflammation or simply 
indicating the induced hepcidin in the early stage of NASH. Hepcidin expression 
actually appears to be directly enhanced by insulin and down-regulated under insulin 
resistance, suggesting a possible mechanism for iron loading as an early event in the 
pathogenesis of NAFLD and T2DM. These findings have raised numerous questions 
and have stimulated exciting clinical research. With that in mind, it is difficult to 
predict what additional surprises will emerge from the ongoing study of this fascinat-
ing viewpoint.

The elevated ferritin and low expression of hepatic inflammatory cytokines (IL-6; 
8-fold, NFNB; 5-fold and IL-1E; 4-fold) in patients with NAFLD with hepatic iron 
deposition could probably be suggestive of the notion that in this cohort, increased 
hepcidin expression is more likely attributable to hepatic iron deposition rather than 
inflammation.

Hepatic HAMP gene expression is induced in patients with NASH compared to 
that in patients with NAFLD, and presumably, in response to excess hepatic iron in 
NAFLD patients with iron overload. Two possible mechanisms for hepcidin expres-
sion in patients with NASH are likely IL-6-mediated stimulation of JAK2/STAT3 
pathway, which results in upregulation of HIF1D. Furthermore, increased hepatic 
STAT3 gene expression in NASH patients relative to that in NAFLD patients lends 
support to this putative hypothesis.

The presence of iron deposition in livers of patients with NAFLD can be classified 
as hepatocellular, reticuloendothelial or both. A study of 849 adult biopsy specimens 
performed in the United States showed that reticuloendothelial patterns of iron 
deposition were associated with advanced fibrosis compared with hepatocellular iron 
patterns. Biopsy specimens with reticuloendothelial iron were also more likely to have 
definite steatohepatitis [41]. However, an Italian study on 587 patients with NAFLD 
found that hepatocellular rather than reticuloendothelial iron was associated with an 
increased likelihood of liver fibrosis [42].

The reason for the discordant results might be explained by the differences in the 
patient populations; the subjects in the US study were more ethnically diverse and had 
higher body mass indices and more advanced fibrosis than those in the Italian study. 
Interactions between iron metabolism and NAFLD are complex and complicated 
under active investigation by various researchers. In conclusion, they observed that 
HAMP expression is elevated in NASH patients and in NAFLD patients with hepatic 
iron deposits. Their data allowed them to study the interdependence of various regu-
latory signals such as hepatic iron stores, inflammation and hypoxia or oxidative/ER 
stress on the expression of hepcidin and inflammatory cytokines. Increased hepcidin 
expression, which attempts to sequester excess iron, thereby reducing oxidative 
stress, maybe a protective response.

Bekri et al. showed that hepcidin levels are increased in the adipose tissue of severely 
obese patients compared with those in the liver, suggesting that severe obesity itself 
causes hypoferremia due to the overproduction of hepcidin in the adipocytes [43].

Asian Indians are neither associated with iron overload nor with HFE gene  
mutations [44].

The authors suggested that hyperferritinemia in NASH is a non-specific effect 
of hepatic necroinflammation, reflecting its function as an acute phase protein as 
a result. Serum ferritin is known to increase because of released from damaged 
hepatocytes. The authors also previously concluded that serum ferritin levels reflect 
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oxidative stress as well as hepatic iron concentrations and hepatocyte damage in 
chronic liver disease [45]. Elevated serum ferritin in NASH may be caused by iron-
unrelated oxidative stress, such as that derived from FFA, lipid peroxide, cytokines 
and induction of cytochrome P450 enzymes (CYP2E1 and CYP4AC-) [46]. Thus, the 
role of hepatic iron in the pathogenesis of NASH or abnormal iron indices in NASH 
remains debatable and unsettled.

Under usual conditions, intracellular protection from iron-induced oxidative 
stress is facilitated by sequestration of iron within ferritin [47]. Pathologic states 
of iron overload often led to saturation of the serum iron transporter, transferrin, 
which increases the serum levels of toxic non-transferrin bound iron (NTBI). NTBI 
is readily absorbed by tissues such as the liver and cardiac muscle [48]. The associa-
tion between hyperferritinemia, insulin resistance and T2DM is compelling. The 
odds ratios for developing diabetes in those with elevated serum ferritin levels were 
high at 3.61 for women and 4.94 for men [49–51]. The connotation between hyperfer-
ritinemia and histologic markers of liver injury in NAFLD is reasonably firm. In 2004, 
Bugianesi et al. [43] showed that serum ferritin concentration is not associated with 
hepatic iron concentration in NAFLD, but is a marker of severe histologic damage.

In an earlier study by Chitturi et al. [44] of 93 patients with NASH, 33% of whom 
had advanced fibrosis, the authors found that serum ferritin concentration was not 
an independent predictor of advanced fibrosis. This implies that the ferritin associa-
tion with NAFLD is not simply a result of NAFLD itself causing hyperferritinemia. 
Moreover, the results suggest that the link between hyperferritinemia and NAFLD 
could be explained by insulin resistance. It also appears that it has a direct role in the 
activation of hepatic macrophages and HSCs. In humans with NAFLD, reticuloendo-
thelial iron has been shown to be associated with apoptosis, indicated by increased 
serum cytokeratin-18 (CK-18) fragments and increased hepatic TUNEL staining of 
liver sections [52]. Iron may also contribute to liver injury in NAFLD by generating 
endoplasmic reticulum stress [53]. Additionally, hepatic iron loading in mice up-
regulates cholesterol biosynthesis pathways; this has been proposed as an additional 
mechanism of iron-induced liver injury in NASH [54].

3. Deteriorative effects of iron against NASH/NAFLD

Iron overload is one of the important risk factors for diabetes. The relationship 
between iron and diabetes was first recognised in pathologic conditions − namely 
hereditary hemochromatosis and thalassemia − but high levels of dietary iron also 
enhance the risk of diabetes. It is generally recognised that iron plays a direct and 
causal role in diabetes pathogenesis, mediated both by β-cell failure and insulin 
resistance.

Iron is capable of generating hydroxyl radicals from peroxide and can also inhibit 
antioxidant defences such as SOD2 [55]. Highly elevated iron levels have been linked 
to oxidative damage to DNA, lipids and proteins that, in turn, have been implicated 
in cardiovascular disease, diabetes, atherosclerosis and neurological degeneration, as 
seen in Alzheimer’s disease [56].

Iron homeostatic pathways are tightly associated with inflammatory stressors. 
Inflammation causes significant upregulation of hepcidin, largely through interleu-
kin-6 (IL-6), and results in large increases in serum ferritin levels.

There is a greater prevalence of iron deficiency in obese (39%) and overweight 
(12%) children and adolescents than in normal-weight children, the prevalence of 
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iron deficiency in whom is only 4% [28]. The association of iron deficiency with 
obesity has been confirmed in other populations, which include children and adults 
of both sexes [57]. The conceivable cases for causality, in turn, can be made in both 
directions: normal or high iron stores might be required to support higher rates of 
fatty acid oxidation so that iron-deficient individuals are less able to mobilise and use 
high fat, or, conversely, the inflammatory nature of obesity might trigger increased 
hepcidin levels, which limit the absorption of dietary iron.

In the progression of diabetes, ROS can cause both β-cell failure and insulin 
resistance. β-cells are particularly sensitive to ROS because of low expression of 
antioxidants such as catalase and SOD2, overexpression of which has been associated 
with increased β-cell viability [58]. ROS can cause β-cell dysfunction by multiple 
mechanisms including decreased insulin gene expression secondary to decreased 
expression of transcription factors necessary for β-cell differentiation, maintenance 
and insulin gene transcription.

ROS have also been reported to directly affect circulating human insulin by hydrox-
ylation of phenylalanine residues that result in lower affinity binding to the insulin 
receptor [59]. Finally, ROS can induce insulin resistance through multiple mechanisms; 
for example, through the activation of FOXO1, which prevents downregulation of glu-
coneogenesis even in the presence of insulin signalling [60]. Hypoxia-inducible factors 
1 and 2 (HIF-1 and HIF-2) regulate cellular responses against low oxygen by upregulat-
ing transcription of a diverse set of proteins involved in angiogenesis, erythropoiesis 
and glycolytic flux [61]. HIFs also regulate iron metabolism, and under conditions of 
low iron levels, HIF-2 upregulates DMT-1 and DCYTB, whereas HIF-1 upregulates 
DMT-1 and decreases ferritin [62]. Conversely, cellular iron levels regulate HIF protein 
levels through the control of prolyl hydroxylase (PHD) activity [63].

Emerging data demonstrate that iron plays an important role in metabolic regula-
tion and the pathophysiology of diabetes. Iron overload is common in T2DM [64, 65]. 
On the contrary, iron depletion seems to be protective for the development of diabe-
tes. Rats with iron-deficiency anaemia are more insulin sensitive than controls [66], 
and phlebotomy improves the insulin sensitivity and glycemia, both in nondiabetic 
subjects [67] and T2DM subjects with high ferritin [68]. These studies suggest that 
iron plays an important role both in the development and improvement of diabetes. 
However, the precise molecular mechanisms of iron-associated diabetes are not well 
understood at present [69].

4.  Ameliorating effects of ‘hepcidin inducer Laennec and Porcine’ for the 
progression of NASH/NAFLD

NASH is a severe form of fatty liver disease that is defined by the presence of 
inflammation and fibrosis, ultimately leading to cirrhosis and hepatocellular carci-
noma. Shindo et al. [62] evaluated the effect of human placenta extract (HPE) and 
Laennec treatment in a mouse model of NASH. In the methionine- and choline-defi-
cient (MCD) diet-induced liver injury model, fibrosis started in the regions around 
the sinusoids.

They dispensed the MCD diet with high-salt loading (add 8% NaCl in the drinking 
water) to mice deficient in the vasoprotective molecule RAMP2 for 5 weeks, with or 
without HPE. In both the HPE and control groups, fibrosis was observed in regions 
adjacent to the sinusoids, but fibrosis was not so pronounced in the HPE-treated 
mice. Levels of TNF-α and MMP9 expression were also significantly reduced in 
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HPE-treated mice, and oxidative stress was suppressed in the perivascular region. 
These observations indicate that HPE ameliorates NASH-associated pathologies by 
suppressing inflammation, oxidative stress and liver fibrosis.

HPE has been prescribed clinically to treat chronic hepatitis, liver cirrhosis and 
other hepatic diseases for more than 40 years in Japan. In an experimental animal 
model of hepatitis, HPE reportedly ameliorated hepatic injury through liver regen-
eration and inhibition of inflammatory reactions and hepatocyte apoptosis [70, 71]. 
Moreover, Shimokobe et al. recently reported that HPE is effective in NASH patients 
who were unresponsive to lifestyle intervention [72].

As for histopathological changes in the liver, silver staining histological sample 
revealed fibrotic areas adjacent to the sinusoids in both groups; however, the fibrosis 
was not so severe in HPE-treated mice. By using immunofluorescent staining, the 
authors observed high expression levels of p67 phox, a cytosolic component of 
NADPH oxidase, in the perivascular regions of all mice; however, the expression 
levels were less marked in HPE-treated mice. Levels of 4HNE, a lipid peroxidation 
product, were also decreased in HPE-treated mice. Judging from these observations, 
it is indicated that HPE treatment for ameliorated liver injury is possible by reducing 
inflammation, oxidative stress and fibrosis.

In an earlier study, HPE was shown to suppress inflammation in a chronic arthritis 
rat model using complete Freund’s adjuvant [73]. Direct effects of HPE on the pro-
duction of pro-inflammatory cytokines and mediators have also been reported. For 
example, HPE reportedly inhibits the production of nitric oxide, TNF-α and cyclooxy-
genase-2 in lipopolysaccharide-stimulated RAW264.7 macrophages [74]. In the present 
study, the authors found that HPE significantly suppressed TNF-α expression in an 
MCD fed-diet model. This suggests that HPE may suppress the progression of chronic 
inflammation initiated by lipid accumulation within hepatocytes of the NASH patients.

Figure 1. 
The most important basic data is expressed. Laennec induces the expression of hepcidin mRNA both in rat 
primary hepatocyte and HepG2 cells in a dose dependent manner; this means that in the human body, the 
possibility of hepcidin mediated action of Laennec might be the main route or at least one of the important 
mechanism of its efficacy in regulating iron metabolism.
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Besides inflammation, oxidative stress seems to also contribute to chronic liver 
injury. In that regard, HPE showed both anti-oxidative and anti-inflammatory 
activities in rats exposed to benzopyrene (BaP) [75]. Application of H2O2 to cultured 
cells is performed to evaluate the cellular damage caused by oxidative stress. It is also 
observed that serum hepcidin levels are typically elevated in individuals with NASH 
[76]. As this in itself fails to explain iron loading in NASH, one might consider that 
dysregulated iron metabolism occurs in NASH independently of hepcidin.

The contribution of adipose tissue-derived hepcidin to the serum hepcidin pool is 
uncertain, however, this is another potential factor that may explain the increased serum 
hepcidin levels in NASH. Further complexity in these relationships arises when one con-
siders that iron deficiency has been shown to be associated with obesity, and in women 
with obesity and NAFLD [77, 78]. Together, these findings suggest that the interaction 
between iron and lipid metabolism is multi-faceted. It seems that ‘just enough’ but ‘not 
too much’ iron may be critical for preventing dysfunctional lipid metabolism.

Previous studies [73–75] have revealed that the administration of Laennec sig-
nificantly improved T2DM complicated with NASH and other chronic liver diseases, 
suggesting the importance of iron regulation on insulin-resistant T2DM showing 
hyperferritinemia.

Thus, more experimental and clinical studies are required to confirm or refute the 
claim that hepcidin has a role in T2DM. To shed light on the factors that alter hepci-
din expression, the authors performed experiments with HepG2 and HuH7, human 
hepatoma cell lines that are widely used for this purpose. Despite the considerable 
advances made recently, further explorations are required to investigate the cellular 
mechanisms and functions of peripheral hepcidin, as well as its regulation in different 
organs (Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 2. 
Systemic iron homeostasis is regulated by hepcidin. Judging from the clinical data of Laennec, formerly obtained 
through the treatment of chronic liver diseases such as NASH and chronic hepatitis type C, the sites of action of 
Laennec resemble those of hepcidin. Hepcidin is also expressed in the pancreas of rats and humans, which means 
that pancreas is an iron-regulating organ beyond their proper glucose–regulatory function. According to basic 
data, the regulation of hepcidin expression is similar in the liver and in the endocrine pancreas.
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5.  Placenta-derived drugs Laennec (i.v) and Porcine (oral) are capable of 
improving T2DM complicating with NASH/NAFLD through the action 
of ‘hepcidin inducer’

The discovery of hepcidin and its role in iron metabolism could lead to novel 
therapies for hereditary hemochromatosis and other iron-loading diseases. Laennec 
(parenteral) and Porcine (oral), which are hepcidin inducers, actually improved iron 
overload in a hereditary hemochromatosis patient, without performing sequential 
phlebotomy. This suggests the possibility of not only improving the prognosis of 
hereditary hemochromatosis but also ameliorating complications, such as type 2 
diabetes, liver fibrosis and hypogonadism. Laennec and Porcine can completely 
replace continuous venesection in patients with hereditary hemochromatosis and 
may improve other iron-overloading disorders caused by hepcidin deficiency and/or 
insufficiency [73, 75] (Figures 1–4).

The association with hepcidin is supposed in many kinds of human diseases, 
furthermore, most of these diseases are influenced by alterations in hepcidin 
concentrations [73, 76]. Hepcidin-targeted therapies may improve the manifesta-
tions and biochemical abnormalities of patients with iron disorders. Although no 
specific hepcidin therapies are currently available, several compounds are under 
development as hepcidin agonists or antagonists [77]. Moreover, hepcidin either 
has a primary or a secondary role in insulin resistance, which is a characteristic of 
T2DM. However, it remains inconclusive whether serum hepcidin levels are an inde-
pendent risk factor in the etiopathogenesis of T2DM. By inducing preferable and 
appropriate amounts of hepcidin, placenta-derived drugs could improve the clinical 
course of NASH complicated with T2DM and hyperferritinemia by attenuating 

Figure 3. 
H. hemochromatosis treated with Laennec and porcine. Case, 47-year-old male. For 74 months, only Laennec 
(6A/d, 3/w) and porcine have been utilised effectively without phlebotomy. 67,200 ml (33,600 mg Fe) of 
phlebotomy were exempted: Estimated ferritin elevation 23,312 ng/ml (47/100 ml phlebotomy). Actually only 
66.8 ng/ml elevated (0.28% of estimated ferritin elevation).
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the iron-induced oxidative stress and iron accumulation in both hepatocytes and 
pancreatic β-cells [78].

It is generally confirmed that iron overload causes insulin deficiency by promoting 
pancreatic β-cell apoptosis. Because of their stringent dependence on mitochondrial 
glucose metabolism and their limited antioxidant capacity [79], β-cells are extremely 
susceptible to oxidative stress. Through their divalent metal transporter, pancreatic 
β-cells can avariciously take up non-Tf-bound iron [80], which can promote oxida-
tive stress by catalysing the Fenton reaction. Elevated iron levels oxidise various 
biomolecules, such as nucleic acids, proteins, and lipids, which may contribute to the 
development of T2DM by decreasing the insulin secretion from pancreatic β-cells, 
with a concomitant increase in insulin resistance [14, 76].

In our clinical data: Laennec has been administered [73] (Figures 3 and 4) to a 
patient with hereditary hemochromatosis without phlebotomy. HbA1c levels have fur-
ther improved by Laennec treatment (more than 2% declined) for 84 months without 
changing the medications for diabetes treatment. These results are probably due to 
the additive efficacy of Laennec in reducing iron-originated ROS, enhancing the anti-
inflammatory action with concomitant improvement in liver fibrosis, and diminish-
ing the iron deposition in hepatocytes. Laennec was also administered to patients with 
NASH with T2DM (Figures 5–8); treatment with Laennec significantly improved 
the T2DM, reduced the serum ferritin level, and decreased the iron deposition in the 
hepatocytes [73, 74]. The regulation of iron and glucose metabolism is possibly due to 
the pancreatic β-cells’ ability to co-release insulin and hepcidin.

The data published by Kulaksiz et al. [81] demonstrated that hepcidin is expressed 
in the pancreas of rats and humans. Further analysis showed that it was localised in 
the β-cells of the islets of Langerhans. In addition, in vitro experiments performed 

Figure 4. 
After treatment with Laennec without phlebotomy for 84 months, the histological evaluation revealed a 
remarkable reduction in iron deposition and fibrosis. At the same time, remarkable improvements in the quality 
of life (QOL) and erectile dysfunction (ED) were observed. During these periods, oral administration with 
porcine was replaced with Laennec for 8 months; however, the efficacy remained the same.
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Figure 5. 
Type 2 diabetes mellitus complicating with NASH grade 2, stage 2, 58 years old female. H.P.I: she has been 
followed up with the diagnosis of type 2 DM, SAS, hypertension and liver dysfunction (fatty liver) for these 
5 years by a diabetologist. HBsAg (−) HCV (−) the control type 2 DM has been actually not so preferable 
(HbA1c 7.5–9.0%) BW 84.1 kg, HT 84.1 kg, HT 165.0 cm, BMI 30.9. As for SAS: CPAP tx continuing drugs for 
DM: sitagliptin 50 mg/d reduced to 25 mg after Laennec Tx.

Figure 6. 
The histological evaluation revealed the presence of fatty metamorphosis, inflammation, pericellular fibrosis, 
ballooning of hepatocyte, Mallory body and iron deposition mainly in the hepatocyte. After treating with 
Laennec, the histological evaluation revealed remarkable improvement in iron deposition and fibrosis, as well as 
amelioration of inflammation and fatty metamorphosis.
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Figure 7. 
Type 2 diabetes mellitus complicating with NASH grade 2, stage 3, 45 years old male. H.P.I: he has 
been followed up with the diagnosis of type 2 DM, SAS and liver dysfunction (fatty liver) for these 8 years by a 
diabetologist. The control of type 2 DM has been actually poor (HbA1c 9–10%) HBsAg (−) HCV-ab (−) BW 
119.5 kg, HT 176.6 cm, BMI 38.3. As for SAS: CPAP tx continuing drugs for DM: [1] metformin 2250 mg/d [2] 
sitagliptin 100 mg/d [3] gliclazide 40 mg/d.

Figure 8. 
Histological evaluation revealed the presence of fatty metamorphosis, inflammation, pericellular fibrosis and 
iron deposition in the hepatocyte. After treating with Laennec, the histological evaluation revealed remarkable 
improvement in iron deposition and fibrosis as well as amelioration of inflammation and fatty metamorphosis. In 
addition to these pathological changes, remarkable improvements in biochemical data and QOL were observed.
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in this study demonstrated that hepcidin expression in β-cells is directly regulated 
by iron. Iron is important for normal insulin secretion. However, excessive amounts 
of iron can affect β-cell function in hemochromatosis models [82–84], causing iron 
accumulation in the islets, a reduction in insulin secretion and an increase in the 
apoptosis of β-cells. In contrast, a reduction in the iron pool was shown to protect 
against diabetes and loss of β-cell function in an obese (ob/ob) mouse model [85]. 
These observations suggest that hepcidin produced by β-cells may be involved in the 
intrinsic regulation of pancreatic iron and glucose homeostasis [22].

In accordance with this study, the possibility of replacing phlebotomy with 
placenta-derived drugs, Laennec and Porcine, was evidenced through the pharma-
cological mechanism of inducing hepcidin production and suppressing iron-related 
oxidative stress [86]. Furthermore, these results strongly suggest that Laennec and 
Porcine are considerably effective not only for H.H but also for other iron loading 
diseases, such as β-thalassemia, MDS, NASH complicated with T2DM, and autoim-
mune liver disease [primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) and autoimmune hepatitis (AIH)] 
[73–75]. The efficacy of removing iron from the liver will improve the prognosis of 
patients with these types of iron-loading hepatic disorders. Thus, more experimental 
and clinical studies are required to confirm the claim that hepcidin plays an important 
role in chronic liver diseases and complicating T2DM [87]. These are promising drugs 
that can suppress iron-induced oxidative injury as well as iron deposition in multiple 
organs, which will improve the prognosis of patients who developed iron-overloading 
disorders (Figures 5–8) [73–75].

In addition, in some types of β-thalassemia (especially intermediate), inducing 
hepcidin by administering Laennec and Porcine can improve the iron-overloading 
conditions in these patients without affecting the underlying cause of their haemolytic 
anaemia.

In general, serum hepcidin levels are typically elevated in individuals with NASH 
[68]. As this in itself fails to explain the cause of iron loading in NASH, one might 
consider that dysregulated iron metabolism occurs in NASH independently of hepci-
din. One of the possible mechanisms by which hepcidin inducer Laennec is capable of 
improving iron metabolism in NAFLD/NASH might be the induction of the alterna-
tive route of hepcidin, which might be relevant in the progression of NAFLD/NASH. 
Furthermore, there might be some kind of ‘hepcidin resistance’ in NAFLD/NASH 
patients, which is observed in T2DM patients as ‘insulin resistance’.

In conclusion, the present study suggests that s-ferritin elevation in our patients is 
a marker of metabolic syndrome with hepatic steatosis and insulin resistance and not 
of iron overload. The direct pathogenic mechanism, however, remains unknown. In 
the absence of in vivo data, any iron-independent role of hepcidin in the host defence 
remains speculative.

6.  Laennec and Porcine also have the effects of anti-inflammation  
and immune modulation in the treatment of chronic liver diseases

For the clinician, the serum elevation of ferritin in chronic liver diseases (CLD), 
with the exception of hemochromatosis, is always assumed to be a non-specific 
marker of hepatic inflammation and not of iron overload [88]. It is generally con-
sidered that iron is a putative component that interacts with oxygen radicals, and 
high rates of hyperferritinemia together with increased hepatic iron stores have been 
demonstrated in NASH [22].
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In the progression and pathogenesis of NASH, the role of hepatic iron still remains 
debatable. It is empirically accepted that iron-restricted diets or phlebotomy reduce 
hepatic damage as well as insulin resistance (IR) in patients with NAFLD/NASH 
[89]. However, the exact mechanisms involved in iron accumulation in NASH remain 
unresolved. Several mechanisms such as dysregulation of iron-regulatory molecules, 
genetic factors linked to IR and erythrophagocytosis by Kupffer cells might be 
responsible for hepatic iron overload in NASH [90].

A simple clinical study of phlebotomy treatment was reported by Chakraberti and 
Adams, performed on a series of 56 patients with histology-proven NAFLD [91]. Liver 
biopsy and liver iron concentration (LIC) were evaluated at entry and 6 months after 
phlebotomy. They did not find any significant correlation between hepatic inflamma-
tion as measured by NAS score, LIC and the level of serum ferritin and other genetic 
markers of inflammation, such as ESR and CRP. The authors had the conclusion that 
elevated serum ferritin is associated with hepatic iron accumulation, but that liver 
inflammation is not the cause of increased serum ferritin in patients with NAFLD.

Recently, other authors [92] demonstrated that elevated ferritin levels reflect iron 
stores, and not hepatic inflammation, being predictors of vascular damage in NAFLD. 
Irrespective of the underlying mechanisms, the only certainty is that an increased 
serum ferritin level in NAFLD is not a marker or a cause of inflammation, but a conse-
quence of iron accumulation within the hepatocyte.

The resident macrophages in the sinusoids of the liver, Kupffer cells, have been 
widely implicated in hepatic injury such as endotoxin–mediated liver injury. Kupffer 
cells are known to express the death ligands, tumour necrosis factor α (TNF α), TNF-
related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL), and Fas ligand [93, 94].

As a consequence of chronic tissue damage, HSCs, as well as other extracellular 
matrices – producing cells such as fibroblasts and myofibroblasts – undergo a process 
of activation towards a phenotype characterised by increased proliferation, motil-
ity, contractility and synthesis of extracellular matrix components. HSC activation 
is regulated by several soluble factors, including cytokines, chemokines, growth 
factors and products of oxidative stress as well as by extensive changes in composition 
and organisation of extracellular matrix components. Controlled cell death (apop-
tosis) could also be a mechanism underlying the termination of HSC proliferation. 
Spontaneous apoptosis is detected in parallel with HSC activation. Hepatic fibrosis is 
a complex dynamic process mediated by the death of hepatocytes and the activation 
of HSCs. Lipid peroxidation including the generation of ROS, TGF-β and TNF-α can 
be implicated as a cause of hepatic fibrosis.

The major source of ROS production in hepatocytes is NADH and NADPH 
oxidases localised in mitochondria. NADH and NADPH oxidases leak ROS as part of 
their operation. Hepatic fibrosis itself causes no symptoms but can lead to end-stage 
cirrhosis. In cirrhosis, the failure to properly replaced destroyed hepatocytes and the 
excessive collagen deposition to distort blood flow through the liver (portal hyperten-
sion) results in severe liver dysfunction.

Under physiological conditions, hydrogen peroxide plays an important role in 
intracellular signalling. In terms of pathological actions, ROS participate in the 
development of liver diseases. In this situation, hydrogen peroxide is converted into 
the hydroxyl radical, which is a harmful and highly reactive ROS, in the presence 
of transition metals such as iron. At the cellular levels, origin of hepatic fibrosis is 
initiated by the damage of hepatocytes, followed by the accumulation of neutrophils 
and macrophages including Kupffer cells on the sites of injury and inflammation 
in the liver. When hepatocytes are continuously damaged, leading to cell death, the 
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production of extracellular matrix proteins such as collagens predominates over 
hepatocellular regeneration. Overproduced collagens are deposited in injured areas 
instead of destroyed hepatocytes.

Judging from our clinical data presented before [73–75], Laennec and Porcine could 
have improved chr. liver diseases (CHC, NASH, PBC, AIH etc.) through the mecha-
nisms of anti-inflammatory and immune modulative actions, which were evidenced 
through the fundamental examinations performed by Shindo et al. [62].

7.  Heterogeneity of NASH/NAFLD from the viewpoints of etiopathogenic 
backgrounds and their sensitivity to each treatment procedure.

NAFLD, the most common chronic liver disease in the United States, European 
and Asian countries is an extremely heterogeneous disorder in its etiopathogenic 
backgrounds and clinical manifestations [95]. The pathogenesis of NAFLD is multi-
factorial and complicated; thus, several systemic alterations and individual variations 
have been implicated and discussed [96].

The primary insult of lipid excess is followed by variable contributions from 
pathogenic drivers, such as lipotoxicity and immune system response with activation; 
and modifiers, such as genetic susceptibilities, high calory diet, added small amount 
of alcohol, and dysbiosis. Although there are considerable heterogeneities in NAFLD 
progression and the development of NASH, only a subset of NAFLD develops into 
NASH, which is the most unsolved problem and mysterious issue.

Potential explanations for this variability include differences in etiopathogenic 
drivers [2], dynamic multiphasic progression, constitutional/genetic backgrounds, 
complicated diseases, biological reactions, metabolic responses, etc. [97].

7.1 With or without ‘T2DM and insulin resistance’

Diabetes is highly prevalent in patients with NASH/NAFLD and vice versa.
Three studies using Fibroscan showed that 12–18% of diabetic patients are esti-

mated to have significant liver fibrosis by different cut-offs [98–100]. Decreased 
levels of HbA1c [101] were more strongly associated with fibrosis improvement in 39 
Japanese patients with diabetes and NAFLD who underwent sequential liver biopsies. 
Thus, these three clinical parameters, including ALT, body weight and HbA1c (ABC), 
can become the milestones for the treatment of NASH, although the appropriate goal 
of each parameter to ameliorate hepatic fibrosis will be established in the near future.

In a cross-sectional multicentre study conducted by JSGNAFLD, the presence of 
diabetes was found to be associated with advanced fibrosis in 1365 biopsy-proven 
NAFLD patients [102]. ‘With or without T2DM’ is a crucial problem for treating 
NAFLD/NASH patients because complicated T2DM itself modulates the clinical 
manifestations of NAFLD/NASH and affects the sensitivities to treatment procedures 
and the prognosis of each disease. If some effective treatments are developed and 
preferable improvement of NAFLD/NASH can be achieved, the control of T2DM 
will improve unexpectedly. Mounting evidence suggests that more experimental and 
clinical studies are needed to confirm or refute the claim that hepcidin has a role or 
relevance with T2DM complicated with NAFLD/NASH.

Recently, attention has been shifting towards the iron regulatory hormone hepci-
din and its possible role in the etiopathogenesis of T2DM. Interpreting this critically, 
notably, hepcidin in the pancreas is expressed exclusively in the islets of Langerhans, 
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which constitute merely a small compartment of the total pancreatic parenchyma. 
Very likely, the regulation of iron and glucose metabolism is distinctly coupled at least 
at the pancreatic level by the co-release of insulin and hepcidin [81].

7.2 With or without ‘hyperferritinemia and iron overloading, related with T2DM’

A strong correlation between iron overload and several manifestations of the 
metabolic syndrome including NAFLD and T2DM has been demonstrated recently. It 
has clashed that increased ferritin levels observed in most patients with NASH are due 
to the underlying necro-inflammatory condition, which assists the release of tissue 
iron and ferritin into the blood [103].

The corelation between NASH and IR has recently been weaved as a ‘new iron over-
load syndrome’ characterised by hyperferritinemia. The dysmetabolic iron overload 
syndrome has now been established as a frequent finding in the general population, 
occurring in about one-third of patients with NAFLD and metabolic syndrome. Altered 
regulation of iron transport genetic factors is considered to be the main contributor to 
iron overload [26]. The exact mechanisms underlying the deposition of hepatic iron 
remain unknown and unsettled. One of the clinical factors associated with steatosis, IR 
and subclinical inflammation, often in the presence of predisposing features of NASH, 
is the build-up of iron in the liver accompanied by increased levels of serum ferritin, 
which is highly suggestive of the central role of iron in disease progression [104].

Iron is known to generate highly reactive hydroxyl radicals through the Fenton 
reaction, and the resultant ROS may contribute to liver damage. Significant increases 
in hepatic 8-OHdG generated by OH radicals have been reported in patients with 
NASH, particularly in correlation with iron overload, IR and severity of hepatic 
steatosis [26]. The mechanisms involved in iron accumulation in NAFLD, and in 
inducing IR, metabolic, hepatic and vascular damage by iron accumulation are not yet 
well understood and should be further investigated [92].

The association between hyperferritinemia, insulin resistance and T2DM has been 
discussed among hepatologists, diabetologists and endocrinologists recently. There is 
an increased prevalence of T2DM associated with two common iron overload condi-
tions, HFE hereditary hemochromatosis (HH) and β-thalassemia major [28]. The 
persistence of the association between serum ferritin concentration and T2DM after 
correction for hsCRP implies that inflammation alone does not entirely explain the 
association between hyperferritinemia and diabetes.

Bugianesi et al. [43] found that the serum ferritin concentration is not associated 
with hepatic iron concentration in NAFLD but is a marker of severe histologic damage 
in 2004. In the large NASH Clinical Research Network (CRN) cohort of 628 patients, 
Kowdley et al. [105] demonstrated that a serum ferritin concentration greater than 1.5 
times the upper limit of normal was independently associated with advanced fibrosis 
and increased NAFLD activity score. However, other studies have not found such a 
clear association [39, 106].

Notably, in an Italian cohort of 587 patients with NAFLD, Valenti et al. [26] 
showed that serum ferritin concentration did not predict fibrosis stage >1. As would 
be expected, the serum ferritin concentration was higher in the patients who had 
hepatic iron staining than those who did not, but those with non-parenchymal iron 
had much higher ferritin values (606 μg/L) than those with hepatocellular iron 
(serum ferritin 354 μg/L) P < 0.0001. This suggests that macrophage iron can cause 
hyperferritinemia either by direct release of ferritin or cytokine-mediated stimulation 
of ferritin released by other cells.
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Moreover, these results tend to suggest that the link between hyperferritinemia 
and NAFLD could be explained by insulin resistance. In NAFLD pathogenesis, the 
role of hepatic iron has largely focused on the generation of oxidative stress by iron. 
Considering oxidative stress is an established key component of NASH pathogenesis 
[107], the role of iron mediating liver injury in NAFLD via this mechanism has been 
well studied. Oxidative stress leads to cell death via depletion of ATP, NAD and 
glutathione, and by direct damage to DNA, lipids and proteins within hepatocytes 
in NASH. Furthermore, oxidative stress leads to an increase in the production of 
pro-inflammatory cytokines and fibrogenic responses. Not only does oxidative stress 
potentiate steatohepatitis, characterised by inflammation and cell death, but it can 
also increase steatosis by preventing the secretion of very low-density lipoprotein 
(VLDL) through increased degradation of apolipoprotein B100 (ApoB100) [108].

In conclusion, iron has been gradually recognised as a regulator of adipose tissue 
function. There are definite pieces of evidence which support the role of iron in the 
regulation of adipose tissue inflammation, adipokine regulation and adipose tissue 
lipolysis. At present, most pieces of evidence support the role of adipose tissue iron in 
the pathogenesis of insulin resistance and T2DM, although clearly, these mechanisms 
may be highly relevant in NAFLD.

It has been suggested that elevated serum ferritin is associated with several 
metabolic disorders. However, no reported study has assessed the association between 
serum ferritin and sarcopenia despite the close relationship between sarcopenia and 
metabolic disorders.

The question then arises whether the concentration of hepcidin in T2DM subjects 
is primary or secondary to elevated body iron stores. This might be an important 
assignment to find a key to the settlement of the dispute.

7.3 With or without ‘iron deposition in hepatocyte and/or Kupffer cell’

Although iron is indispensable for normal physiology and biochemical reactions, 
excess iron is toxic and harmful because it can accelerate the Fenton reaction that 
generates noxious reactive oxygen species (ROS) and severely damages cells and 
tissues in the human body. Thus, maintenance of body iron homeostasis is pivotal, 
particularly because there is no physiological pathway for removal of excessive iron 
from the body [109]. Systemic iron regulation is mediated via the liver-secreted iron 
regulating hormone hepcidin under normal physiological conditions [110]. Several 
studies have reported the fibrosis-enhancing effects of iron. For instance, induced 
collagen deposition in gerbil [111], iron elevated collagen gene expression in HSCs 
and increased TGF-β expression in rats [112], and promoted cirrhosis in mice [113]. 
Ramm et al. [114] demonstrated the correlation between LIC and HSC-activation 
in humans, resulting in increased expression of α-SMA and collagen deposition in 
patients with hemochromatosis for the first time. Similar results were observed in 
rat HSCs, wherein iron increased HSC-cell proliferation and selectively increased 
collagen synthesis without affecting non-collagen proteins [115].

In the pathogenesis of NAFLD, iron has been widely implicated, therefore rep-
resents a potential target for treatment. Correlations between the serum ferritin 
concentration and NAFLD are noted in most studies, although serum ferritin is an 
indistinct measure of iron loading. A large number of mechanisms underlying the 
pathogenic role of hepatic iron in NAFLD have been demonstrated in animal and 
cell culture models. However, the human data linking hepatic iron to liver injury in 
NAFLD is not so clear, with seemingly conflicting evidence, supporting either an 
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effect of iron in hepatocytes or within reticuloendothelial cells. Adipose tissue has 
emerged as a key site where iron may have a pathogenic role in NAFLD [116].

An investigation of the serum ferritin level and histological findings including 
iron deposition in 628 patients with NAFLD was performed by Kowdley et al. [105]. 
This large cross-sectional study revealed that elevated serum ferritin (>1.5 × UNL) 
was associated with advanced hepatic fibrosis (odds ratio [OR], 1.66; 95% confidence 
interval [CI], 1.05–2.62; P = 0.028) and a higher NAS (OR, 1.99; 95% CI, 1.06–3.75; 
P = 0.033). Elevated serum ferritin levels (seen in approximately 20% of the subjects) 
were associated with greater iron accumulation in the body (i.e., a high serum iron 
and transferrin-iron saturation) and greater hepatic iron deposition in both the 
reticuloendothelial system and hepatocytes.

It was also elucidated that the patients with increased serum ferritin levels also had 
higher serum transaminases and gamma-glutamyl transferase and a lower platelet 
count. Interestingly, even in patients without a hepatic iron overload on histology, 
higher serum ferritin was correlated with advanced stage of the disease.

7.4 With or without ‘inflammation and elevation of cytokines’

One of modifying factors in NAFLD/NASH is hepatic iron content (HIC) [117]. Iron 
accumulation exacerbates hepatic oxidative stress and can, therefore, affect susceptibil-
ity to oxidant stress induced by fatty acid oxidation [118]. HIC is susceptive to factors 
that differ among individuals (polymorphisms in genes such as HFE) and factors that 
might change during the lifetime of individuals, including sex-related factors (menstrua-
tion or pregnancy) and diet (consumption of greasy meal, roughage or red meat) [119]. 
The lipotoxic outcomes of identical fatty acid exposures can, therefore, differ based on 
complicated factors that modulate hepatic iron content. Inflammation is required to 
clear damage-related debris and stimulate local accumulation of other wound-healing 
cells, such as liver progenitors and myofibroblasts. However, excessive inflammation can 
compromise the viability of residual hepatocytes and promote over-growth of progeni-
tors and myofibroblasts, laying the groundwork for progressive fibrosis to liver cirrhosis 
and carcinogenesis. Therefore, the liver is variably repopulated with relatively immature 
or dysfunctional hepatocytes as long as wound-healing responses are active and continu-
ing. This potentiates metabolic stress and increases the risk of liver cancer [120].

Recent studies have suggested several possibilities in progressing liver fibrosis, 
involving inflammation caused by OS associated with lipid peroxidation, endog-
enous toxins of fructose metabolites, cytokine activation and NO [9]. Mitochondrial 
dysfunction not only facilitated the production of ROS but also contributed to the 
progression of NAFLD by inducing hepatic inflammatory cytokines. The network 
of obesity, IR and adipokine/cytokine has been hypothesised to induce both liver 
fat accumulation and NASH development [121]. ROS along with products of lipid 
peroxidation leads to increased release of several cytokines (tumour necrosis factor-
alpha (TNF-α), Fas ligand), which play a key role in cell death, inflammation and 
fibrosis [107]. Lipid peroxidation, release of inflammatory cytokines and cell death 
are the consequences of ROS-mediated mechanisms. Biologically active lipid peroxi-
dation products and cytokines take action together by inducing hepatic inflamma-
tion, leading to the development of diverse hepatic lesions associated with NASH. The 
inflammatory response is induced because of the upregulation of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines including TNF-α, interleukin (IL) 1 and IL-6 [122], which play an essential 
role in directing polymorpho-and mono-nuclear leukocytes into flamed tissue. The 
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effects of TNF-α in NASH are enhanced through an abnormal cytokine profile and 
increased expression of the TNF-α-receptor in the liver [123]. This contributes to 
additional lipid peroxidation of the mitochondrial membranes, thereby worsening 
their function and further inducing OS [94]. Adipose tissue shows prominent deregu-
lation of genes related to inflammation in patients with NASH. Induction of NADPH 
oxidase by TNF-α also leads to inflammation through the expression of TNF recep-
tor-1 and activation of nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB).

In the pathogenesis of steatohepatitis, hepatic inflammation and fibrogenic 
progression are pivotal features. Although hepatocyte damage and ROS are regarded 
to be the initial triggers of inflammation, additional factors such as mitochondrial 
dysfunction and ER stress have also been implicated as contributory factors in the 
progression of NAFLD to NASH, by promoting generation of signals and mediators of 
inflammation.

The association of elevated serum iron values and increased hepatic tissue fer-
ritin deposition with hepatic inflammation and IR in patients with NASH have been 
well established [94]. In contrast, ROS and lipid peroxidation cause direct damage to 
hepatocytes by affecting membranes, proteins and DNA [124]. The ensuing damage 
to nuclear and mtDNA results in necro-inflammation, particularly in the nuclei/cyto-
plasm of hepatocytes and sinusoidal cells.

The results of current research suggest that hepcidin may dampen inflammatory 
cytokines through a mechanism that is not well understood. Because excessive inflam-
mation is damaging in many infections, the potential role of hepcidin as a mediator of 
the innate immune response is a new and unexpected area of study.

7.5 With or without ‘sleeping apnoea syndrome (SAS), CPAP-Tx (+) or (−)’

Another serious clinical condition in understanding NAFLD/NASH is the presence 
of obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA), characterised by upper airway obstruction (caus-
ing intermittent hypoxia and ROS), and interrupted sleep [125]. Both conditions have 
been associated together as a cause/result/modifying factor or potential co-occurring 
complications of obesity and NAFLD/NASH [126, 127].

The two-hits hypothesis is one of the prevalent theories for the development of 
NASH. This theory indicates that benign hepatic steatosis may be the first hit, and 
then, another precipitating factor (second hit) may load and progress the patho-
genesis of NAFLD/NASH [128]. The involvement of OSA as a second hit in NASH 
development is evidenced by both experimental and epidemiological reports.

In a mice experiment, Zamora-Valdés and Méndez-Sánchez evidenced that expo-
sure to a high-fat diet along with chronic intermittent hypoxia was associated with 
lobular inflammation and fibrosis and with significant increases in the hepatic levels 
of pro-inflammatory cytokines (interleukin 1β and 6 and tumour necrosis factor α), 
as well as collagen-1α mRNA. Other in vivo experiments showed concordant results 
[129]. Oxidative stress and the release of hypoxia-inducible factor-1 are hypothesised 
to be the main players in this association [130].

Concurrently, epidemiological studies have showna higher prevalence of NASH in 
OSA patients, as well as a higher prevalence of OSA in NASH patients and vice versa. 
However, the evidence remains largely inconclusive, i.e., some studies have reported 
significant elevation in serum liver enzymes in OSA patients [131], whereas other 
studies failed to record such observations [132]. In a sample of 54,169 participants, 
significant association between NASH and OSA was observed. At the same time, 
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significant associations between NASH and obesity, DM and metabolic syndrome 
were also observed, indicating the possible involvement of these conditions in the 
pathogenesis of NASH.

Some convincing mechanisms were speculated to explain this association lately. 
Oxidative stress remains the predominant hypothesis. This occurs through repetitive 
cycles of hypoxia/reoxygenation every night, which disturb mitochondrial respira-
tion along with bouts of catecholamine release, inducing metabolic changes [133]. 
Moreover, hypoxia stimulates fibrosis and angiogenesis by enhancing the expression 
of hypoxia-inducible factor-1α, vascular endothelial growth factor, angiotensin-I-
converting enzyme and transforming growth factor β1 [134].

Furthermore, hypoxia is an established risk factor for inflammation [135]. This 
study documented a significant association between NASH and other complicating 
factors such as obesity, DM and metabolic syndrome. The association between NASH 
and hypertension, obesity and DM shows the full picture of metabolic syndrome. If 
the NASH patients complicating with SAS could be treated by CPAP appropriately, 
the more enthusiastically they continue the procedure, the more will the grade of liver 
fibrosis and hyperferritinemia as well as T2DM ameliorate by degrees. This modifica-
tion by treating SAS with CPAP will complicate the clinical data, manifestations and 
susceptibility to newly developed drugs for NAFLD/NASH patients.

7.6 With or without ‘reactive oxygen species (ROS) and Antioxidant dynamics’

A ‘two-hit’ theory has been postulated to help explain the mechanisms underly-
ing the development of advanced NAFLD. The ‘second hit’ has yet to be completely 
described; extensive research has identified several possible mechanisms, including 
oxidative stress (OS)-induced inflammation with lipid peroxidation, cytokine activa-
tion and excess production of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS/RNS) [124].

The main source of radicals in biological systems is molecular oxygen, which readily 
accepts electrons, the most important of which being the hydroxyl radical (•OH), the 
superoxide anion (O2

•−) and nitric oxide radical (NO•). These unstable and reactive 
radicals are natural by-products of the intracellular metabolism and from exogenous 
substances, which have the ability to react with biological compounds including pro-
teins, FFA and DNA [136, 137]. On the other hand, the main endogenous intracellular 
sources of ROS are mitochondria, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and peroxisomes, 
superoxide anion radicals (O2

•−) are produced because of enzymatic activity, such as 
with xanthine oxidase (XO) and cytochrome P450 metabolism [107, 138].

In a normal situation, a fine balance exists between prooxidant and antioxidant 
mechanisms, and OS, which has been long recognised as a key mechanism responsible 
for liver damage and disease progression in NAFLD, is believed to occur due to an 
imbalance in favour of prooxidation [139]. Numerous pieces of evidence accumulated 
over the past decade suggest that mitochondrial dysfunction plays a significant role 
in steatosis and steatohepatitis. ROS overproduction is induced by mitochondrial 
dysfunction, and the ensuing increase in the lipid peroxidation and protein oxidation 
has a detrimental effect on fat homeostasis in the liver. Mitochondria remain the main 
source of ROS in hepatocytes, although other subcellular organelles have also been 
shown to participate in the process [140, 141].

As a matter of fact, peroxisomes can oxidise long-chain FFA more rapidly than 
mitochondria, thereby increasing the cell’s capacity to metabolise FFA. However, 
H2O2, which is an end-product of peroxisomal β-oxidation, is converted into the 
highly reactive OH radical with ease. By promoting toxic accumulation of ROS, which 
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triggers other signalling pathways within the cell, chronic ER stress may also contrib-
ute to OS. The relationship between ER stress and OS works both ways because ROS 
generated through inflammation or damage to organelles (e.g., mitochondria) may 
also accelerate ER dysfunction [140, 141].

Because of either excessive production of ROS within the hepatocyte or reduced 
antioxidant defences, oxidative stress occurs and accumulates within the hepatocytes. 
Most antioxidant enzymes, copper/zinc superoxide dismutase (Cu/Zn SOD) and 
manganese-superoxide dismutase (MnSOD), which are mainly present in the cyto-
plasm and mitochondria, promote the reduction of O2

•− to H2O2. Another antioxidant 
enzyme, glutathione peroxidase (GPx), facilitates the subsequent conversion of 
H2O2 to H2O [137]. In correlation with disease severity, a breakdown in the antioxi-
dant defences plays a significant role in OS associated with NASH, as evidenced by 
decreased hepatic glutathione (GSH) and diminished SOD, GPx, catalase and gluta-
thione transferase activities [107].

Lipid peroxidation to release more reactive aldehydes is augmented by the resul-
tant increase in mitochondrial ROS, which further damages the mitochondrial DNA 
(mtDNA) and respiratory chain polypeptides [142].

In summary, mitochondrial dysfunction not only impairs fat homeostasis in 
the liver but also leads to an overproduction of ROS, which is deliberated to be an 
important factor in producing lethal hepatocyte injury associated with  
NAFLD [107].

7.7 With or without ‘liver fibrosis and promoting signals’

It is interesting that iron-loading is frequently observed in chronic liver diseases 
regardless of the aetiology. The Fenton reaction is induced by excessive iron. At 
the same time, it generates unquenchable amounts of free radicals that cause grave 
cellular and tissue damage and thereby contribute to fibrosis. In addition, excess iron 
can induce fibrosis-promoting signals in the parenchymal and non-parenchymal cells, 
which accelerate disease progression and exacerbate liver pathology. Liver fibrogen-
esis is the normal process of tissue repair. It is mediated via a complex network of 
interrelated and regulated signalling interactions between the resident parenchymal 
cells (hepatocytes), non-parenchymal cells, Kupffer cells, hepatic stellate cells 
(HSCs), liver sinusoidal endothelial cells, biliary epithelial cells, liver associated 
lymphocytes and non-resident infiltrating immune cells. HSCs located in the space of 
Disse between the hepatocytes and liver sinusoids play a pivotal role in liver develop-
ment and regeneration via fibrogenesis [143].

The fruitless regenerative response perpetuates variable repair-related expansion 
of immature liver cells, inflammation, vascular remodelling and fibrogenesis, which 
results in more advanced or severe NASH. By degrees, functional hepatic parenchyma 
is progressively replaced by scar, and the liver becomes enriched with neoplastic 
immature hepatocytes; this can account for the increased risk of cirrhosis and liver 
cancer in patients with severe NASH [144].

The histologic features of NASH indicate the ongoing repair responses to chronic 
hepatocyte lipotoxicity and vary with the severity of lipotoxicity and success of the 
wound-healing process. The liver can usually undergo repair and regeneration after 
acute injury or when chronic injury causes a minor increase in the rate of hepatocyte 
death. Therefore, there is no progressive replacement of hepatic parenchyma with 
scar, and the risk for liver cancer remains low in numerous patients with minimal 
hepatic lipotoxicity and mild NASH [120].
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In conclusion, the findings indicate that HSCs, during fibrogenesis in vivo, may 
not be directly subjected to oxidant stress, and when exposed to various oxidant 
stressors in vitro, do not turn on the fibrogenic machinery.

7.8 With or without ‘amenorrhea or menopause complicated with Mets’.

In menopausal women, oestrogen is one of important hormones for the regula-
tion of glucose metabolism, because it has capacity in exerting a protective effect on 
pancreatic beta cells and plays an important role in regulating appetite and improv-
ing insulin resistance in insulin target organs. It is one of the crucial problems that 
oestrogen may also play an important role in the progression of NAFLD and NASH. 
It has been empirically considered that postmenopausal women are at an increased 
risk of NAFLD and might show metabolic features of insulin resistance. For example, 
increased total and visceral adiposity in peri- and postmenopausal women is associ-
ated with an increased risk of insulin resistance, dyslipidaemia, hypertension, diabetes 
and cardiovascular disease. Furthermore, postmenopausal women with NAFLD are at 
an increased risk of portal inflammation, ballooning and fibrosis due to their inability 
to suppress oxidative stress and fibrosis by lowering their oestrogen levels [145].

It is really recognised that oestrogen replacement therapy has some beneficial 
effects in patients with liver fibrosis. The risk of NAFLD is greater among postmeno-
pausal women than among premenopausal women [146].

It is possible that the loss of protection conferred by oestrogens’, combined with 
other factors, underlies the increased NAFLD risk in postmenopausal women. NAFLD 
can easily progress to a more dangerous condition called NASH, which indicates there 
is both inflammation and liver cell damage, along with fat in the liver [147].

In addition, menopause or amenorrhea actually means ‘relative iron overload’ 
for women who develop obesity at the same time. These women have a high risk of 
deteriorating NAFLD/NASH. In such situations, Laennec as a ‘hepcidin inducer’ 
might be a preferable and effective treatment. In my experiences, 13 biopsy-proven 
NASH cases were extremely sensitive to placenta-derived Laennec treatment. In five 
cases, second liver biopsy revealed a diminishing liver fibrosis and inflammation, as 
well as a decrease in iron deposition. In these NASH cases, iron deposition was mainly 
observed in the Kupffer cells [73, 74, 78].

7.9 With or without ‘lipolysis and lipotoxicity’

In discussing the prognosis of liver steatosis, NAFLD does not necessarily lead to 
NASH because NAFLD is an extremely heterogeneous condition. This heterogeneity 
exists in part because different types of lipids with different cytotoxic potentials accu-
mulate in the NAFLD, and individuals with NAFLD differ in their ability to defend 
against lipotoxicity. Differences in these wound-healing responses among individuals 
determine whether the lipotoxic livers regenerate, leading to stabilisation or resolu-
tion of NASH, or develop progressive scarring, cirrhosis and possibly liver cancer.

The perception that the lipotoxic potential of various types of lipids differs 
can help explain why the outcomes of hepatic steatosis vary as a matter of fact. 
Interventions that block the accumulation of lipotoxic lipids might, therefore, be 
used to prevent or treat NASH. Multiplying of fatty acids within the mitochondria 
could also dissipate the protonmotive force that typically occurs during mitochondrial 
respiration [148]. This makes mitochondria more vulnerable to other insults that 
collapse the mitochondrial membrane potential, such as tumour necrosis factor alpha 
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(TNFα), and could lead to the release of mitochondrial factors that promote apoptosis 
[149]. Complete cessation of the mitochondrial electron transport and ATP synthe-
sis is caused by extreme depolarisation of mitochondrial membranes, resulting in 
cellular necrosis [150]. Because damaged mitochondria cannot efficiently metabolise 
fatty acids, fatty acids accumulate [151], leading to further hepatic lipid accumulation 
[152], and promoting inflammatory [153] and fibrogenic responses as well as mito-
genic responses that could be carcinogenic [154].

Lipotoxicity induces several different types of cellular stresses, including ER stress 
[154] and impaired autophagy [155]. In addition, it promotes a sterile inflamma-
tory response that can potentiate liver cell injury and death. At the adipocyte level, 
metabolic dysregulation because of impaired insulin post-receptor signalling leads to 
excess lipolysis of triglycerides (TGs) and NEFA release into the circulation. At the 
molecular level, lipotoxicity leads to endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress, lysosomal 
dysfunction, inflammasome activation, cell death and activation of inflammatory 
responses due to lethal and sublethal hepatocellular injury [156].

NASH occurs because lipotoxic hepatocytes release factors that initiate wound-
healing responses to replace dying hepatocytes [157]. Wound healing is a complex multi-
faceted process that can restore the liver structure and function to a healthy state [158].

7.10 With or without ‘the intestinal microbiome and enterohepatic circulation’

While the causal links between the microbiota and NAFLD have not been fully 
elucidated, disruption in intestinal permeability [159] and bacterial-derived ligands 
(e.g., LPS) and metabolites (e.g., secondary bile acids, short chain fatty acids) are 
putative mediators of this association.

It was elucidated recently that the presence of bacterial strain (Klebsiella pneu-
moniae), which produces high levels of endogenous alcohol was associated with 
NAFLD in a human cohort [160]. Bile acids are synthesised and secreted by hepato-
cytes and are involved in the absorption of dietary lipids. They are transported back 
to the liver by enterohepatic circulation and act on the nuclear farnesoid X receptor 
(FXR), which is also expressed on hepatocytes, thereby affecting glucose [161] and 
lipid metabolism. Further, the release of FGF after ileal FXR activation is a feedback 
mechanism that reduces bile acid synthesis, hepatic steatosis and IR [162]. Through 
their antimicrobial effects, bile acids also modulate the relationship between gut 
microbiota and chronic liver disease [163] and improve glucose metabolism by activa-
tion of G-protein coupled bile acid receptor (GPBAR1) in enterocytes. Therefore, tar-
geting these mechanisms, for example, with an FXR agonist, is an attractive strategy 
for NAFLD therapy [164]. Gut-derived hormones, such as GLP-1, play a crucial role in 
controlling nutrient intake, absorption and metabolism and are attractive targets for 
metabolic disease in general, as well as in the liver [96].

7.11 With or without small amount of alcohol, so-called ‘NASH + ASH’

NAFLD and alcohol-related fatty liver disease (AFLD) [165] are already undoubt-
edly, and will continue to be, leading drivers of progressive liver disease and 
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) worldwide. Severe alcohol abuse leads to acceler-
ated disease progression with higher rates of HCC, liver-related deaths and poor 
prognosis. In contrast, NAFLD is most frequently related to metabolic dysfunction 
(MAFLD: metabolic dysfunction-associated fatty liver disease) and is associated with 
an increased risk of cardiometabolic disease and cancer.
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Although the main environmental triggers of fat accumulation differ between 
AFLD and NAFLD, they are frequently superimposed, and the pathogenesis of 
inflammation and progressive liver damage share numerous mechanisms [166].

The progression of liver damage is accelerated when, especially at times of 
acute insults during the natural history of the disease, excess fat and lipotoxicity 
lead to inflammation, hepatocellular damage and fibrogenesis, in a condition 
referred to as ‘steatohepatitis’ (NASH and acute alcohol-related steatohepatitis 
(ASH)) [167].

Just as all heavy drinkers do not progress to cirrhosis and HCC, nor do all patients 
with non-alcoholic steatosis progress. However, if NASH patients drink small 
amounts (EtOH: male <210 g/w, female <140 g/w) of alcohol, in my clinical experi-
ence of following more than 200 biopsy-proven NASH patients, the progression of 
liver fibrosis and deposition of iron at the hepatocytes seem to be more conspicuous 
compared to those who do not drink any alcohol.

A small amount of alcohol seems to modify and accelerate clinical manifestation 
and the progression of NASH.

8. How to find a breakthrough for NAFLD/NASH treatment?

As mentioned before, NAFLD/NASH is in general a heterogeneous group of 
chronic liver diseases characterised by the accumulation of fat in the liver. The 
heterogeneity and variation of NAFLD/NASH as well as the sensitivity to many 
kinds of treatment procedures are reflected in a clinical and histologic spectrum, 
where some patients develop isolated steatosis of the liver, termed non-alcoholic 
fatty liver, whereas others develop hepatocyte injury, ballooning, inflammation and 
consequent fibrosis termed as NASH and progress to liver cirrhosis/hepatocellular 
carcinoma.

Further research is required to determine why progressive scarring develops in 
only some patients with NASH, define the mechanisms that shift effective regenera-
tion to pathologic scarring [168] and determine how wound-healing responses might 
be modulated to heal lipotoxicity without scarring [169].

Based on these findings, the risk for NASH is determined by the susceptibility of 
hepatocytes to toxic lipids and potential for repair of lipotoxic liver damage. Therapies 
for NASH might, therefore, include those that prevent hepatic lipotoxicity by alleviat-
ing systemic metabolic stress [170].

A nascent understanding of this heterogeneity would also suggest that ‘combina-
tion therapy’ might be one of the options for preventing the progression of NASH; 
however, considering the remarkably wide-ranged heterogeneity of the disease, it 
may be extremely expensive and sometimes futile. One possible treatment procedure 
might be the trial with ‘bioactive drugs’, which have multiple sites of action such as 
‘antioxidant’, ‘metabolic regulator’ and ‘anti-inflammatory effects’ at the same time. 
The sites of action brought about by Laennec on NASH treatment might be so to speak 
“multicentric” and “covering a wide area” comparing with so called newly developing 
“monotherapy drugs”.

The most important mechanism of Laennec/Porcine might be conducted by the 
regulation of iron metabolism, which is needed in many kinds of biochemical and 
biophysical reactions (Figure 9). Laennec/Porcine might act on multiple targets, 
affecting diverse pathological processes and leading to an increased ability to adapt. 
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This fits seamlessly in the pathophysiologic model of NAFLD/NASH since diverse 
pathological processes are involved. This concept is really compatible with the site of 
action induced by Laennec/Porcine. So that, Laennec/Porcine is capable of covering 
wide range of pathological abnormalities in NAFLD/NASH (Figures 10 and 11). If 
the drug is safe, has no apparent side effects, is cost beneficial (250–300 USD/m), 
has multiple mechanisms, which will ameliorate NAFLD/NASH spectrum according 
to the individual pathogenic background, and its pharmacodynamics are clarified, 
attempts should be made to use such a drug for treating the patients with NAFLD/
NASH (Figures 10 and 11).

In conclusion, considering numerous factors being involved in the pathogenesis of 
NAFLD/NASH, one of the most preferable and reliable drugs for the control of these 
diseases might be the “Bioactives” such as Laennec/Porcine, which have multi-ranged 
sites of action and the potential to modulate iron metabolism appropriately through 
the action of “hepcidin inducer”.

Further studies should confirm the role of iron overload and the meaning of 
hyperferritinemia in patients with chronic liver diseases, including NAFLD/NASH. 
‘Hepcidin inducing therapy’ using Laennec/Porcine might be one of the preferable 
treatment options for controlling wide-ranged NAFLD/NASH along with complicating 
T2DM (Figures 10 and 11).

Figure 9. 
Possible mechanisms of hepatic iron deposition and pathogenetic roles of iron in NASH/NAFLD. ‘Iron reduction 
therapy’ such as phlebotomy or dietary iron restriction may be promising for patients with NASH/NAFLD to 
reduce insulin resistance as well as serum transaminase activities. Iron is a potent catalyst of oxidative stress and 
may act synergistically with other promoters of lipid peroxidation by catalysing these reactions. Iron overload can 
also directly cause lipid peroxidation, and one of the subsequent products, malondialdehyde, has been shown to 
activate HSCs in vitro, the major source of fibrogenesis in liver injury. Excessive triglyceride accumulation is the 
most likely first step. The second step may be related to an increase in oxidative stress, which in turn, triggers liver 
cell necrosis and activation of HSCs, both leading to fibrosis and ultimately to the development of cirrhosis. One 
of the potential cofactors suspected to enhance this oxidative stress is excessive hepatic iron accumulation (by the 
courtesy of Ref. [171], partially modified by the author).
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Figure 11. 
Traditional concept of drugs vs. the mode of actions (Laennec and Porcine), ‘traditional’ concept of action of drugs 
versus the contemporary concept of mode of actions such as Laennec and Porcine. Traditional drugs are developed 
to act on one target, leading to the absence of disease; however, the target diseases are complicated and consist of 
many kinds of factors. Laennec and Porcine act on multiple targets, affecting diverse pathological processes and 
leading to increased ability to adapt. This fits seamlessly in the pathophysiologic model of NAFLD since it involves 
diverse pathological processes. (Dr. Bregje Van De Wier, Ref. [173], partially modified by the author)

Figure 10. 
Targets of upcoming therapies for NASH are shown in this figure. The supposed sites of action of Laennec seem to 
be widespread compared with those of other newly developed ‘single targeted drugs’. The expected sites of action of 
Laennec are graded ★★—★★★★ tentatively judging from formerly obtained data and clinical observations (by 
the courtesy of Ref. [172], partially modified by the author).
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Chapter 6

Therapeutic Approach to 
NAFLD-NASH
Georgios Sfikas and Ioannis Valsamidis

Abstract

Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and its progressive form nonalcoholic 
steatohepatitis (NASH) are the hepatic expression of metabolic syndrome and may 
lead to serious injury to the liver resulting in cirrhosis and hepatocellular carci-
noma (HCC). Despite its seriousness, there is no definite treatment to address this 
life-threatening condition. Weight loss and exercise remain the cornerstone of the 
therapeutic treatment but also an array of medications can be used with varying 
degrees on liver inflammation and cirrhosis. There is also an increased risk of cardio-
vascular events connected to NAFLD/NASH, which should also be addressed. Statins 
have been shown to reduce the lipid and the inflammatory burden of the liver as 
well as decrease the cardiovascular risk. Aspirin also has a beneficial effect due to its 
anti-inflammatory properties as well as Vitamin E in certain cases. The medications 
(metformin, pioglitazone, GLP-1 agonists, SGLT2 inhibitors) that interfere in glucose 
metabolism and the activity of insulin seem to play a vital role in the metabolism of 
glucose and lipids and subsequent amelioration of liver function tests and the inhibi-
tion of inflammation. The aim of this review is to highlight the efficacy of current 
therapeutic strategies and explore the variety of the emerging new agents which 
target newly discovered pathways associated with the pathogenesis of NAFLD/NASH 
with promising results.

Keywords: nonalcoholic fatty liver disease NAFLD, nonalcoholic steatohepatitis-NASH, 
metabolic syndrome, obesity, statins, diabetes mellitus

1. Introduction

Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease/nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NAFLD/NASH) 
describes a group of diseases that are characterized by hepatic steatosis without the 
excessive intake of alcohol. NAFLD/NASH may involve cirrhosis and/or hepatocel-
lular carcinoma (HCC). NAFLD may be differentiated from the more benign state of 
the nonalcoholic liver to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), which is the most seri-
ous manifestation of the disease. In the first case, hepatic steatosis presents without 
indication of inflammation, while in NASH hepatic steatosis is connected to lobular 
inflammation and apoptosis that may lead to fibrosis and cirrhosis [1] (Figure 1). 
Therapeutic management is divided into two kinds of measures: Lifestyle interven-
tion and pharmacological/surgical treatment.
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2. Lifestyle intervention

2.1 Alcohol abstinence

Patients with NAFLD/NASH are suggested to avoid the use of alcohol and espe-
cially to avoid the abuse of it, e.g. fourteen drinks per week or over four drinks per 
day for male and over seven drinks per week or over three per day for female. The use 
of alcohol is connected to the progression of the disease [2].

2.2 Regulation of cardiometabolic risk factors

Patients with NAFLD/NASH have an increased risk of cardiovascular disease and 
they often have multiple risk factors (hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia, smoking) 
(Figure 2). The regulation and treatment of these factors have an ameliorating effect 
on the disease progression and reduce the overall risk of cardiovascular disease [3].

2.3 Physical activity

For people with NAFLD/NASH, exercise is necessary since it regulates metabo-
lism. These people frequently have a tendency towards obesity and metabolic 
syndrome, whether or not they also have type 2 diabetes. Additionally, they prompt 
sedentary lifestyles, which accelerates development [4]. According to reports, 
increasing daily exercise decreases obesity while increasing the metabolism of fatty 

Figure 1. 
NAFLD-NASH staging and progression.
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acids and glucose. Exercise decreases hepatic fat content, as well as adipose tissue and 
plasma-free fatty acids, which form the pathophysiologic basis for these alterations. It 
has been demonstrated that activities with higher intensity and longer duration have a 
more significant impact on cardiometabolic morbidity and mortality as well as greater 
benefits for NASH and liver fibrosis [5].

2.4 Loss of weight/diet

The loss of weight is the main treatment for most patients with NAFLD/NASH. 
It is suggested for all patients that are overweight (BMI > 25 kg/m2) or obese 
(BMI > 30 kg/m2), because weight loss can lead to amelioration of liver function 
tests, histologic findings, and insulin resistance. It mainly consists of the restriction 
of intake calories through the decrease of the metabolism of carbohydrates Table 1. 
This reduces the glycemic load, and improves the pancreatic b-cell insulin secretion, 
it increases HDL-C and further decreases serum triglycerides and glucose [6]. The 
patients are consulted to lose 5 to 7% of the initial body weight with a rate of 0.5 to 
1 kg per week. For patients with NASH (suspected or proven by biopsy), the target of 

Figure 2. 
Score chart: 10-Year risk of fatal cardiovascular disease (CVD).
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weight loss is even higher (7 to 10% of the initial body weight). For some patients, an 
even greater body loss may be required. If the values of ALT are not normalized, after 
the achievement of the above-mentioned targets, they are advised to lose even more 
weight. It has been shown from several studies that at least 5% of the initial body 
weight is required for the improvement of the hepatic steatosis [7]. In a meta-analysis 
of eight studies, which include 373 patients, the loss of equal or more to 5% of body 
weight resulted in the improvement of hepatic steatosis, while the loss of at least 5% 
of body weight was correlated with a further amelioration of NAFLD/NASH [8]. 
The above changes need at least a timeline of 6 months to be implemented and reveal 
significant results.

2.5 Bariatric surgery

Bariatric surgery is an option in patients unresponsive to lifestyle changes and 
pharmacotherapy. It is currently recommended for patients with BMI > 40 kg/m2 and 
no comorbidities, or in patients with BMI > 35 kg/m2 and serious comorbidities (T2DM, 
Hypertension, NAFLD/NASH). A review of 29 studies of patients that underwent 
bariatric surgery showed a significant improvement in liver function tests and a meta-
analysis reported a decrease in steatosis, inflammation, and fibrosis [9, 10].

2.6 Immunization

Patients who do not have serologic verification of immunity should receive the 
hepatitis A and B vaccines. Pneumococcal vaccination and common immunizations 
offered to the public are additional vaccines for those with chronic liver disease.

3. Pharmacological treatment

Various pharmacological treatments had been studied for the management of 
patients with NAFLD/NASH (Figure 3). Most of these studies were very short and 

Table 1. 
Indicative diet for weight loss in NAFLD/NASH.
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could not identify a target with important clinical result for the patients (e.g., non-
compensated liver cirrhosis), instead referring to certain objective findings, e.g., 
levels of aminotransferases or histologic findings, often with conflicting results.

3.1 Vitamin E

800 IU of vitamin E per day is typically advised for patients with biopsy-proven 
NASH and grade of fibrosis equivalent to or more than 2, who do not have diabetes 
mellitus. According to certain research, vitamin E helps these patients’ steatosis. 
Nevertheless, there are a variety of data and safety issues when vitamin E doses are 
administered, so potential risks and benefits of treatment with vitamin E should be 
explored and the decision to use vitamin E should be made on an individual basis [11]. 
The American Society for the study of liver diseases advises against the use of vita-
min E in individuals with compensated liver cirrhosis and DM although studies that 
demonstrated the benefits of vitamin E treatment did include these patients. The use 
of vitamin E is supported by some but not all randomized research; however, incon-
sistent results may be attributed to variations in these studies’ design. A meta-analysis 
of five of these studies could not find histologic benefits with vitamin E, but there was 
significant heterogeneity among those studies concerning the synthesis of vitamin 
E that was used, the patient population, the study duration and lifestyle changes. 
Nevertheless, the biggest of these studies (pioglitazone vs. vitamin E vs. placebo for the 
treatment of non-diabetic patients with NASH-PIVENS) showed improvements with 
the use of vitamin E. The study included the randomization of 247 adults with NASH 
without DM, who received pioglitazone (30 mg per day), Vitamin E (800 IU per day) 

Figure 3. 
Pathways in metabolism where pharmaceutical interventions are made.
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or placebo for 96 weeks. Patients who were treated with vitamin E, had a higher possi-
bility to have an improvement in the FIB-4 score versus the ones who received placebo 
(43% vs. 19%) [12]. A meta-analysis of this study showed that the improvement in 
ALT was more frequent in patients who received vitamin E versus placebo (48% vs. 
16%). This is consistent with observational studies that showed improvements in the 
levels of aminotransferases in patients with NASH that received Vitamin E [13]. This 
benefit is possibly related to the antioxidative qualities of vitamin E (Figure 4). The 
very high doses of vitamin E (>400 IU per day) have been co-related in conflicting 
results with the increase in mortality from other comorbidities. So, a very careful 
approach and individualization is advised. The use of vitamin E should be avoided in 
male patients with personal or familiar history of prostate cancer [14, 15].

3.2 Aspirin

There is some evidence that patients with NAFLD may benefit from taking 
aspirin daily. When 361 individuals with biopsy-proven NAFLD were recruited for 
a prospective cohort trial, those receiving daily aspirin treatment had a lower risk 
of developing NASH and fibrosis than those who did not get daily aspirin treatment 
[14]. Additionally, in a 3692-person trial, daily aspirin users were less likely to develop 
advanced fibrosis than non-users among 317 patients who did not have fibrosis at the 
time of recruitment. These results are very encouraging, and further research may 
provide evidence supporting aspirin’s hepatoprotective properties [16].

3.3 Statins

The use of statins (HMG-CoA inhibitors) has shown in various studies to improve 
biochemical and histologic findings in NAFLD/NASH and slow down the progress of 
fibrosis. These results are attributed to the decrease of the levels of cholesterol and 
triglycerides, achieved by using statins, as well as their anti-inflammatory properties 
(Figure 5). Moreover, they decrease the cardiovascular risk associated with fatty liver 
disease [16].

Figure 4. 
Action of Vitamin E in NAFLD/NASH.
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Several data, demonstrating the beneficial effect of statins come from the post-
hoc analysis of three perspectives, controlled survival studies. The post-hoc analysis 
of Greek Atorvastatin and Coronary Heart Disease Evaluation (GREACE), included 
1600 patients, with coronary heart disease (CHD) and a mean observation time of 
3 years. This analysis included 437 patients with NAFLD/NASH. Atorvastatin lowered 
the levels of serum aminotransferases, normalized the ultrasound imaging of the 
liver, and decreased cardiovascular events by 64 percent compared to the participants 
with NAFLD/NASH that did not take statins [17]. Three years later, the researchers 
of Incremental Decrease in End Points Through Aggressive Lipid Lowering (IDEAL) 
concluded their post-hoc analysis. IDEAL was carried out in four Scandinavian 
countries and included 8864 patients with cardiovascular disease, of whom 7782 
(87.8%) had normal levels of aminotransferases and 1081 (12.2%) elevated levels 
of ALT, possibly due to NAFLD/NASH. In the patients with elevated ALT, a dose of 
atorvastatin 80 mg per day, normalized those levels within safety compared to simv-
astatin 20–40 mg per day. The most important fact was that the patients who received 
atorvastatin 80 mg per day, suffered half the number of cardiovascular events, 
strokes and acute coronary events as those who were treated with simvastatin [18]. 
This shows that the clinical benefit of the treatment with a statin in NAFLD/NASH 
is a composite special effect and not the result of a class effect of a category of drugs. 
There was a post-hoc analysis of primary prevention of a multicenter prospective 
randomized controlled study: Assessing the treatment effect in Metabolic Syndrome 
Without Perceptible diabetes (ATTEMPT), that included 1123 patients with a mean 
observation of 4 years that had similar clinical and biochemical benefits with a higher 
dose of atorvastatin (30 mg per day) in 326 patients who had moderately elevated 

Figure 5. 
Pathway of lipid metabolism and statin action in NAFLD/NASH.
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levels of hepatic enzymes and ultrasonographic findings of NAFLD. In all the above 
studies, the patients were included only if the level of aminotransferases were less 
than three times higher than upper normal levels [19, 20].

Due to the fact that there was no proof of the benefit of the statins in NAFLD/
NASH based on liver biopsy, a pilot study was conducted on 20 subjects to evaluate 
the effect of 10 mg per day of rosuvastatin in biopsy-proven NASH. A year later, 19 
of 20 patients, showed a total remission of NASH in new biopsy findings with subse-
quent normalization of liver enzyme and ultrasonographic findings. Another study 
from Italy with 107 patients with biopsy-proven NASH showed benefits from statin 
therapy, as well as a larger study with participants from Italy and France.

In a study performed on 5400 military personnel in Northern Greece, the NASH 
and FIB-4 scores were used to identify the ones that had NASH and NAFLD/NASH. 
Their final number was 613 (541 males and 72 females). These subjects were also con-
firmed to have NAFLD by ultrasonographic findings. They were subsequently divided 
into four categories: a control group, a group that received rosuvastatin, a group that 
received atorvastatin and a group that received pitavastatin. The dose of the statins was 
treated according to individualized LDL-C goals. The results of this study showed a 
clear benefit in all statin groups compared to the control group, after one year of treat-
ment, which was manifested in the improvement of NASH and FIB-4 scores as well as 
of the levels of aminotransferases. It should be stressed that the beneficial results of 
the use of statins were equally important to the subjects without metabolic syndrome, 
compared to the ones with metabolic syndrome, proving that the use of statins may 
have a crucial effect on the management of patients with a genetic disposition to pres-
ent with NAFLD/NASH, independently of the presence of metabolic syndrome [20].

3.4 Ω3-Fatty acids

Studies have suggested that people with NAFLD can benefit from the usage 
of 3-fatty acids. Treatment with 3-Fatty acids was observed to ameliorate hepatic 
steatosis as well as the levels of AST in a meta-analysis of nine studies involving 355 
individuals. Additionally, there was a tendency for the levels of ALT to rise. Only 
hepatic steatosis continued to improve with therapy with omega-3 fatty acids when 
the analysis was limited to randomized trials [21, 22].

3.5 Anti-diabetic drugs

Anti-diabetic medications have been shown to improve outcomes in NAFLD/
NASH and consequent liver fibrosis, even without an established diagnosis of diabetes 
mellitus. This is to a different degree due to their mechanism of modification of the 
metabolic syndrome (Figure 6), the cellular sensitization of insulin, and the effect of 
insulin itself on tissues.

3.6 Metformin

The principal treatment for diabetes mellitus type 2 is metformin, which is still rec-
ommended in all guidelines unless it is contraindicated. It is the primary cellular insulin 
sensitizer, interfering with insulin resistance, the primary pathophysiologic mechanism 
of type 2 diabetes [23]. Inhibiting hepatic gluconeogenesis, a supplementary method to 
promote normal serum glycemia is another effect of it (Figure 7). Hypertriglyceridemia 
is also improved by bringing glucose levels back to normal. Metformin uses improved 
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Figure 6. 
Pathogenesis of metabolic syndrome.

Figure 7. 
Action of metformin in multiple sites.
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liver ultrasound imaging and the levels of aminotransferases, particularly ALT, accord-
ing to a meta-analysis of 13 prospective trials, but it did not significantly enhance all 
patients’ histologic findings. Larger studies must be conducted and for a longer period 
because the number of patients included in these studies was relatively small and they 
were followed up for a brief period of time (in most cases 6–12 months). This will allow 
for a better evaluation of the effectiveness of metformin on NAFLD/NASH [24].

3.7 Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated Receptors (PPAR)

The only medication in this class that is currently in use is pioglitazone. It is 
regarded as an activator of the PPAR nuclear receptor of the PPARγ subgroup, which 
is mostly expressed in adipose tissue and associated with the reduction of inflam-
mation, adipocyte differentiation, and lipid and glucose metabolism (Figure 8). 
Pioglitazone possibly increases peripheral insulin sensitivity by inducing the release 
of adipokines, promoting the storage of triglycerides in adipose tissue, and boosting 
insulin’s inhibitory effect on lipolysis. These have the effect of decreasing plasma lev-
els of free fatty acids and causing the liver to reabsorb lipids [25]. Throughout these 
pathways, it enhances hepatic and peripheral insulin sensitivity and influences the 
pathophysiology and development of NASH in a beneficial way [13, 26]. The PPARγ 
sensitizers were reported to improve the hepatic histologic findings of ballooning, 

Figure 8. 
Action of PPAR sensitizers in NAFLD/NASH.
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lobular inflammation, and steatosis in a meta-analysis that compared the use of 
Thiazolidinediones to placebo in 334 individuals, but no significant improvement of 
fibrosis was detected. The favorable benefits were reversed following drug termina-
tion, which is proof that a prolonged course of treatment is necessary to provide a 
substantial benefit [26, 27].

Apart from PPARγ agonists, there also are other members of the drug family 
(PPARα and PPARδ) agonists which are expressed mostly in oxidative tissues and 
are deeply involved in mitochondrial biogenesis and metabolism, fatty acid oxida-
tion, ketogenesis, and fatty acid uptake-triglyceride metabolism. Elafribranor, a dual 
PPARα—PPARδ agonist, has been proven in animal models to enhance lipid and insulin 
metabolism and lessen hepatic inflammation and fibrosis. In animal models, the drug 
Lanifribranor has demonstrated improved glucose metabolism and decreased steatosis. 
Saroglitazar, a dual PPARα/γ agonist, also increased insulin sensitivity in people with 
type 2 diabetes. It also decreased hepatic steatosis and inflammation while preventing 
fibrosis in animal models. All of these agents are tested in ongoing trials [28–30].

3.8 GLP-1 agonists and DPP-4 inhibitors

GLP-1 is an endogenous hormone of the intestine which acts through the 
G-protein coupled GLP-1 receptor (GLPR). This directly stimulates the production 
and release of insulin while simultaneously inhibiting glucagon secretion and reduc-
ing food intake. The half-life of GLP-1 in the plasma circulation is only 1–2 minutes, 
due to the action of dipeptidyl peptidase (DDP-4) which inactivates GLP-1. The 
enhancement of the action of GLP-1 receptors using GLP-1 receptor agonists has a 
beneficial effect on the treatment of diabetes based on the lowering of serum glucose 
(Figure 9). These positive effects on glucose homeostasis coupled with the achieve-
ment of weight loss manage to reduce hepatic inflammation and steatosis and to 
improve liver function tests. The treatment of patients with diabetes melitus type 2 
with either exenatide, liraglutide, or semaglutide has proved efficient in the improve-
ment of hepatic steatosis, level of aminotransferases, and inflammatory markers. This 
effect was clearly associated with the levels of HbA1C and body weight loss. In a study 

Figure 9. 
Action OF GLP-1 agonists In ANFLD/NASH.
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including 52 patients with NASH, who received liraglutide or placebo for 48 weeks, a 
biopsy was performed at the end of treatment in 23 patients receiving liraglutide and 
23 patients receiving placebo. Steatosis was improved in nine patients (39%) receiv-
ing liraglutide compared to two patients (9%) receiving placebo. These patients were 
also less likely to present with the progression of fibrosis. Furthermore, compared to 
the patients that received placebo, the patients with NASH who received semaglutide 
achieved a greater percentage of resolution of steatosis with no worsening of fibrosis. 
More studies are underway with the intention to determine the efficacy of these 
medications in the treatment of NASH with or without cirrhosis [31–33].

The inhibition of DDP-4 has also been a subject of study. DDP-4 inhibitors have 
shown to reduce hepatic inflammation, fibrosis, and cirrhosis development in animal 
models. The problem is that the use of sitagliptin did not prove beneficial during the 
study of the treatment of NAFLD in humans, despite its favorable metabolic effect [34].

3.9 SGLT2 inhibitors

Sodium-glucose cotransporter-2 (SGLT2) inhibitors are a group of sodium-
depended glucose transporters which are primarily expressed in the proximal tube 
epithelium of the kidney and are responsible for the majority (over 90%) of filter 
glucose reabsorption. Inhibitors of the SGLT2 result in the increased urinary excre-
tion of glucose and the subsequent decrease of serum glucose levels. Their use has 
been shown to achieve weight loss in many people due to the extensive fluid excretion 
and the reduction of cardiovascular risk [35].

The above effects have shown that treatment with either Canagliflozin, 
Empagliflozin, or Dapagliflozine reduced hyperglycemia followed by lower levels of 
liver enzymes and improvement of liver steatosis. It is hypothesized that the weight 
loss caused by SGLT2 inhibitors was strongly associated with these effects since 
SGLT2 is not expressed in the liver (Figure 10). A large retrospective study showed a 
comparative advantage in the use of Canagliflozin and Dapagliflozin in the improve-
ment of hepatic level enzymes independently of body weight loss and HbA1C reduc-
tion. More studies with histologic evaluation need to be conducted to evaluate the 
usefulness of these agents in NAFLD/NASH [36, 37].

Figure 10. 
Potential action of SGLT2 in liver and contribution in NAFLD/NASH treatment.
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3.10 Combination treatment

There are currently no randomized clinical trials concerning the combination of 
treatments mentioned above. From various observation studies, it has been demon-
strated that the combination of different treatment methods may have an additional 
benefit for the patient with NAFLD/NASH compared to individual treatments 
alone, but further studies should be conducted in that direction. In everyday clinical 
practice, a combination of different strategies, for example, diet with metformin and 
statins, is very common, considering that it is the treatment indicated for the condi-
tions which are causally linked to the pathogenesis of NAFLD/NASH.

3.11 Emerging treatments in NAFLD/NASH

Apart from the established treatments, that have been discussed above, there 
have been also other therapeutic agents that have been shown to be promising in the 
treatment of NAFLD/NASH (Figures 11 and 12). These agents interfere in various 
stages of the metabolic pathway and may show significant results in improving the 
radiologic and histologic findings [36].

3.12 Modulation of nuclear transcription factors

Nuclear transcription factors are molecules that bind to their specific ligand and 
regulate transcription of specific genes and therefore have a beneficial metabolic 
effect and possibly therapeutic result in the treatment of NAFLD/NASH.

Figure 11. 
Metabolic pathways in inflammation in NAFLD/NASH and potential sites of action for new pharmaceutical agents.
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3.13 Farnesoid X receptor agonist

A crucial regulator of metabolic pathways, including glucose homeostasis, inflam-
mation, and fibrosis, is the farnesoid X receptor (FXR). In patients with NASH, 
the level of hepatic FXR expression is closely associated with the disease’s severity. 
The liver, kidneys, gut, and adrenal glands all express it. It controls the metabolism 
of lipoproteins and participates in the production and enterohepatic circulation of 
bile acids. Bile acid synthesis, hepatic lipogenesis, cholesterol synthesis, and glucose 
homeostasis are all directly impacted by FXR activation. In animal models, the treat-
ment of FXR agonists has been shown to resolve steatohepatitis and fibrosis as well as 
prevent the development of NASH. For the treatment of NASH, several synthetic FXR 
agonists are currently being developed [38].

Bile acids are cholesterol metabolites that are produced in the liver and absorbed 
from dietary lipids. Type 2 diabetes mellitus raises their levels. In animal models, 
nor-ursodeoxycholic acid, a synthetic bile acid homolog, has been demonstrated 
to decrease liver enzymes, fibrosis, and inflammation. Obeticholic acid (OCA), 
a different modified bile acid, activates the FXR in individuals and raises insulin 
sensitivity. The FLINT trial, a double-blind placebo, controlled, randomized clinical 
trial assessed the effectiveness of OCA in patients with NASH without cirrhosis and 
NAFLD activity score (NAS) > 4 for 72 weeks. Most of these patients had a decrease 
in the indices of liver fibrosis and inflammation, but they also showed elevated levels 
of LDL-C, insulin, and a decrease in HDL-C. Because of this, the improvement in 
liver markers was offset by a worsening of the lipid profile, which required statin 
therapy. Another ongoing trial (REGENERATE) also demonstrated a slight reduction 
in fibrosis as compared to placebo, although it did not completely reverse NASH [39].

Tropifexor is another very potent non-bile acid agonist of FXR, which has been 
shown to be very effective in NASH in animal models and it is under evaluation [40, 41].

3.14 THR-β agonists

THR-a and THR-b are the two isoforms of the nuclear receptor known as the 
thyroid hormone receptor (THR). The main liver isoform, THR-b, enhances hepatic 

Figure 12. 
Metabolic pathways of lipids in NAFLD/NASH and potential sites of action for new pharmaceutical agents.
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fatty acid oxidation and lowers steatosis and hyperlipidemia in animal models, 
whereas THR-a is important in cardiac function. These agonists, e.g., Resmetirom, 
have been employed in ongoing studies and have demonstrated a favorable impact 
on NAFLD [42].

3.15 Inhibitors of de novo lipogenesis

3.15.1 ACCs inhibitors

Acetyl-Coa carboxylases (ACCs) promote de novo lipogenesis through the conver-
sion of Acetyl-CoA to Malonyl-CoA, which is a signaling molecule that suppresses 
fatty acid oxidation. Thus, ACC inhibition reduces lipid accumulation in the liver and 
stimulates fatty acid oxidation, improving hepatic steatosis and insulin sensitivity in 
studies in animal models and humans. The problem that arises, is that it also causes 
hypertriglyceridemia which may further worsen NAFLD [43].

3.15.2 FAS inhibitors

Malonyl-CoA is used by the enzyme fatty acid synthase (FAS) to create saturated 
long-chain fatty acids. In NAFLD, the enzyme’s hepatic expression and activity 
are botH extremely high, and its suppression results in lower liver lipid levels and 
improved insulin sensitivity. Therefore, FAS inhibition reduces hepatic steatosis and 
de novo lipogenesis [44].

3.15.3 SCD-1 inhibitors

Stearoyl-CoA Desaturase-1 (SCD-1) transforms saturated fatty acids into mono-
unsaturated fatty acids and is widely expressed in adipose tissue and the liver. In 
NAFLD patients, it is quite active. This inhibition leads to reduced steatosis and 
improvement of insulin sensitivity [42].

3.15.4 DGAT inhibitors

Diacylglycerol acyltransferase (DGAT) catalyzes the esterification of fatty acids. 
The inhibition of the two isoforms of the enzyme resulted in lower levels of hepatic 
free acid, glucose, hepatic steatosis, and inflammation [45–47].

3.15.5 Ketohexokinase inhibitors

An enzyme called ketohexokinase encourages the phosphorylation of fructose to 
fructose-1-phosphate. Fatty acid oxidation enhanced de novo lipogenesis, hepatic 
steatosis, and inflammation that are brought on by the enzyme’s overactivation. Its 
blockage yields promising outcomes in resolving all the above procedures [46, 47].

3.15.6 MPC inhibitors

The mitochondrial pyruvate carrier (MPC), a combination of two proteins, is 
crucial for the lipogenesis process in which carbohydrates are converted to fatty acids. 
Clinical investigations have shown that MPC inhibitors increase insulin sensitivity, 
reduce liver steatosis, and lower liver enzyme levels.
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3.15.7 FGF (Fibroblast growth factors)

FGF19 is a gastrointestinal hormone that regulates the synthesis of bile acids, the 
metabolism of glucose, and the oxidation of fatty acids in the liver. FGF19 levels are 
decreased in NASH patients. Hepatic steatosis and liver enzymes were successfully 
reduced by the injection of FGF analogs. Another hormone that affects metabolism 
and energy expenditure is FGF21. Elevated FGF21 levels in NAFLD patients are 
adversely correlated with reduced insulin sensitivity. High doses of recombinant 
FGF21 were given to reduce body weight, enhance glucose sensitivity, and change 
liver and plasma lipid levels [48, 49].

3.15.8 Gut microbiome

The gut microbiome produces substances that are involved in several metabolic 
pathways and affect the activity of certain metabolites such as bile and fatty acids. 
Additionally, it is known to play a role in the metabolism of lipids and carbohydrates 
[50–52]. Numerous studies have demonstrated that the treatment with probiotics, 
prebiotics, and synbiotics that affect the gut microbiota, may reduce insulin resis-
tance and hepatic inflammation (Figure 13). In addition to these, fecal microbiota 
transplantation (FMT) is being extensively researched and appears to have great 
promise for the treatment of NAFLD/NASH [51, 53].

4. Conclusions

Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease and its evolution, Non-alcoholic steatohepatitis, 
constitute a serious cardiometabolic inflammatory process of the liver. Lifestyle 
modifications such as continued gradual weight loss and exercise are the cornerstone 
of the therapeutic treatment and have a profound beneficial effect on liver func-
tion tests and the co-existing cardiovascular risk. Bariatric surgery could also be 
advised for certain patients. Several medications have been tried for the treatment 

Figure 13. 
Gut microbiota and its role in NAFLD/NASH.
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of NAFLD/NASH, especially medications that ameliorate the metabolic profile of 
the patients, insulin sensitivity and lipid oxidation, thus decreasing the lipid burden 
and improving steatosis and inflammation. Certain new agents have also been under 
development and show quite promising in the treatment of this complex condition. 
The implementation of a variety of new agents that target the mechanisms of inflam-
mation and fibrosis in the pathogenesis of NAFLD/NASH will lead us to new effective 
treatments that will halt the acceleration of the disease and restore normal physiology 
of the hepatic tissue. Combination therapies may offer a further beneficial effect, but 
further studies need to be conducted to prove their efficiency.
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